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of 0.5-inch and the boundary layer thickness at the top of the step was approximately

2 step heights. Cross-spectral density measurements of* the wall pressure fluctua-
tions were obtained for both streamwise and transverse separations using small,

flush-monted, pinhole microphones at several downstream positions. Velocity data were
obtained using both a single and a x-wire anemometer at several downstream locations.
The velocity data consisted of measurements of the mean-velocity and turbulence in-

tensity (u', v', u'v') profiles, and measurements of the frequency spectrum of the
streamwise (u) and vertical (v) components of velocity at various positions in the
boundary layer.

The velocity measurements show that the boundary layers downstream of reattach-
ment are marked by the presence of a disturbance layer, consisting of highly ener-

gized flow, that is the remnants of the free-shear layer that formed when the flow
separated at the top of the step. This disturbance layer propagates away from the
wall and d2cays in level as it convects downstream.

Near reattachment the entire boundary layer is highly disturbed, but by x/h=16
the near wall region (y+<100) has recovered to an equilibrium flow condition. How-
ever, full recovery of the outer flow region takes much longer and will not occur
until the disturbance layer has fully propagated across the boundary layer. It is

i estimated that full recovery will not occur until an x/hz250.

The wall pressure statistics for the perturbed flow are characterized by the
presence of the disturbance layer. Levels of fluctuating wall pressure are very

high near reattachment. The frequency spectra show that these high levels are
associated with an excess of low frequency energy. This low frequency energy
excess decreases in the downstream direction, but even at x/h=72 is still greater
than the snectral levels for the equilibrium flow and never fully recovers within
the streamwise range of the measurements. Furthermore, these components were found

to scale on disturbance layer variables. Hence, the source of the low frequency
excess in the wall pressure fluctuations is the disturbance layer.

The high frequency wall pressures were found to scale on inner variables, and

as such, recovered to an equilibrium flow condition quite rapidly. This places the

sourCe of high frequency wall pressures in the inner layer of the boundary layer. c..
The cross-spectral properties of the wall pressure field show that for the

perturbed flow the low frequency components are coherent over a much greater dis-
tance than the coherence lengths measured for the equilibrium flow. The convective

phase speeds of the low frequency components track the location of the disturbance
layer in the boundary layer.

For both the perturbed and equilibrium flow, it was found that the boundary

layer suppresses wall pressure components below an uj6*/Uo<•0.3. This cutoff fre-

quency is also the frequency at which the wall pressure spectrum is a maximum for

the equilibrium flow.
A simplified analytical model for the wall pressure frequency spectrum, which

is a function of the measured velocity statistics, confirmed that the primary

source for the low frequency wall pressures was the disturbance layer.
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ABSTRACT

Wall pressure fluctuations beneath a non-equilibrium turbulent
boundary layer were studied experimentally. The objective of the
investigation was to better understand the process by which turbulent
boundary layer flows produce wall pressure fluctuations. The approach
was to study the statistics of both the wall pressure field and velocity
field for a non-equilibrium turbulent boundary layer, produced by
passing a flow over a backward-facing step, and then to identify
turbulent structures in the flow that contribute to the source terms of
the wall pressure field. Detailed velocity and wall pressure
measurements were also obtained for an equilibrium flow to provide a
basis of comparison for the perturbed flow results.

The experiments were conducted in a low noise wind tunnel for
velocities ranging from 50 to 95 ft/sec. The two-dimensional backward-
facing step had a step height (h) of 0.5-inch and the boundary layer
thickness at the top of the step was approximately 2 step heights.
Cross-spectral density measurements of the wall pressure fluctuations
were obtained for both streamwise and transverse separations using
small, flush-mounted, pinhole microphones at several downstream
positions. Velocity data were obtained using both a single and a x-wire
anemometer at several downstream locations. The velocity data consisted
of measurements of the mean-velocity and turbulence intensity
(u', v', u-v') profiles, and measurements of the frequency spectrum of
the streamwise (u) and vertical (v) components of velocity at various
positions in the boundary layer.

The velocity measurements show that the boundary layers downstream
of reattachment are marked by the presence of a disturbance layer,
consisting of highly energized flow, that is the remnants of the free-
shear layer that formed when the flow separated at the top of the step.
This disturbance layer propagates away from the wall and decays in level
as it convects downstream.

Near reattachment the entire boundary layer is highly disturbed,

but by x/h=16 the near wall region (y+<100) has recovered to an
equilibrium flow condition. However, full recovery of the outer flow
region takes much longer and will not occur until the disturbance layer

has fully propagated across the boundary layer. It is estimated that

full recovery will not occur until an x/h-t250.
The wall pressure statistics for the perturbed flow are

characterized by the presence of the disturbance layer. Levels of

fluctuating wall pressure are very high near reattachment. The
frequency spectra show that these high levels are associated with an

excess of low frequency energy. This low frequency energy excems
decreases in the downstream direction, but even at x/h-72 is still
greater than the spectral levels for the equilibrium flow and never

fully recovers within the streamwise range of the measurements.

Furthermore, these components were found to scale on disturbance layer
variables. Hence, the source of the low frequency excess in the wall.

pressure fluctuations is the disturbance layer.
The high frequency wall pressures were found to scale on inner

variables, and as such, recovered to an equilibrium flow condition quite
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rapidly. This places the source of high frequency wall pressures in the
inner layer of the boundary layer'.

The cross-spectral properties of the wall pressure field show that
for the perturbed flow the low frequency components are coherent over a
much greater distance than the coherence lengths measured for the
equilibrium flow. The convective phase speeds of the low frequency
components track the location of the disturbance layer in the boundary
layer.

For both the perturbed and equilibrium flow, it was found Jhat the
boundary layer suppresses wall pressure components below an w6 /U,<-0.3.
This cutoff frequency is also the frequency at which the wall pressure
spectrum is a maximum for the equilibrium flow.

A simplified analytical model for the wall pressure frequency

spectrum, which is a function of the measured velocity statistics,
confirmed that the primary source for the low frequency wall pressures
was the disturbance layer.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The fluctuating wall pressure field that develops beneath a

turbulent boundary layer, as it flows over a surface has received

extensive analytical and experimental attention in the past. A majority

of this interest arises from the fact that the unsteady surface

pressures are a source of surface excitation that can lead to unwanted

noise and vibrations. Lately there has been a renewed interest in

studying wall pressure fluctuations in an attempt to understand better

the turbulence processes that occur in wall bounded flows. In these

studies the large scale excursions that are detected in the wall

pressure signature are related to possible burst-sweep events in the

" ~.inner boundary layer.

The analytical studies have attempted to understand the

relationship between the large and small scale turbulence structures in

the flow and how they induce wall pressures. The direction of the

r4• experimental studies has been towards measuring the statistical

properties of the wall pressure field and then relating them to

turbulence structures that are known to exist in the flow. These

investigations have led to a fairly conclusive understanding of the

relationship between fluctuating velocities ani surface pressures, as

well as the importance of the wall pressure field as "- forcing function

acting on the surface. This level of understanding, however, is

restricted to classical, equilibrium types of flow.

For the case of perturbed (non-equilibrium) flows, little is

V presently known about the fluctuating velocity field and pressure field.

These type of flows are fairly common in practical configurations such

as, in turbomachinery, on high lift airfoils, along the walls of

diffusers and over irregular surfaces. The physical structure of these

turbulent flows can become highly complex. For example, the flow can go

S
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through a separation and reattachment process in which the velocity

field becomes energized and then goes through a slow evolutionary

relaxation period, eventually returning to an equilibrium flow. It is

hypothesized in this investigation that by studying the wall pressure

field that develops beneath such an energized flow a better

understanding can be obtained of the process by which velocity

fluctuations produce surface pressure fluctuations. Furthermore,

information of this type will also greatly advance the understanding of

flow induced surface vibrations for practical flow/structure geometries.

Flow over a two-dimensional backward-facing step has a well-defined

rpgion of separation and reattachment and, as such, has been used by

many investigators as a generic perturbed flow. Recent doctoral

investigations (Eaton (1980) and Pronchick (1983)) have performed

detailed studies of the turbulent structure in the separation-

reattachment region and to a limited extent in the downstream relaxation

region. These studies were restricted to the physical features of the

flow field. This investigation extends that work by experimentally

investigating both the velocity and wall pressure fluctuations for the

turbulent flow downstream of reattachment. Comparisons of the spatial

and temporal statistics of the velocity and wall pressure fields for

this perturbed flow will be made to those measured for an equilibrium

flow. Special attention will be given to the evolutionary

characteristics of the wall pressure field in the relaxation region.

In the following section a literature review of backward-facing

step work as well as other investigations on disturbed flows will be

given in which the basic features of such a flow are described. After

that, a literature review covering what are considered to be the more

important wall pressure fluctuation studies will be given. This

includes both analytical and experimental studies. Finally the specific

objectives of this study will be given.

2
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1.2 Review of the Problem Area

1.2.1 Features of the Disturbed Flow (Backward-facing Se)

-IThe non-equilibrium flow field that was selected for this study was

ti flow that develops downstream of reattachment of flow over a

backward-facing step. This flow is easy to obtain and has the advantage

of a fixed point of separation. The flow becomes highly energized by

the separation and reattachment process. In order to understand the

type of energized flow that is being studied some details of the

development of the flow in the separated and reattaching regions need to

be reviewed. This has been the subject of many extensive studies.

The characteristic features of flow over a backward-facing step are

illustrated schematically in figure 1.1. This complex flow field can be

described in terms of five overlapping flow zones. In zone I a fully

developed equilibrium turbulent boundary layer flows along the top of

the step. At the edge of the step the boundary layer separates forming

a free-shear layer. This free-shear layer grows, by an entrainment

process, as it moves downstream until its growth brings it in contact

with the downstream wall. At this reattachment point a portion of the

flow is directed upstream, into the recirculation region where it

eventually gets entrained by the free-shear layer, while the remaining

flow continues on its downstream path. The impingement and splitting of

the shear layer, at reattachment, produces high levels of turbulence

activity. Immediately downstream of reattachment the attached shear

-, flow is highly energized and has the characteristics of an attached

free-shear layer. As this energized flow convects downstream it

undergoes a relaxation and redevelopment process, eventually becoming an

equilibrium turbulent boundary layer. Zones IV and V are the regions of

interest in this study.

i
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1.2.2. Literature Review- Disturbed Flow Studies

Flow over a backward-facing step has been the subject of many

experimental investigations. A majority of these investigations have

dealt specifically with details cf the flow in the free-shear layer and

reattachment regions with the objective of developing computer codes

that are capable of accurately calculating flow fields downstream of

separation and reattachment. While studies of this type are not

immediately pertinent, since they typically do not address the flow in

the relaxation zone, they do provide information on the energized nature

of the attached boundary layer. These details are needed in order to

understand how the energized flow, in zone IV, redevelops as it convects

downstream.

Eaton and Johnston (1981a) provide the most current review article

describtng research on subsonic turbulent flow reattachment. In that

review they refer to and compare results from approximately 20 separate

investigations. They compare reattachment locations, locations and

magnitudes of Reynolds stresses, turbulence intensity profiles, and mean

velocity profiles. In the summary they recommend specific

investigations that should be conducted in order to resolve remaining

questions. The discussions deal primarily with the flow field upstream

of the redevelopment region.

Tani, Matsusaburo and Komoda (1961) investigated flow over various

backward-facing steps of different step height. They presented

measurements of static surface pressure, mean velocity profiles,

turbulence intensity profiles, and Reynolds stress profiles obtained on

top of the steps and at various downstream locations. The farthest

downstream measurement location was at an x/h of 15. They found the

static pressure distributions to be rather insensitive to changes in

step height and approaching boundary layer thickness. The base pressure

is nearly constant for all conditions tested and the pressure rise at

reattachment increases slightly as the step height is increased. The

maximum in the turbulence and shear stress profiles are initially

located at the dividing streamline of the free-shear layer but deviate

outward as reattachment is approached. They state that the turbulence



3 and shear stress, formed in the mixing region of the free-shear layer,

decreases downstream of the reattachment location and that a new system

of turbulence and shear stress moves upward into the reattached layer,

eventually forming a fully developed boundary layer with a maximum in

turbulence located near the wall.

Bradshaw and Wong (1972) investigated turbulent flow over a

backward-facing step to study the complicated nature of the flow in the

reattachment region. They showed how this flow resulted in a slow, non-

monotonic return of the attached shear layer to an ordinary boundary

layer state. Previous experiments that dealt with flow over surface

discontinuities that produce a separatEd/reattached boundary laý+er were

reviewed and compared to their results. The various flows were

categorized according to the strength of perturbation applied to the

initially thin shear layer as a weak perturbation, a strong

perturbation, or an overwhelming perturbation. The strength of the

perturbation was classified by the value of h/6,, where h is the step

height and 6, is the boundary layer thickness at separation; h/5,<<1

being a weak perturbation, h/6 0 -1 being a strong perturbation, and

h/6»>>1 being an overwhelming perturbation. They concluded that the

large scale eddies, which are formed in the free-shear layer and. produce

much of the shear stress, are torn in two at reattachment and that this

accounted for the rapid decrease in turbulent shear stress immediately

,downstream of reattachment. Just downstream of reattachment the flow

bears little resemblance to any sort of a thin shear layer. After

reattachment an internal boundary layer which follows a logarithmic law

behavior, grows out from the surface. The outer-layer structure was

found to relax back to an ordinary boundary layer very slowly. Even at

the last data station, located at 52 step heights downstream, the

turbulent properties of the boundary layer were not that of an ordinary

turbulent boundary layer. These conclusions were drawn from

measurements of mean velocity profiles, wall shear stress, turbulence

intensity profiles, and Reynolds stress profiles.

5
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Kim, Kline and Johnston (1978) experimentally and numerically

studied the flow over a backward-facing step. The experiments were

conducted using two different step heights; a 1.5-inch step and a 1-inch

step installed in the wall of a 3-inch wide wind tunnel. This

arrangement gave area expansion factors (step height to upstream tunnel

width) of 0.5 and 0.33 for the two steps. Static pressure, mean

velocity profiles, turbulence intensity profiles, Reynolds stress

profiles, and intermittency profiles were measured out to x/h-16. Tufts

were used to visualize the flow field. Reattachment of the separated

shear layer was found to be an unsteady phenomena, fluctuating upstream

and downstream of the mean reattachment point by approximately one step

height. It was suggested that in the reattachment zone large eddies are

not only split, as proposed by Bradshaw and Wong, but some move

alternately back and forth producing the unsteady reattachment

fluctuations. Flow in the recirculation region was found to be highly

turbulent. It was pointed out that the recirculated flow is entrained

by the free-shear layer as it grows downstream which is a quite

different process than occurs for a plane mixing layer which entrains

quiescent non-turbulent fluid. This enhances the turbulent activity of

the free-shear layer. Turbulence intensities and turbulence shear

stresses were found to be a maximuni in the reattachment zone.

Downstream of reattachment these quantities rapidly decayed but tne

total flow structure returned very slowly to that of an equilibrium

boundary layer flow. The inner layer adjusts rapidly while the outer *"

layer, which is dominated by large scale eddies, adjusts very slowly.

This results in the mean flow profile dropping below the log-law line at

the center of the profile.

Eato.i and Johnston (1980) (also Eaton (1980)) investigated the

reattaching turbulent shear layer downstream of a backward-facing step.

Specific attention was given to the large scale turbulent structures

present in the flow. Mean velocity profiles, turbulence intensity

profiles, Reynolds stress profiles, and wall static pressures were

6
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measured. A pulsed-wire anemometer. a thzermal tuft and a pulsed-wall

probe were developed to allow measurements to be made in the highly

turbulent, frequently reversing, flow field near reattachment. Standard

4 anemometry and pitot tube techniques are highly inaccurate for

measurements in these types of flow fiE•lds. Laminar, transitional and

turbulent boundary layer flows at separation were studied. For all

cases the turbulence intensity decayed rapidly in the reattachment zone

with the decay beginning one to two step heights upstream of

reattachment. The reattaching shear layer had growth rates and

turbulence intensity profiles that were similar to those measured for a

plane-mixing layer with identical initial conditions. Large spanwise

vortices were shown to be present in the shear layer originating from a

laminar inflow but not present for the turbulent inflow. Flapping of

the shear layer was found to cause back and forth movement. of the

impingement point and is believed to be the primary contributor to low

frequency unsteadiness in the reattachment region.

Chandrsuda and Bradshaw (1981) obtained detailed measurements of

the reattaching flow and of the downstream developing flow for flow over

a backward-facing step. A thin laminar boundary layer at separation was

used to ensure that the free-shear mixing layer was fully developed

prior to reattachment in order to uncouple effects associated with

separation from those at reattachment. Triple products of turbulence

were measured and the farthest downstream measurements were made at 16

step heights downstream of the step. Rapid changes in turbulence

quantities were observed in the reattachmtnt region. The dramatic

decreases in Reynolds stress and triple products were suggested to be

"due to confinement of the large eddies, developed in the mixing layer,

as the flow approaches the wall. The mean velocity profiles, when

plotted in a log-law format, were found to dip below the standard

logarithmic law reportedly due to the flow scaling on a roughly constant

length scaie, as does a free-sheir layer, insttad of a length scale that

is prcportional to wall distance. The dip persisted to the last

measurement location exhibiting the persistence of the abnormally large

V7
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length scale. The Reynolds stress coefficient was a maximum in the

mixing l-yer and decreased after reattachmgnt and remained lower than

values for an ordinary boundary layer. From measurements of the flow k

intermittency interface position they concluded that there is no

evidence of ia 1 'ge increases in the reattachment region associated with

large eddies alternately moving upstream and then downstream as was

suggested by Kim et al. (1978). The turbulence measurements showed

that the flow was far from being a self-preserving boundary layer even

at the most downstream position they measured.

Pronchick (1983) studied the flow downstream of a backward-facing

step in a water channel using both hydrogen bubble flow visualization

techniques and a two-component laser-doppler system. Large three-

dimensional eddies, generated in the free shear layer were identified by

flow visualization. These eddies had a wide dist bution of sizes and

their trajectories exhibit a wide dispersion. An eddy, as it passed

through the reattachment region would follow one of two paths: the eddy

would strongly interact with the wall, resulting in a loss of coherence

and formation of back flow, or the eddy would pass through the

reattachment region witn little loss of coherence. The downstream outer

flow was 3een to consist of a broad spectrum of eddy sizes and the large

eddies were seen to persist for many boundary layer thicknesses

downstream. Readjustment to an equilibrium layer was quite slow.

Reynolds stress and triple products in the outer flow region initially

increased and then rapidly decreased as the flow passed through the

r eattachment zone. For tho flow near the wall these quantities remained

nearly constant throughout the reattachment zone. The last measurement

point was 16 step heights downstream of the step.

Troutt, Scheelke and Norman (1984) studied the spanwise turbulence

structures in a two-dimensional separated flow formed by flow over a

backward-facing step. The importance of large scale vortices in both

the separated and reattached regions of the flow were discussed and it

was suggested that the vortex dynamics of these large-scale structures

is primarily responsible for time-averaged features of the flow that are

8 .
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measured. These large-scale structures persisted as far downstream as

the last measurement station, 16 step heights downstream of the 3tep.

The rapid decrease in turbulence energy and Reynolds stress that occurs

at reattachment was suggested to be due to a halt in vortex-pairing

activity brought on by the presence of the wall at reattachment. The

large length scales that Chandrsuda and Bradshaw (1981) attributed to

the cause of the dip in the mean velocity profiles were also associated

with the large-scale vortices formed in the free-shear layer.

Boundary layer redevelopment downstream of changes in surface

V, condition has characteristics that are common to the boundary layer

development downstream of reattachment for flow over a backward-facing

step. Smits and Wood (1985) address many of these issues in a review

article on the response of turbulent boundary layers to sudden

perturbations. These similarities are discussed next.

Antonia and Luxton (1971a,b) experimentally studied the response of

a turbulent boundary layer to a step change in surface roughness from a

smooth wall condition to a rough wall condition. They also studied the

changes that" occur when there is a change in surface roughness from

rough-to-smooth (1972). They found that although both flows are

%• characterized by the gro'qth of an internal layer the two flows were

fundamentally different. The growth rate of the internal layer for the

rough-to-smooth surface change was slower than for the smooth-to-rough

change and at the last measurement station the former flow was still far

from being self-preserving yet the latter flow was nearly self-

preserving.

"The rýsponse of a turbulent boundary layer to passage over a short

length of surface roughness was investigated by Andreopoulos and Wood

(1982). A roughness length of approximately three boundary layer

thicknesses was used and measv•'remcn's l.nc.luded the mean velocity, all

Reynolds stresses, and triple products. Flow over tne roughness strip

induced the growth of two internal Tayars: the first layer, beginning at

the start of the roughness strip grew very rapidly, fully extending

through the boundary layer within about 13 boundary layer thickness

downstream of the strip. The second layer started at ,.he downstream end

q
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of the strip and grew very slowly and had barely penetrated to the outer

layer by the last measurement station at 556 downstream. Turbulence

intensities in the region of the wall increased abruptly over their

smooth wall values immediately downstream of the strip. These levels

slowly decayed downstream but were still larger than the smooth inflow

values at the last measureaent position. The Reynolds stress exhibited

a strong peak at the downstream edge of the roughness strip and the peak

p ropagated outward and decays in the downstream direction. On the other

hand the Reynolds stress coefficient changed very little. The

overriding feature of the measurements is that even at the last

measurement position the flow was still not completely relaxed to that

ofr aa ordinary boundary layer. This is similar to what is observed in

changes of surface roughness from rough-to-smooth. In all such cases,

the high levels of shear stress that are developed in the outer layer

must decay before a fully developed boundary layer profile can be

established.

The above cited investigations studied in great detall many aspects

oft perturbed flows particularly flow over a backward-facing step. For

the step flow, they have led to a fair understanding of the turbulence

processes that occur in the separated/reattaching regions of the flow.

However, with the noted exception of the work by Bradshaw and Wong

(1972) very few of the studies have specifically addressed the features

of the flow field in the downstream relaxation region where the flow is

slowly redeveloping and relaxing from an energized state to an ordinary

boundary layer state.

1.2.3 Literature Review- Wall Pressure Studies

Kraichnan (1956) provided one of the earliest analytical studies of

pressure fluctuations at the wall beneath a turbulent boundary layer.

His analytical approach is the same as that which will be presented in

Chapter 2. Kraichnan derived a Poisson equation for the unsteady

pressure in a turbulent field by comoining the continuity equation with

the divergence of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation. To solve

the Poisson equation he performed a time-planar Fourier transform of the

10



Poisson equation, in planes of homogeneity (parallel to wall), to obtain

an equation for pressure that is a linear inhomogeneous ordinary

differential equation with constant coefficients. The wavenumber-

frequency spectral density of the wall pressure fluctuations was thus

expressed in terms of a double integral over the velocity fluctuations

throughout the boundary layer. Next Kraichnan formulated a mirror flow

model of the turbulence structure in a boundary layer which he used to

obtain quantitative estimates for the levels of the wall pressure

fluctuations. He estimated that the major contributions came from mean

shear-turbulence interactions and that the mean square pressure

fluctuations should be approximately six times the mean wall shear

stress. From his model Kraichnan was also able to estimate the force

that would be imparted to a rectangular section of wall area by the
fluctuating pressures. A final observation by Kraichnan, which is still

open to discussion today, is that the integral of the pressure

correlation over the wall Must vanish and that the total mean square

force per unit area exerted on the wall by the pressure fluctuations

must be zero.

Using an approach similar to that of Kraichnan, Lilley and Hodgson

(1960) investigated wall pressure fluctuations for flat plate type flows

and also examined pressure fluctuations due to a wall jet flow. They

supported their analytical work with direct comparisons to experimental

data they obtained for both types of flow. Lilley and Hodgson also

extended the Kraichnan model by ;ncluding the separate effects of large

eddy structures, as suggested by Townsend, and by allowing for the

convection of eddies.

Willmarth and Wooldridge (1962) obtained the first high quality

wall pressure measurements as a function of space-time variables. They

I.A made combined spatial and temporal cross-correlation measurements of the

wall pressure field beneath a thick turbulent boundary layer and showed

that pressure fluctuations convected downstream with the flow. The

convection velocity was shown to be frequency dependent with the low

frequency pressure fluctuations having the highest convection speed.

They also showed that a typical pressure-producing eddy, whether it be
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of large or small wavelength, decays and vanishes after traveling a

distance of approximately six wavelengths. Both the transverse and

longitudinal length scales of the pressure fluctuations were of the

order of the boundary layer displacement thickness.

Corcos (1963) addressed the issue of spatial resolution errors

arising in the measurement of wall pressure fluctuations with finite

sized transducers. Using the experimental results of Willmarth and

Wooldridge (1962) Corcos established correction relationships that can

be used to correct various types of pressure measurements for the

spatial resolution errors that occur due to the finite size of the

transducer that is used to make the measurements. He provided

correction curves (or functions) for the frequency spectrum, cross-

spectral density, and for space-time correlation measurements.

Bull (1967) obtained both broad and narrow-band space-time

correlations of the wall pressure field beneath a turbulent boundary

layer. It is noted that narrow-band spatial correlation measurements

are the same as cross-spectral density measurements. These measurements

provided information on both the spatial and frequency scales that

comprise the fluctuating wall pressures. Bull concluded that the

structure of the wall pressure field is produced by contributions from

essure sources within the boundary layer with a wide range of

convective velocities. The wall pressure field was viewed as being

composed of two families of convected wavenumber components. The first,

a group of high wavenumber components, is associated with turbulent

motion in the constant stress region of the boundary iayer and are

longitudinally coherent over, convected distances proportional to their

wavelengths. These components were also found to be coherent laterally

over distances proportional to their wavelength. This resulted in the

pressure field coherence, for these higher wavenumber components,

scaling on similarity variables. The second family of convected

wavenumber components was of lower wavenumber, having wavelengths

greater than twice the boundary layer thickness. These lower wavenumber

components lost coherence more or less independently of wavelength and

12
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were associated with large scale turbulence motion in the outer, part of

the boundary layer. Bull also used the measured convective velocities

of the pressure field as an indication of where in the flow field the

pressure source terms are located.

Landahl (1967) modeled a turbulent boundary layer as a wave-guide

and obtained calculations for the strcamwise cross-spectral density of

the surface pressure fluctuations. His approach was to numerically

solve the nonhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation for a turbulent

boundary layer and assume that the least damped eigenvalues of the

problem would be the dominant sources of the wall pressure field. His

results for the pressure cross-spectral density for a flat plate

boundary layer flow were in good agreement with the experimental results

of Willmarth and Wooldridge (as interpreted by Corcos (1964)). The

streamwise coherence exhibited the similarity scaling that was found by

Bull to exist for the higher wavenumber components and the calculated

streamwise decay rates agreed well with the experimental results. The

calculated convection velocities, however, were found t- be too low by

approximately 30%. Good agreement for the convection velocities could

be obtained if a viscosity 80 times as large as the experimental value

was used in the analysis. The conclusion was that accurate convection

velocity calculations require that the damped Orr-Sommerfeld

disturbances propagate in a flow with pre-existing fluctuations.

Computations incorporating this effect were not made, A final aspect of

the analytical study was the confirmation of the separability hypothesis

in which the complete pressure cross-spectrum can be expressed in terms

of the product of a separate streamwise and transverse terms.

L, Willmarth and Tu (1967) proposed a qualitative model in which the

turbulence structure in the flow i3 correlated with the wall pressures.

They used earlier measurements by Willmarth and Wooldridge (1963), and

new measurements of the space-time correlations between the watl

pressure fluctuations and various velocity components to develop the

model. The model associates intense pressure fluctuations with the

II
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stretching of vorticity produced by viscous stresses in the sublayer.

The vortex stretching results in the diffusion of a disturbance away

from the wall as it convects downstream.

Will3 (1970) measured filtered spatial correlations (croas-spectra)

of the wall pressure field beneath a turbulent boundary layer and

spatially transformed the measurements to obtain a wavenumber-frequency

spectrum. He also pres'ented the data in the form of a wavenumber-phase

velocity spectrum which directly shows the distribution of energy over

the range of phase velocities for each wavenumber. Pressure data

presented in these forms are particularly useful. The effects of

transducer size can be seen as a simple lack of response to the higher

wavenumber components of the pressure field. Wills found that the

distribution of pressure energy over the range of phase velocities at

all wavenumbers is approximately a normal distribution with a standard

deviation of 0.14. He defined a mean convection velocity that was

associated with the peak-energy velocity at a constant value of

streamwise wavenumber. This mean convection velocity varied from a

maximum value of 0.9U, at a k,6 of 1.2 to an asymptotic value of 0.55U,

at higher values of k,6. It was suggested that these variations in mean

convection velocity demonstrated that the largest eddies extend over the

whole width of the boundary layer and are convected with speeds that are

typical of the outer flow while the small-scale, high wavenumber eddies

are located nearer the wall, where the boundary layer velocities are

lower. At the lowest wavenumbers the mean convection velocity appears

to decrease from the maximum value. Wills suggested that perhaps this

effect was due to experimental inaccuracies even though this same trend

was also reported by Bradshaw (1967) for measurements in an adverse

pressure gradient flow.

Blake (1970) investigated the wall pressure fluctuations beneath a

rough wall flow as well as a smooth wall flow. He was one of the first

to use the pinhole microphone as a small area pressure sensor. Both

broadband spatial correlations and cross-spectral density measurements

of the wall pressure fluctuations were made. Blake found that the

convection velocities, measured by the cross-spectrum method, decreased
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sharply at low frequency. This was in disagreement with the results of

Bull (1967). Blake attributed the differences to the rather wide

frequency bandwidth Bull used to make his measurements. The coherence

decay rates for the smooth wall case were in general agreement with

Bull's decay rates. Blake found that for smooth wall flows the high

frequency pressure fluctuations scaled on inner flow variables and the

low frequency end of the pressure spectrum scaled on combined inner-

outer variables. It was found that roughness height. influenced the

medium and very small-scale turbulence structure and the separation

between roughness elements affected the very large scale turbulence

structure.

Elliott (1972) measured static pressure fluctuations within a

turbulent boundary layer. These measurements were made in the

atmospheric boundary layer that developed on a tidal flat and on a

taxiway of an abandoned airport using an especially constructed circular

disk transducer. Surface pressure measurements and pressure-velocity

correlation measurements were made. The pressure had a well defined

shape that did not change with height above the surface. The large

scale pressure fluctuations were in phase with the downstream velocity

fluctuations.

Emmerling, Meier and Dinkelacker (1973) obtained space-time maps of

the instantaneous pressure field beneath a turbulent boundary layer.

These measurements were made by photographing the fringe patterns

produced by turbulent flow over a reflective, flexible wall in a wind

"N tunnel. The flexible wall was constructed by stretching a rubber foil

over a rigid base which had 650 holes, of approximately 0.1-inch

diameter, drilled in it. This arrangement produced 650 individual wall

mounted mirrors that each acted as a Michelson-interferometer. The

fringe patterns produced by pressure induced deflections of each mirror

were photographically recorded and later read by hand to obtain maps of

the instantaneous structure of the pre3sure field. Convection

velocities for various wall pressure events ranged from 0.39U, to

0.82U,. Pressure extremes that are over five times the RMS pressure
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observed. Regions of high amplitude pressure we-e found to occur with a

mean occurrence frequency of 67 Hz. This frequency was very close to

the expected rate at which near-wall burst events occur in the flow

field.

Panton and Linebarger (1974) calculated the one-dimensional

wavenunter (streamwise wavenumber) spectrum of pressure fluctuations

beneath equilibrium turbulent boundary layers. They numerically solved

the Poisson equation 1or wall pressure, following the development of

Kraichnan (1956), by using empirical models for the turbulence velocity

source terms in the equation. The form for the vertical velocity

correlation that was assumed included an anisotropy factor. An

interesting feature of their work is that they showed the contributions

to the total pressure, as a function of wavenumber, that come from the

various regions of the boundary layer. The inner-inner portion of the

boundary layer dominates the contributions at the highest wavenumbers.

When contributions come entirely from the wall layer and log region, a

universal overlap region in the pressure spectrum existed. This overlap
,

region started at a k,6-20 and ended at about k~v/u -0.5. The presence

of an overlap region can be argued following the same dimensional

arguments that are used to show the presence of an overlap region for

the mean flow velocity profile. Within the overlap region the

wavenumber spectrum should scale as k- 1 . Interestingly, the

contributions to the low wavenumber components come from the wake

region, yet the contribution to the lowest wavenumber components come

from the middle region of the boundary layer.

Burton (1974) experimentally investigated the connection between

the intermittent turbulent activity near the wall and wall pressure

fluctuations. This was the first attempt to study the relationship

between the sublayer burst events and fluctuating wall pressures.

Simultaneous measurements were made of streamwise velocity, streamwise

wall shear stress, and fluctuating wall pressure. There was no

significant relationship found between wall pressure occurrences and

either sweep or ejections in the sublayer. in fact, it was suggested

that most large pressure fluctuations originate from random occurrences
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"outside the sublayer. These conclusions were made with some reservation

since vertical velocity measurements were not also made. It was

suggested that this term may be quite important for ejections but was

r not thought to play an important role in sweeps.

Chase (1980) developed an analytical model for the wavenumber-

frequency spectrun of turbulent boundary layer wall pressures. The

objective of his modeling was to provide a description of the pressure

spectrum that is valid for both the convective (high wavenumber)

components and for the low wavenumber components. Chase used the

Poisson equation formulation given by Kraichnan (1956) and modeled the

fluctuating velocities as similar boundary layer waves as suggested by

Morrison and Kronauer (1969). An analytical expression for the pressure

spectrum was obtained containing adjustable constants that were

evaluated using experimental data. Chase's model agrees well with

experimental results and even predicts that the convection speed will

rapidly decrease at low frequency and that the pressure coherence will

drop off rapidly at low values of the similarity variable.

Meecham and Tavis (1980) obtained expressions for the pressure

variances throughout a turbulent boundary layer flow by solving the

Poisson pressure equation using idealized models for the turbulence

functions. They obtained expressions for the pressure variances that

i require only a specification of the mean flow and turbulence

distributions throughout the boundary layer. Their near-wall results

for a canonical boundary layer agreed favorably with measurements of the

wall pressures for a flat plate turbulent ooundary layer.

Thomas and Bull (1983) conditionally sampled wall pressure

fluctuations beneath a turbulent boundary layer on a basis of the high

frequency activity in both the pressure fiPld and the velocity field.

They identified a characteristic wall pressure pattern that is

associated with the burst-sweep cycle of events in the near wall region

of the flow. The convective speed of the identified pressure pattern is

0.67U, and the pattern spans a streamwise distance of approximately

three displacement thickness. They concluded from the phase

17
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relationships between the pressure and velocity during a burst, that the

pressure gradient inposed on the wall is not responsible for initiating

the burst process. In fact, the pressure pattern at the onset of a

burst is favorable and not adverse as would be needed to initiate the

burst process.

Schewe (1983) obtained wall pressure measurements beneath a

turbulent boundary layer using small, non-pinhole, pressure transducers.

Measurements were also obtained using large size transducers. Schewe

found that the size of the transducer affected the probability density

distributions of the wall pressure fluctuations that were measured. It

was concluded that the smallest transducer was small enough to

resolve accurately the small scale structure in the wall pressure field.

Schewe also presented pressure spectra and showed pressure patterns

measured at the wall by averaging the wall pressure signal when the

instantaneous pressure exceeded a high threshold.

Blake (1 9 84) provides an extensive review of research that has

been done in the area of aero- and hydro-acoustics as it applies to

ship applications. He reviewed the experimental and analytical work

that has been done on understanding turbulence and wall pressure

fluctuations. This work has since been rewritten and is currently in

press as a commercial publication (Academic Press). This text provides

the most comprehensive review that is available on the subject of flow

noise.

All of these cited wall pressure studies have been made for what

are essentially equilibrium flat plate types of flow. Hence, there is a

lot known about wall pressure fluctuations beneath an equilibrium

turbulent boundary layer. The subject of wall pressure fluctuations for

non-equilibrium turbulent boundary layers is less well understood. This

lack of understanding stems partly from the complexities of the

turbulence structure of non-equilibioium flows and from the many

different ways that a non-equilibrium flow can be developed.



I

Consequently, a wide range of wall pressure fields are obtained. Two

typical ways of developing a non-equilibrium turbulent boundary layer

5W are; 1) impose a strong pressure gradient on the flow, and 2) perturb

the flow by passing the flow over a surface mounted oostacle which

causes the flow to separate and reattach. There are many types of

surface geometries that can be used to produce a non-equilibrium flow

arid the apecific details of the resulting wail pressures will depend

strongly on the type of surface/flow geometry that is used. A number of

the non-equilibrium flow studies that addressed the issue of wall

pressure statistics are cited below,

Hubbard (1957) briefly reviewed self-generated noise produced by

airflow over aerodynamic surfaces. He observed that the noise levels

inside a body of revolution increased by 10 dB when a small ring was

attached to the nose section. Hubbard stated that fatigue damage, by

skin panel vibrations, has been experienced when there are

protuberances, such as spoilers, located on an aerodynamic surface and

that noise levels in the interior spaces of aircraft are more intense

when discontinuities exist on the outside aerodynamic surfaces.

Schloemer (1967) measured the cross-spectral properties of the wall

pressure fluctuations for both mild adverse and mild favorable turbulent

flow. Direct comparisons of these results were made to measurements for

an equilibrium flow condition. The adverse gradiert caused an increase

in the low frequency content of the wall pressure spectrum while the

favorable gradient caused a sharp decrease in the high frequency portion

of the wall pressure spectrum. Generally, the presoure field convection

velocities were higher for the favorable gradient and lower for the

adverse gradient. The decay rate for the strearrwise coherence was

*, higher for the adverse gradient and lower, for the favor'able gradient,

and no differences were found for the decay rate for the lateral

coherence.

1
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Fricke and Stevenson (1968) measured the wall pressure fluctuations

in the separated flow region downstream of a surface mounted fence. The

position of flow reattachment was found to coincide closely with the

position of maximum mean square surface pressure and maximum pressure

levels were about eight times that found in a equilibrium turbulent

boundary layer. Pressure data were obtained to 50 fence heights

downstream of the fence and the pressure spectra were found to change

considerably with distance behind the fence.

Greshilov, Evtushenko and Lyamshev (1969) experimentally

investigated the wall pressure fluctuations downstream of a wall mounted

projection (ramp) on a smooth wall in a water tunnel. Flow separated at

the top of the ramp and formed a free-shear layer that reattached at 5-6

projection heights downstream. Pressure fluctuations were found to be

highest at the point of flow reattachment. In the separated flow region

the wall pressure fluctuations did not contain much high frequency

energy.

Fricke (1971) presented measurements of wall pressure spectra and

mean square wall pressure levels for separated flows. This work was an

extension of his earlier work (Fricke and Stevenson (1968)). The

objective of the work was to produce a flow model that could predict

mean square wall pressure levels from flow properties. The efforts were

concentrated in predicting wall pressure levels in the separated region

of the flow. Fricke found that the wall pressure fluctuations in

subsonic flows can be an order of magnitude higher than for non-

separated flows. He found that the source of the wall pressure

fluctuations in the separated flow region is in the outer shear layer

and not the recirculating flow region. He state3 that the wall

pressures are correlated throughout the separated flow region and are

convected downstream at a convection velocity ranging from 0.6U, to

_ .OU0 .

Mabey (1972) provided a review article on wall pressure

fluctuations beneath separation bubbles for subsonic flows. He

concluded that maximum mean square wall pressure fluctuations always

occur in the reattachment region and are fairly insensitive to changes
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in Reynolds number for many bubble type separations. Additionally, the

frequency spectra near reattachment, when scaled on a frequency

parametet, based on bubble length, were very similar for E LI cf the

bubble type sep3rations reviewed.

Elswick (1975) measured the cross-spectral properties of the wall

pressure fluctuations downstream of various types of surface mounted

irregularities. The surface irregularities consisted of backward- and

forward-facing steps, half round rods and quarter round rods. He found

"that the cross-spectral properties of the wall pressure field were quite

different from those for an unperturbed type of flow.

Vlasov, Ginevskii, Karavosov and Frankfurt (1979) investigated the

velocity and wall pressure fluctuations in the flow-separation zone

behind a fence type spoiler. An interesting feature of their work is

the space-time correlation measurements that were made for the wall

pressures and for the streamwise velocity component. They concluded

from the correlation measurements that coherent structures exist in the

pressure field which persist over relatively large streamwi'se distances.

Cherry, Hillier and Latour (1934) measured the fluctuating velocity

and wail pressure for an unsteady separated and reattaching flow formed

by flow over a two-dimensional flat plate with a rectangular leading-

edge. The flow separated at the leading edge of the plate and

reattached some five plate thickness downstream of the leading edge of

the plate. It was shown that, throughout the separated flow region, a

low frequency motion could be detected and that this motion was

associated with a slow flapping of the shear layer. The wall pressure

spectra in the separated flow region had an absence of high frequency

energy while downstream of reattachment, the wall pressure spectra were

O rich in high frequency fluctuations. Overall, the frequencies of the

wall pressure fluctuations were found to scale on reattachment length.

Farabee and Casarella (1984, 1985) investigated the wall pressure

field upstream and downstream of both forward- and backward-facing

steps. Ic was found that these types of flow perturbations produced

large amplitude, low frequency pressure fluctuations. The maximum RMS
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wall pressure levels for the forward-facing step were ten times larger

that the no-step levels and the backward-facing step levels were five

times the no-step levels. At flow reattachment there existed a region

of coherent, highly energized, velocity fluctuations located near the

wall. Further downstream this energized region decayed In level. Even

as far downstream of the backward-facing step as 72 step heights the

effects of the separation/reattachment process were still evident in the

wall pressure spectra.

1.3 Objectives of the Research

The objective of this research effort was directed at understanding

the mechanisms by which turbulent boundary layers produce wall pressure

fluctuations. The overall approach was to study the velocity

fluctuations and wall pres3ure fluctuations for both an equiliorium

turbulent flow, for which the relationship between the flow turbulence

and the induced wall pressure is partly understood, and for a perturbed,

non-equilibrium flow. A non-equilibrium flow is used because it has

highly distinct turbulence characteristics whL-i produce unique wall

pressures. By evaluating the relationships between the measured

velocities and wal) pressures, using the techniques developed for

equilibrium flow, a bett.er understanding can be obtained of how

turbulence velocity activity is related to the urnsteady wall pressures.

In addition, both the velocity and wall pressure data will greatly add

to the limited data base that exists for non-equillbrium flo;'s.

The specific objectives of this study are:

1. To extend the data base by obtaining velocity and wall Pressure

statistics for an equilibrium flow, and a non-equilibrium flow that

undergoes relaxation within the streamwise extent of the measurements.

2. To compare the equilibrium flow velocity statistics to the non-

equilibrium flow statistics to determine how the perturbed turbulent

boundary layer, relaxes back to an equilibrium condition.

3. To evaluate the pressur2 cross-spectra to determine the distinct

regions of the boundary layer Lhat are the major sources of wall

pressure.
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4. To examine scaling laws for the equilibrium and non-equilibrium

wall pressure spectra.

5. To use the measured velocity statis~ics to estimate regions of the

boundary layer that are primary cortrlbutors to the wall pressure

fluc tuations.

6. To examine an analytical model of the wall pressure field, which

utilizes the velocity statistics, for comparing the source locations

from the data.

9.°-
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL FORMULATIONS

In this Chapter various theoretical relationships are developed

that will be used in the interpretation and analysis of the experimental

data. The first are the statistical functions of turbulence for the

velocity and pressure fluctuations. Secondly, the equation "..i

fluctuating pressures in a turbulent flow will be del;elopel. Then, this

will be evaluated to obtain an equation for the wall prossure fielde 1.

Lastly, the specific statistical functions that are measured are

described.

2.1 Statistical Functions for Turbulence

Turbulence quantities are random functions of both space and time.

TThis requires that descriptions of turbulence be given in terms of

statistical functions of the variables of interest. The variables of I
primary interest in this study are the pressure and velocity, each given

by p(',t) and 1i(x,t), respectively, with the velocity being a three

component vector (+u(u,v,w)). The statistical functions that are used

in this text to describe the properties of these turbulence quantities

are: a) mean-square value (variance), b) covariance, c) (Cingle-point)

frequency spectrum, arid d) cross-spectral density. The definition of

each of these statistical quantities will next be given as well as the

,P relationships between these functions and other stati:3tical functions of

turbulence. In depth discussions of statistical functions can be found

in Batchelor (1967) for the case of homogeneous turbulence, and in

Bendat and Piersol (1971, 1980) for general random functions.

Consider a general random turbulence quantity q(x,t). The position

vector x=(x,y,z) is given by the streamwise component x, the component

normal to the wall y, and the lateral (transverse) cormponent z, and is a

function of the time variable t. The most general space-'ime

statistical function is the cross-correlation function given as

R Rq q (X, ,t, t') • < q (X,t)gq (X , t >, (2.1)

q1q2  1 2

where the braces indicate an appropriate statistical average (which is a
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time average in this study). If q(xt) is a stationary function of time

then Rqlq2 is a function of only the time difference, rt'.t-t, giving

Rqlq N X ',T) <q1(+, t)q,(+',t4 T)>.(2 )
qq 2

If q(*,t) is homogeneous then Rq~q, is not a function of the position

vector but a funcCion of only the separation vector t-x'- , giving

R q q (,T) - <q, (,T)q2 (X+ ,t+i)>. (2.3)

If, additionally q(x,t) is isotropic then Rqq 2 s only a function of

the magnitude of the separation vector, z-Jtj, giving

Rq (q2( ,T) - <q (+,t)q2(•+ cPt+T)>. (2 .4 )

Equl] ibrium boundary layer flows are found to be (generally)

stationary and homogeneous in planes parallel to the boundary. As such,

the cross-correlation of the wall pressure is given by

w(,T) = <p 1 (*1t)p 2 ( +•,t+t)> (2.5)

where t-(ý,na) with r-x+x and n-z'-z. The auto-correlation of the wall

pressure field is found by setting t-o in equation (2.5),

R ('r) <p,( +,t)p (•,t+T)>. (2.6)

The spatial correlation is given by setting -=0 in equation (2.5),

pI(2 < P <p(I+,t)p 2 (x+•,t)>. (2.7)

The variance of the wall pressure field is given by setting T=O and t=o,

PRMS ' Rp (0,0) = <p2(+,t)>. (2.8)

For the velocity field iu(x,t), the above relationships are

similarly defined, except the spatial separation vector is three

dimensional and cross-correlations can be formed between different

velocity components. The one such cross-correlation that will be used

later is the covariance between u and v, given as

Ruv(y) = Ruv(y,O) = <u(y,O)v(yO)>. (2.9)

"This correlation is also termed the turbulence Reynolds shear stress.
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Statistical functions (2.5)-(2.9) are for a stationary and

homogeneous random field. The velocity and pressure field downstream of

the step are highly non-homogeneous near the step and, as will be shown

later, are still non-homogeneous as far downstream as 72 step heights.

The downstream velocity and pressure fields are, however, stationary

over a long time-average. The inhomogeneity of' the fields requires that

correlation functions of the form of equation (2.2) be used. The

turbulence fields are inhomogeneous in only the streamwise direction

allowing the position vectors to be expressed as functions of the

streamwise coordinate x/h. In this coordinate system equation (2.2) is

Rqjq 2 (x/ht,-) = <q,(x/h,t)q2 (x/h+t,t+t)>, 2.10)

Similarly, the pressure cross-correlation Is

Rp IP (x/h ,4 ) = <p,(X/h,t)p2(x/h÷t,t+•)>, (2.11)

and the pressure auto-correlation is

R P (x/h,O,T) = <p (x/h,t)p2 (x/h,OO,-)>. (2.12)

jThe variance of the pressure field is not affected by the inhomogeneity,

but can be expressed in terms of the 4:(x/h,y,z) coordinate system as

22
PRMS = <p (x/ht)>. (2.13)

The cross-correlation provides a complete description of the

second-order statistics, expressed in space-time variables, of a random

field. Often it is more convenient to describe a random field in terms

V. of spectral variables (i,w), where ý is the wavenumber vector and w is

the frequency (w=2rf). Note that the space-time variables (nt) and the

wavenumber-frequency variables (iw) are Fourier pairs. Relationships

for the various spectral functions are found as Fourier transforms of

the correlation functions given above.

First, consider a stationary and homogeneous random field. The

wavenumrber-frequency spectrum '(P,w) of the random field q(x,t) is found

as

(2i()4 f) R q q  ( ,T)exp -i2k - wT) dtd ( 2 . 1 4 )
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This expresses the wavenumber and frequency distribution of the mean-

square of the random field q(O,t). The cross-spectral density of q(x,t)

is found as

- f Rq (t, T) expIwi dt (2.15)

and the frequency spectrum of q is

I(W) - Rq q 2 (t)eXPi W d (2.16)
2w J

or

O(N)- f4(k',w) d - (t-ow).

Finally, the pressure variance PRMS is given as

P2s f (-N) dw. (2.17)

In the case of a homogeneous pressure field (t-(,n) and t-(k,,k,))

P (k1W) R JJ R (',")exp- i(k i-I) dtd T (2.18)
(21) 3  

- p

(tW) R (t,T)exp iw dT, (2.19)

R - pp (T)expiW di 0 0 (Z,w) d = p (t=O,w), (2.20)

and

2RS '0Af¢ (W)i dw. (%2.21) i

Equivalent spectral functions for the velocity field exist when

expressed for constant values of y. Complete four-dimensional spectral

functions for the velocity field are possible since the spatial function

is three dimensional.

The wavenurber-frequency spectrum of the inhomogeneous pressure

field is not the simple function given by equation (2.18). Romanov

(1985) addressed the issue of inhomogeneous (nonuniform) pressure fields

and showed that the wavenuniber-frequency spectrum is a function of two
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waveryumbers in the direction of inhomogenelty. For discussion purposes

a'"locally" valid wavenumber-frequency spectrum V'(x/h,ý,,) will be

defined as

-(2 1w R (x/h,t,)exp-i(k.- wT)dtd- (2.22)

Transformaticn of' (2.22) over x/h gives what is essentially the dual

wavenumber spectrum of Romanov. The spectral functions that are related

to transforms over the stationary variable - are still valid. These

functions are given as,

it f Rp (x/h,t, r)expiwT dr (2.23)!~ 21T f• I

p (x/h, w) = R (x/h,T)exp iwi d (2.24)

PRMS(x/h) = f_ (x/h,w) dw. (2.25)

2.2 Equations for Surface Pressure

* 2.2.1 Poisson Equation for Pressure

Consider the flow of an incompressible fluid with constant density

and viscosity along a smooth surface. The motion of the fluid is

governed by the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations,

DU -1 VP + VU(2.26)
Dt

and V.U - 0 (2.27)

where D/Dt (3/9t + U.V), U = (U,V,W) is the velocity vector, P is the

Spressure, and N is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The divergence

of (2.26) gives

V.au/at + V.(U.V)U = - P +vV.72 U (2.28)

The order of operations in the first term can be switched and thus set

equal to zero from (2.27). Next consider the last term in (2.28).
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Expand the Laplacian as

V-(V 2 U) - V.[V(V.u) - Vx(VXu)]

The first term is zero due to continuity and the second term will be

identically zero since it is the divergence of the curl of a vector.

Consequently, (2.28) is now
4 4

V.(U.V)U - - 1V2P

which can be written
V2 P = -p3'(u iu)/axiaxj (2.29)

If the terms on the right-hand-side are considered to be known then

(2.29) is a Poisson equation for the total pressure. Note that the

pressure is produced exclusively by inertial forces of the turbulence
flow.

To obtain an equation for the fluctuating pressures introduce a

Reynolds decomposition for the variables in (2.29). That is, assume the
pressure and velocity are the sum of a mean and a fluctuating term,i•

given asIU .UL + U
and P = P0 + p'.

With these substituted into equation (2.29) we have
1.

VTpo + V2 p, - -pa'[UiUj+Uiuj+uiUij+uiuj]i/3xi3Xj (2.30)

To eliminate V2 Po, average (2.30) over time, to get a mean value

equation, and replace V2 Po with this equation. In averaging (2.30) the

terms that are linear in fluctuation go to zero leaving

V 2Po _ -pa2[UiUj+ul]/x1/• x xj. (2.31)

Now replace V2 P0 in (2.30) with (2.31) to get

j2 p _!txi. (2.32)

With (2.27)

which upon substitution into (2.32) gives

Ar

V2 p, p2ý1al a UuI- uluý )/axia xI.
axj axi
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For boundary layer flows, it is assumed that

UI - (U(y),O,o)

and ul (u,v,w)

giving, finally

V2 p' p Cp[2 L - 2 (uu - iu u)/x iaxj]. (2.33)ay ax

Again, if the terms on the right-hand-side of (2.33) are taken to be

known source terms, then (2.33) is a Poisson equation for the

fluctuating pressures in a boundary layer flow.

The first source term in (2.33), 2[(3U/ay)(av/3x)], results from

interaction of the mean shear gradient (aU/Oy) with turbulence

(@v/3x) in the flow. This source term is called the mean shear-

turbulence term. The remaining terms result from interactions of

turbulence with turbulence and are termed the turbulence-turbulence

source terms. Most estimates place the contributions from the

turbulence-turbulence terms at less than 6% of the man-square value of

the pressure, and as such, most analyses drop these terms and consider

only the mean shear-turbulence term.

2.2.2 Solutions to Poisson Equation for Wall Pressure

The solution to equation (2.33) on the wall is not a difficult

mathematical problem, as will be shown. However, quantitative results

are limited by the extent of Knowledge that exists for the source terms.

Unfortunately, these terms are not well understood and are generally

modeled using somewhat limited empirical information. Irrespective of

"these issues, the solution of (2.33) provides good qualitativE insight

as to what regions of the boundary layer contribute to the generation of'

wall pressure fluctuations.

Two different approaches to solving equation (2.33) have been

followed in the literature. The first approach obtains an equation for

the pressure as a function of space-time variables while the second

approach obtains the pressure as a function of the spectral variables,

waveniumber and frequency. If one is interested in, say, the mean-square

pressure or the pressure cross-correlation, then the former development

j would be preferred. But, if interest is in spectral descriptions of the
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pressure field, then the latter development is preferred. Both

equations form a set that are Fourier pairs.

Since we seek spectral functions of the wall pressure field, the

solution to (2.33) in terms of spectral variables is needed. However,

it is informative to initially review the solution to (2.33) in terms of

(physical) space-time variables.

For convenience, collectively write the source terms as a source

density q(*,t) and drop the prime on the pressure (since fluctuating

pressures are implied). With this (2.33) becomes

V2p(X,t)l = -q(*,t). (2.34)
y=O

.6.

The solution to (2.34) is obtained by using an appropriate Green's

function which satisfies the boundary conditions. This has been

discussed in detail by Kraichnan (1956), Lilley and Hodgson (1960), and

Meecham and Tavis (1980). Details of the solution to (2.34), following

this approach, will not be given except to note that difficulties arise

in evaluating the boundary conditions for the pressure and that this

problem will also arise following the spectral approach. The solution

to (2.34) for the pressure at the wall is (Lilley and Hodgson (1960))

= 1...L q (ir,t) dt (2.35)
y=0 y>O Ix-'*xr~l

where r is a dummy position vector in the half space above the plate

(bounded by y=0). Equation (2.35) shows that contributions to the wall

pressure come from all regions of the boundary layer but that

"contributions are weighted by the Ix-rl term which diminishes

contributions far from the measurement point +=(x,O,z). Equation (2.35)

does not show explicitly tne relative irportance of the frequency

content of the source terms. This is provided by the spectral approach.

Solutions to (2.33) in terms of spectral variables have been

obtained by Kraichnan (1956), Panton and Linebarger (1974), ano Chase

(1980). Additionally, Blake (1984) provides an extensive review of the

research that has been done to date on the subject of wall pressure

fluctuations (as well as general hydro- and aero-acoustics research).

The procedures for solving (2.33) will now be reviewed.
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Consider (2.34) to be a governing equation and recall that

X-(x,y,z,), where for, a constant value of y, x and z form a plane

parallel to the surface. With the assumption that the flow is

homogeneous in planes parallel to the surface, (2.34) can be Fourier

transformed over the spatial variables in the x and z directions.

Assuming that the flow is stationary, (2.34) can be Fourier transformed

over time to get a governing equation that is a function of frequency.

After these (three) Fourier transformations of equation (2.34) we have

V 2p Q (2.36)

where

Sp(k 1 ky 1 fJT *pt) e-(klx+k3Z-Wt)dx dz dt 37),:~~~x dz d tkay m p x t (2.37

0

and

Q Q(k,,k 3,y,W) = 3 . JJ q(',t)e-i(klx+k3Z-Wt) dx dz dt (2.38)

which are the associated time-planar Fourier transforms of the wall

pressure and source terms. These transformations model the source terms

as wave-like structures in planes that are parallel to the surface. The

requirement that the source terms (as well as pressure) be homogeneous

in planes parallel to the surface is generally valid for equilibrium

flows in which the boundary layer growth is slow. However, this

condition is not met for the non-homogeneous flow downstream of a step.

The consequences of a streamwise inhomogeneity will depend on the

severity of the inhomogeneity. It will be assumed that discussions of

pressure source terms are still valid for the flow downstream of a step.

Expand the Laplacian of 0 to get

V2 = -K 2
D + 3 2 ý/qy 2  (2.39)

where K2 = ki + k2. With this equation (2.36) becomes

2/3y2 - K -Q. (2.40)

Equation (2.40) is a linear, inhomogeneous, ordinary differential

equation with constant coefficients. A solution to (2.40) is readily

h written as
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SA,eKY4B,e-KY + K feKIYYI(ý,yvw)dyt (2.41)
K

y '>0

where - (k 1 ,k,).

The pressure must remain bounded requiring that A1 =O. The value of B1

is obtained by evaluating the normal derivative of the pressure at the

wall. For the moment it will be said that, to first approximation, the

normal gradient of pressure at the wall is zero, giving B1 -O. Equation

(2.41), evaluated at the surface-, is thus given as

W O) eKQ(kyw) dy. (2.42)
K J

y>O

With regard to the second boundary condition, Kraichnan (1956)

estimated the contributions to the wail pressure fluctuations that would

come from this term and determined that it would be small enough to

neglect. He pointed out that this term is equivalent to a surface

dipole oriented in the plane of the surface. Meecham and Tavis (1980)

also estimated the contributions that would come from this term, which

they explicitly called a drag term (dipole), and found it to be

negligible. Recently, Haj Hariri and Akylas (1985) re-addressed this

question and found that except for the very lowest wavenumrrers this term

is negligible.

Equation (2.42) gives the fluctuating wall pressure as a function of

wavenumber and frequency. The quantity that is of interest is the

pressure spectral density. Using the relationship (Dowling and

Ffowcs-Williams (1983))

(P P ) < (2.43)

where p(•,w) is the pressure spectral density, p is the complex

conjugate of p and 6(•'-4) is the Dirac delta function, the pressure

spectral density can be written as

¢ (', w) - _1 - e-(K(y+y')Q**(1','W)Q(i'y',W) dy dy'. (2.44)

For discussion purposes it will now be assumed that the mean shear-

turbulence term Is dominant, allowing the turbulence-turbulence term to

be dropped. With this assumption the source density q(x,t) is given as
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u kqmst(X,t) 2 DU 3v (2.45)Say ax
Vwhich has a time-planar Fourier transform

y Qmst(wy9W) - 12o ý_U k (y,w) (2.46)

where Q(i,y,w) is the time-planar Fourier transform of the fluctuating

normal velocity (again ;=(k,,k 2 )). Introducing (2.46) into (2.44) gives
00

- (P,•) = 4p1(k 1 /K) 2 f e-K(Y+y') DU Rl vý,0 ,wy,y,) dy dy' (2.47)
ff 3y ay,

0

"where ov(,w,y,y') is the cross-spectral density of the normal component

of fluctuating velocity between wall planes y and y'. If the source

terms were homogeneous in all the spatial directions then a complete

(four-dimensional) Fourier transform could have been performed and then

the wall pressuiPe spectral density would be found by integrating over

the spatial Fourier component normal to the wall.

In review, the approximations that have been made leading to (2.47)

are: 1) incorrpressible flow, 2) constant viscosity and density fluid,

3) boundary layer approximations, 4) normal gradient of pressure is zero at

L the wall, 5) turbulence is stationary, and 6) turbulence is homogeneous
in planes parallel to the surface. One final approximation that will

further simplify the use of (2.47) is that the velocity cross-spectrum
I can be approximated as being equal to a planar spectral density times a

A- vertical correlation term,

Pv(ý,WYyy) = •P (ý,w,y) R,(y;y-y') (2.48)

where R,(y;y-y') expresses the correlation of the turbulence eddies at

location y to those at location y'. Introducing (2.48) into (2.47)
•. g iv es

,) = p2(ki K)2  e-K(y+y') WU aU
0 oy ay'

SR2(y;y-y') 'Pv(k,w,y) dy dy'. (2. 49)

Equation (2.49) is the final solution to the Poisson equation for

pressire with which we will work. It expresses the wavenumter-frequency

i spectrum as a function of the fluctuating velocity field. The pressure
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cross-spectral density is obtained from (2.49) by

0(•, w) -ftiap(•,w)ei(k") dR (2.50)

and the frequency spectral density is obtained by

=p ý) f P p(ý,w) dý. (2.51)

2.2.3 Source Term Identification

Equation (2 .4 9 ) is quite formidable; the pressure spectral density

is equal to a doubl'e ini.egral over the y spatial coordinate of the

planar cross-spectal density of the vertical velocit, cvmporienti, between

wall distances y and y'. To date, solutions to (2.49) have been

obtained only for highly Idealized estimates of the velocity cross-

spectrum. These solutions do reflect the salient features of the

pressure spectrum, particularly in the regsion of convective wevenumbers

(k i-/UC).

What can be readiily obtained from (j2.49) is an idea of what regicns *

of the flow field are major contributors to the wall pressure

fluctuations. Conside. the velocity cross-spectrum to be a density

function that describes the distribution of turbulent eddies (size,

speed and magnitude) throughout the boundary layer, then the remaining

terms within the integral are weighting functions which determine the

impact these eddies will have at the wall.

The first term within the integral ib an exponential, attenuation

function. For a given wavenumber disturbance K the pres3ure is obtained

from regions of' the flow lield y<K-. High warenumber components must,

originate from velocity structure near the wall while low wavenumber

components can result from structure further out in the flow. The next

terms are the mean velocity gradient which are not a function of the

spectral variables (Rw), In the viscous sublayer these terms are

constant (DU/3y-u 2*/v) in the log-law region these terms are

proportional to y and In the outer layer these terms are smal 1. The

third term represents the vertical distance over which &n eddy is

correlated. B)ake (1984) approximates this to be equal to the integral
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scale of the vertical velocity fluctuations which is roughly equal to

N the distance the eddy is from the wall. The last tern within the

integral is the eddy density distribution function. A final term that

bears some significance is the (k,/K) term in front of the integral.

This term increases the contributions from the k, fluctuations and

results in the pressure cross-spectrum having smaller streamwise length

scales than transverse length scales.

in the previous Chapter a general review of studies dealing with

wall pressure fluctuations was given. Of the studies cited, the

following specifically address the issue of modeling wall pressure

6' fluctuations from velocity statistics: 1) Kraichnan (1956), 2) Lilley

and Hodgson (1960), 3) Panton and Linebarger (1974), 4) Chase (1980),

5) Meecham and Tavis (1980), and 6) Blake (19814).

2.3 Measured Statistical Functions

A.W Many types of statistical functions have been discussed in this

Chapter. It is not possible, in a realistic sense, to measure all of

these functions. The difficulty in measuring a statistical function

increases geometrically with the order of the function. The highest

order statistical function that is measured in this work is the two-

dimensional cross-spectral density of the wall pressure fluctuations (3-

dimensional function (tw)). The statistical functions of the wall

pressdre fluctuations and velocity fluctuations that are measured will

be discussed.

Measurements were made of both the mean and fluctuating components

of the streamwise and normal velocities. The mean and root-mean-square

values of each component were obtained. These are given as

U = <u~t)> (2.52a)

V ( <¢ t)> (2.52b)

and u' /<--)-7 (2.53a)
V' / ••r-7 -77 (2.53b)

where the capita' letters denote mean values and the primes denote root-

mean-square valu,.3. The braces are a time average and u(t) and v(t)

are, respectively, the instantaneous streamwise and normal coaponents of
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velocity. Additionally the turbulence Reynolds stress u'v' was

obtained, where
U V - <u'(t) v'(t)>. [,4

The frequency spectral density of each velccity component was obtained

tJu(w) and (Dv(w)). Values of u* and v' were also calculated by

integrating LhE a!ý;ss'iated fre;quency spectrum using (2.21).

Cross-spectral c:;nsity measurements were made of ':,he fluctuating

wal I pressures. GenercIly, the pressure cross-spectrum is denoted by

-Dp(wt) where t-(ý,n) is the separation vector between measurement
positions. Experimentally -Dp W,t) was obtained by assumitng a

separability between the streamwi3e and transverse components of the

cross-spectrum. This is expressed as (Wt)= @ p(.,)*0p(W,n) where
p(, WE) is the streamwise cross-spectrum and 4p(wn) is the transverse

cross-spectrum. In addition to the cross -spectrum, the frequency

spectrum, 0p(x/hw), was also obtained at each measurement position.

The cro0s-spectra for the non-equiliorium flow are also functions of the

streamwise coordinate x/h. This dependence has not been Explicitly shown

to simplify the ,iomenclature. Root-mean-square values of the pressure,

PRMs(x/h), vere calculate at eacrh measurement location using (2.20).

The cross-spectral density is a complex function for a conxecting

field. As such, the pressure cross-spectrum is expressed in terms of a

normalized magnitude r(w,t and a phase O(w,,)o The normalized

magnitude that is used is given as

r , ) p( ) , (2.55)

and is referred to in the literature as the coherence function (Bendat

and Piersol (1971, 1980)). The phase function is given as

0(w,t) = tan-''•m-I- Up . ,) (2.56)

where Re and Im mean the real and imaginary parts of the cross-3pectrum.
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For a propagating, or convectfng, field the phase of the (narrow-

band) cross-spectrum has been shown (Blake (1984)) to be proportional to

the convective speed Uc(W,ý) of the field. The relationship between

measured phase and convection velocity is given as

U,(N,E) - w&/e(w,F). (2.57)

In review, for the velocity field the following measurements were

obtained: 1) mean velocity U, 2) root-mean-square velocities (variances)

u' and v', 3) turbulence Reynolds stress u'v-, and 4) velocity frequency

spectra t(W) and Ov(w). For the pressure field the following

measurements were made: 1) root-mean-square (variance) PRMS' 2) pressure

frequency spectrum 0 (P), and 3) the pressure cross-spectrum 0p(wt

expressed in terms of the coherence r(w,t) and the convection velocity

Uc(w,•). The coherence for both the streamwise and transverse cross-

spectra was obtained. The details of measuring these statistics will be

given in ChTapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Wind Tunnel

This first phase of this investigation was to refurbish the wind

tunnel to provide a facility In which boundary layer flow noise

measurements could be made. Such a facility must have low background

acoustic noise levels, a low freestream turbulence intensity level, low

levels of facility vibration, and a fully developed turbulent boundary

layer flow along its test wall. Originally the wind tunnel was a non-

return flow facility driven by an axial fan located at the tunnel exit.

This configuration was excessively noisy, and there were serious

concerns about the boundary layers that developed along the walls of the

tunnel. During the refurbishing the only components of the original

facility that were kept were the turbulence management screens and thu

electric drive motor and controller.

3.1.1 Construction Details

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the refurbished facility. The

major aesign features of the facility aro: 1) a turbulence management

section located at the tunnel inlet, 2) a contraction section with an

area contraction ratio of 16:1 that occurs over a distance of 10 feet,

3) a 2x2 ft test section that is 8-ft long, 14) a small angle (70)

diffuser section that is acoustically treated, 5) in-line acoustic

mufflers located upstream and downstream of the blower, 6) a low speed

centrifugal blower driven with a pulley arrangement by a 20 hp dc motor,

and 7) ducting of the exhaust flow back into the wind tunnel room

allowing an open loop recirculation of the flow.

The turbulence management section consisted of 6-inch thick honey-

comb followed by four bronze screens and then followed by 2 cheese cloth

screens. The screens are stretched tight on wooden frames and are

spaced at approximately 3-inch intervals. The first screen is located

approximately 3-inches downstream of the end of the honey-comb. The

inside fa7ýes of the screen frames were kept as smooth as possible to

minimize flow disturbances. A metal screen was placed at the very inlet

of the tui.pel to act as a filter for any possible airborne trash.
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The contraction section was especially designed to provide a3 gradual acceleration of the flow preventing regions of local separation.

Figure 3.2 shows a diagram of the contraction section and includes

U measurements of the static pressure distribution obtained along one wall

of the contraction section. The contraction section was made from

sections of thick steel plate that were rolled to a specified contour

and then welded together at the four corners to form the rectangular

cross section. Both vertical walls were made from a single sheet of

steel. The top and bottom were made from a sheet of steel formed by

welding together two pieces of steel that were side pieces left over

from the pattern used to obtain the two wall pieces. Circumferential

frames, spaced at approximately 3-ft intervals, were welded around the

outside of the contraction section to reduce low frequency drumming.

After receiving the contraction section from the manufacturer extensive

%6 grinding, filling with body filler, and sanding were done to obtain a

very smooth and continuous finish to the inside of the contraction

section. Special care was given to the test wall side of the

contraction.

The test section Is an 8--ft long 2x2 ft square rectangular section.

All pieces of the test section are made removable allowing a high degree

of flexibility in test configuration. The wall opposite the test wall

is made from a continuous sheet of 5/8-inch thick Plexiglas which allows

viewing of the experiment. The floor is constructed from three sections

of 3/4-lncn Plexiglas. The center section of the floor was removed and

replaced by the hot wire traverse mechanism when velocity measurements

were being made. The roof consists of 5 sections of 3/4-inch Plexiglas.

Access to inside the tunnel is gained by removing one of the two large

roof sections. All hardware attaching the Plexiglas pieces to the

tunnel frame are located outside the tunnel circuit to minimize flow

disturbances. The inside corners and joints between pieces are filled

with modeling clay to reduce leaks that can produce loss in flow speed

and background noise. The test wall is describea in detail in a later

j section.
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The diffuser section has a square cross-section with an expansion

angle of 7-degrees. It is constructed from #11 gauge perforated steel

sheet (1/8-inch holes, 3/16-inch staggered spacing) backed by 4-inch

Fiberglas duct lining (40% porosity). This is encased in a sealed wood

casing to prevent air leaks. The objective of the Fiberglas backed

perforated metal is to reduce acoustic noise. The diffuser exits out of

the wind tunnel room, through a cinder block wall, into an adjoining

room that housed the blower and motor assembly. A section of 6-inch

thick honey-comb is placed at the very end of the diffuser section.

In-line acoustic mufflers are placed upstream and downstream of the

blower. The mufflers are 52-inch square and 6-ft long and are

commercially available products (Aeroacoustic Fan Silencer). They are

placed in the tunnel circuit to help minimize acoustic noise.

The upstream muffler is soft coupled to the blower inlet.

Similarly the blower outlet is soft coupled to the right-angle turning

vanes. Th' blower and motor assembly are mounted as a unit to a pad

which is isolation mounted to a concrete pad by large springs. The

blower and motor were isolation mounted and located in a separate room

to help minimize acoustic noise and vibration coupling to the tunnel

circuit.

The blover is a 16 blade, low speed, up-draft centrifugal blower

built by Buffalo Forge Corporation. It is driven by a 20 hp do motor by

a multiple pulley belt arrangement. Motor speed is controlled by a SCR

feedback system located in the motor room with a hand held control box

located near the tunnel test section (recently, a 25 hp motor and a

new controller were installed which provides stable operation at lower

speeds). -

The air that is drawn through the tunnel is exhausted into the

tunnel room allowing for continued recirculation of the tunnel room air.

This greatly reduces the time it takes for the air temperature to

stabilize and allows the tunnel room to be closed during tunnel

operations.
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3.1.2 Test Wall

The test wall consists of a fixed opstream section and a removable

downstream section. The upstream wall is constructed from a single 3-ft

piece of 1/2-inch thick aluminum plate that is securely bolted to the

tunnel frame using 1-inch thick spacers. The inside surface was

carefully polished to give a very smooth finish. The downstream edge

was milled to provide a square edge. This edge formed the backward

facing step. Figure 3.3 shows a diagram of the test wall section along

with some of the geometry used to describe transducer locations.

Two different downstream test plates were used. For the

equilibrium flow study, the wood plate used in the study of Farabee and

Casarella (1 9 8 4 ) was used. This plate has a mahogany surface backed by

plywood. It was mounted flush with the aluminum plate with the smooth

mahogany surface faning the flow. The joint between the two plates was

filled using a polyester body filler compound that was sanded smooth.

The transducer holes that existed in the plate from the earlier study

were used for the equilibrium flow study. This arrangement located the

pressure measurements at a position six inches downstream of the edge of

the aluminum plate.

The downstream plate for the backward-facing step work was

constructed from a piece of 1/2-inch thick particle board covered on

both sides by a thick laminate of hard plastic veneer. This plate

overlapped behind the aluminum plate to give a 1/2-inch step. The 1/2-

inch step was carefully maintained downstream by using spacers between

%i the test plate and the tunnel frame. An 8:1 up ramp was placed at the
end of the test plate to return to the 2x2 ft dimen ýon at the start of

the diffuser section.

The veneer covering was selected since it provided a hard durable

surface that could easily be drilled and sanded and still be made to

have a smooth surface. All of the pressure transducer holes (in excess

of 100) were pre-drille- in the test plate prior to installing the plate

in the tunnel. This included the holes for the desired streamwise

separations at each of the six downstream (cluster) positions as well as

the holes for the transverse separations at each of these streamwise

locations. Initially. all of these holes were immediately filled with
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polyester body filler and sanded smooth. A final thin covering with a

lacquer based putty was applied to the holes and this was sanded smooth

using crocus cloth to yield a very smooth finish. The plate surface was

then polished using a hard paste automotive wax. Before each hole was

used for a measurement of the wall pressure the putty filler was

carefully drilled out and the plate surface was again polished to ensure

that the surface was smooth.

After measurements at a particular location were completed the open

transducer hole was again filled and smoothed in the same manner as

described above. In order to minimiz( the time spent filling and

smoothing transducer holes, the measurements were made at the most

downstream positions first and then progressed upstream. The previously

used holes were temporarily covered with a small piece of transparent

tape. At the end of each set of measurements the pieces of tape were

removed and all open holes were again filled and smoothed. At all times

extensive care was taken to prevent wall disturbances associated with

flow over the many transducer holes in the wall.

3.1.3 Performance Characteristics

The objective in refurbishing the wind tunnel was to obt in a g
facility in which boundary layer related hydro-acoustic research could

be performed. In order to perform such work a fully developed

equilibrium turbulent boundarj layer was needed in a low noise

(acoustic), low turbulence inter~ity facility. These objectives wer

met as discussed below and will be shown in more detail in Chapters 4

and 5. Additional discussiuns on the faoility performance are also

given by Hasan, Casar-]la and Rood (1985).

In order to obtain filly developed turbulent flow at the start of

the test section, two boundary layer trips were used. Each trip

consisted of a piece of 0.032-inch diamieter wire (piano wire) glued to

the wall of the contraction scction. One wire was located ; ft 11-inch

upstream of tho start of the test. section arid the other wire was located

1-ft upstream of (.he start of the test section. The latter trip is

)ocated 375 Lrip heights upstream of the start of the test section and

1500 trip heights upstream of the step. The fully developed character
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of 'he botvndary layer along the test wall and its consister.cy with the

clrassical flat plate data Will be described In Chapter 4.

Thn acoustic performance of the tunnel is good above 50 Hz. F!gure

3.4 shows a comparison of a wall pressure spectrum with a pressure

spectrum meas'lred using a 1/2-inch nose cone microphone located In the

center of the tunnel test section. Clearly the wall pressure spectrum

ee!Qw 50 Hz is contagAnated by facility noise which is also picked up by

the fr~eenetream microphone. Tne source of this noise in not kno.4n but it

- is low enough in frequency not to be a major concern in this 3tudy.

Also shown ir figure 3.4 is a wall p,,.essure spectrum obtained wih a N
* f]ush-mounted microphone that is covered over with a thin piece of flat

stock. This blocks the transducer from responding to hydrodynami'e

pressures and giLes a direct measure of the vibration induced response

of the microphone. The vibration induced levels are well below those

produced by the pressure fluctuations. Hence, ab, ve 50 Hz the facility

is considered to be a low noise facility. All wa I pressure dd~ta bel~ow

50 Hz are discarded.

The free-stream turbulence intensity in the tunnel is less than

0.2% over a wide range of flow speeds. This is documented in the

turbulence intensity profiles given in Chapter 4 and in Hasan et al.

(1985).

Tunnel speed was monitored by measuring the pressure drop between aIk
ring of static taps located at the start of the contraction section and

a ring located 6-inches upstream of the start of the test section. The

pressure drop was measured using a 1-psi range (CGS) electronic r

manometer. This pressure drop was calibrated against the pressure drop

measured with a pitot tube located along the tunnel centerline to

provide a simple relationship that could be used to determine tunnel

speed from the contraction section pressure drop. During the

experiments the tunnel was run at constant values of dynamic head.

Hence, the specific speed for nominally the same runs varied slightly,

but the actual speeds were accounted for in all analyses.
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3.2 Pressure Measurements

In order to minimize spatial averaging effects, wall pressure

measurements were made using a flush-mounted pinhole microphone. This

technique is commonly used to obtain wall pressure measurements for high

Reynolds number flows (Blake (1970)). The pinhole microphone system

provides a high sensitivity transducer that has a relatively small

sensing area.

The microphone is a Bruel and Kjaer (B&K) Model 4138, 1/8-inch

condenser microphone. The pinhole arrangement is obtained by replacing

the standard protective cap with a blank cap in which a 1/32-inch

diameter hole has been drilled in the center. The blank caps are

obtained from B&K with the 1/32-inch diameter hole already drilled in

them (machining hole for cutting the screw threads that hold the cap

onto the microphone cartridge). The microphone and cap assembly are

mounted flush to the test wall giving a wall pressure transducer that

has a 1/32-inch diameter active sensing area.

The free-field acoustic response of a 1/8-inch microphone is

nominally flat out to 80 KHz. However, the pinhole cap and microphone

assembly form a Helmholtz resonator which greatly reduces the flat

response range of the pinhole microphone. Using the physical dimensions

quoted by the manufacturer fc,' the 1/8-inch microphone and protective

cap, the frequency of the Helmholtz resonance was calculated to be

approximately 26 KHz for a 1/32-inch pinhole cap arrangement. This

frequency is very sensitive to the enclosed volume which depends on how

far the blank *cap screws onto the microphone cartridge. A comparison

calibration was performed and showed that the Helmholtz frequerncy

occurred at approximately 25 KHz. Wall pressure measurements are thus

limited to frequenci3s below 25 KHz. Wall pressure data above 20 KHz is

not shown. As wi 11 be shown later, even wi 0 a 1/32- inch diameter

sensing area, at the Reynolds numbers of the cirrent experiments,

spatial averaging 'y the transducer is a pr'oblem for the higher

frequency data (above 10 KHz).

Figure >' 5 shcwb a block diagram of the complete microphone system.

The 1/9-Lnch mi'crophones are connected to Model 2633 preamplifiers using

Model UAIbO (-cid UA0160) 1/8-inch to 1/4-inch adapters. The
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preamplifiers are powered by either Model 2803 (ac powered) or Model

280.4 (dc powered) power supplies. The fluctuating pressure signals

are amplified using Ithaco Model 451 post amplifiers that have switch

selective high-pass filters. The amplified and filtered signals were

monitored on an oscilloscope while on line spectral analysis was

performed using a Nicolet Scientific Corporation Model 660A Dual Channel

FFT Analyzer. For selected runs pressure data were recorded on a

Lockheed Store 4D 1/4-inch tape recorder using FM electronics with a

20 KHz bandwidth.

The closest spacing that can be obtained between transducers is

limited by the diameters or the microphone preamplifiers. Model 2633

preamplifiers are 1/4-inch in diameter which fixed the smallest spatial

separation at 1/4-inch. A smaller preamplifier is not commercially

available.

The sensitivity of the transducer systems were measured at the

start and end of each day, and after major changes, using a B&K Model

i4220 Pistonphone. There was little change in sensitivity for a given

system. The sensitivities measured each day were used to calculate the

pressure levels. Nominal sensitivities for the pressure transducers

were approximately -181 dB re Iv/pPa. Phase differences between

transducer channels were found to be negligible for signals introduced

to the input section of the power supplies. Phase differences arising

in the transducer and preamps are not thought to be a serious problem,

which is partly supported by the nearly zero phase angles measured for

the transverse separation data.

Special microphone holders were machined from a resilient plastic

material. The holders had a wide flange at one end that sat flat on the

back of the test plate keeping the microphone at a right angle to the

plate thus ensuring a flush fit between the microphone face and the test

plate. Plastic set screws in the plastic holders held the microphones

in place once correctly positioned. A track arrangement attached to the

back of the test plate allowed the holders to be clamped in place at any

location. The microphones were made flush to the flow surface by first

extending the microphones out slightly (into the flow if the tunnel were
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on) and then using the thin edge of a piece of feeler gauge material to

push it back flush with the surface. The set screws were then lightly

tightened to hold the microphone in place. If a seam would be felt

between the blank cap and the adjacent test plate, clay was carefully

placed around the (1/8-inch diameter) seam to give a completely smooth

surface. Most positions required the use of the clay filler. When not

being used, the microphones were kept in a sealed can containing silica

gel to prevent possible moisture problems with the microphones.

Figure 3.6 shows 7 plan view of the test plate which illustrates

some of the nomenclature used for the pressure measurements. There are

six primary measureme~nt positions downstream of the step (x/h- 10, 16,

24, 36, 54 and 72). At each of these primary positions 17 streamwise

pressure transducer holes were pre-drilled and a series of 10 holes

along a lateral line were pre-drilled. The streamwise holes gave

streamwise transducer separations ranging from 1/4-inch to 24-inch and

the lateral holes gave transverse separations that ranged from 1/4-inch

to 4-inch. During the course of a set of measurements, at a given

cluster position, the upstream pressure transducer was kept fixed at the

specified x/h poition (x-0) and the downstream transducer was

sequentially moved from hole-to-hole to obtain the described streamwise

separation, E. After, all the streamwise data was measured the procedure

was repeated but with the second transducer placed in the holes along

the transverse line to get the desired transverse separations, n. At

each cluster position (x/h) there is a whole series of measurements with

varying streamwise separation, E, and a whole series with varying

transverse separations n. The maximum separation that could be obtained

at cluster positions x/h>36 was limited by the length of the tunnel. At

x/h=72 the maximum streamwise separation was limited to ý=2-inch.

A similar procedure was used for the equilibrium flow pressure

measurements. For these measurements there was only one cluster

position, located six inches downstream of the interface between the

aluminum and the wood test plates, tnd closer spaced holes were provided

for. The equilibrium flow measurements were not limited by the length

of the tunnel.
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3.3 Velocity Measurements

3.3.1 Anemometer Systems

I Two different sets of hot wire anemometry equipment were used

during the course of this investigation. The equilibrium flow

measurements were made using a TSI Model 1210-T1.5 single element sensor

with one channel of a TSI Model 1050-2C anemometry system. Boundary

layer traverses for the equilibrium measurements were made using a DISA

Model 55H01 traversing mechanism controlled by a DISA Model 52B01 sweep

drive unit and driven by a DISA Model 52C01 External steoper motor. The
guide tabe for the traverse protruded through a hole drilled in the test

plate downstream of the measurement location. Mean and mean-square

values of the hot wire signal were obtained by manually' reading a TSI

Model 1076 True RMS voltmeter at each position. The voltmeter was set

for a 100 second integration time.

Sensor linearization coefficients supplied by the factory were used

and the linearization was checked over the speed range of the tunnel.

Spectral. analysis of the velocity signal was performed by passing the

"linearized signal through the signal conditioner to suppress the dc

component and then pa 3ing it through the Ithaco post amplifiers for

final amplifications prior to being passed to the Nicolet 660A spectrum

analyzer.

For the backward-facing step measurements both a single and a x-

wire probe were used. The single wire sensor was a TSI Model 1218-71.5

"boundary layer probe. the x-probe sensor was a DISA Model 55P63. Both

sensors were driven by DiSA Model 55M10 bridges and the bridge voltages

were linearized using DISA Model 55D10 linearizers. The linearizing

exponential coefficient was selected as the coefficient that gave a 2:1

output voltage ratio for' a 2:1 velocity ratio. The 2:1 velocity ratio

was always taken as 90:45 ft/sec, which spanned the velocity ranges that

could occur for a given profile. A more detailed (8 point)

line-rization check was occasionally made. The x-wire probe was

visually aligned to be square with the flow prior to linearization.

Further discussions of' the x-wire measurements can be found in

Chapter 4.
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The TSI Model 1210-1.5 sensor used for the equilibrium flow

measurelments and the TSI Model 1218-T1,5 boundary layer probe used for

the single wire backward-facing step measurements had an active sensing

length of 0.050-inch and a wire diameter of 1.5X10- 4-nch. The DISA

Model 55P63 x-wire probe has sensor wire lengths of' 0.050-inch,

diameters of 2.0X0I-4-inch, and wire separation distances of

alpprox imately 0.050-inch.

3.3.2 Hot Wire Traverse

A computer controlled traverse was used to remotely position the

hot wire for the velocity measurements with the backward-facing step

configuration. The traverse is built onto a large test plate that is

bolted in place of the tunnel floor when velocity measurements are to be

obtained. The traverse plate is self contained; it houses the lead

screws, suppor't bearings, all of the drive hardw.iare, and the two stepper

motors that provide the remote motions in a airection normal to the test

wall and in a direction laterally (z-direction). The stepper motors
turn high precision lead screws which in turn move an airfoil shaped

strut that serves as a hot wire holder. With the high precision lead

screws a single step corresponded to a motion of 0.001-inch. In this

study the lateral motion drive was disconnected and lateral motion, as

well as motion in the streamwise direction, were obtained by manually

turning the appropriate lead screws. Hence, only motion normal to the

test wall was left to remote control.

Figure 3-7 shows a block diagram of the hot wire traverse and data

acquisition system. Overall traverse control is handled by a PDP 11/23

microcomputer. Traverse motion requests are sent over a serial
interface line to a stepper motor controller box (Rockwell International

AIM-65 Basic) which controls the motion of the stepper motors. The

microcomputer monitors the controller box position read-out to ensure

that the requested position is obtained. The traverse sy3tem has no

absolute reference. A reference was obtained by manually positioning

the hot wire to a known distance from the wall and then zeroing the

motor controller system. This was done every time the traverse was

moved either laterally or streamwise.
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t Velocity profiles could only be made over the streamwise extent of

the test wall covered by the traverse. The extent of the traverse

motion in the streamwise direction ranged from approximately 24-inches

upstream of the step to approximately 30-inches downstream of the step.

It was not possible to obtain velocity information at the farthest

downstream location (x-36-inches or x/h-72). The furthest downstream

position for which velocity information was obtained is x/h-54.

3.3.3 Hot Wire Data Acquisition and Processing

Included in figure 3-7 is a block diagram of the hot wire data

acquisition system. The core system is a high speed data acquisition
system manufactured by Data Translation Corporation. It uses a PDP

11/23 CPU with 256 KBytes of RAM, has an extended instruction set, a

memory management system, and a hardware floating point processor.

*1 Analog to digital conversion is performed with an 8 channel, 12-bit

converter (LDT 3382) that has a maximum continuous sampling rate of

200,000 points per second when writing to RAM or a I00,000 points per

second sampling rate when writing to the hard disk. The sampling rate

is controlled by q separate programmable clock (LDT 2769). The system

incorporates a 1 megabyte floppy disk and a 35.6 megabyte hard disk

(Winchester) that is set up to continuously record digital data at a

rate of 100,000 points per second without data loss. Additional

features of the system are a high speed D/A board, a VT102 terminal

fitted with REGIS graphics capability, and an Okidata graphics printer.

Data acquisition and processing programs were written in Fortran IV

and used special device driver software purchased frcm Data Translation

(CPLIB software package) to control the operation of the various boards.

The A/D boards are configured to digitize voltages over the range of ±10

volts. The output amplifiers on the linearizers were adjusted to give a

maximum voltage of approximately 8 volts. The complete linearized

signal (mean and fluctuating) was input to the digitizer. For single

wire measurements, only one A/D channel was used and for the x-wire

measurements, two A/D channels were used.

The data acquisition and processing algorithm is as follows.

Individual blocks of 2000 sample points were obtained at a time.

Typically a sampling ratc of 20,000 points per second was used and the
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A,/D was run in a "burst" mode to minimize delay times between A/D

channels (appropriate for the x-wire on.y). For the x-wire measurements

the data blocks from the two sensor elements were appropriately summed

and subtracted to obtain data blocks representative of the u and v

components. The mean value and variance of the u and v data blocks were

calculated and the covariance between the u and v blocks was calculated.

These terms were then stored and a new block of data was obtained and

similarly processed. Typically 40 such aGta blocks were used to obtain

the final statistical averages. The final averages were stored on the

hard disk and also printed out on the dot-matrix printer. After

corpleting data acquisition at a particular wall position a command is

given to move to a new wall location and the process is started nver

again. A similar procedure was followed for the single wire data

processing routine except only one block of A/D data wa.- obtained at a

time and only mean and variances were computed.

The profile data were transferred to an IBM PC for additional

analysis and plctting. The single wire profile date was used to

calculate various boundary layer parameters. An integration of the mean

velocity profile, using a combination of Simpson rule and Trapezoidal

integration, was used to calculate the boundary layer displacement

thickness, 6*, and momentum thickness, e. The boundary layer thickness,

6, defined at the point where u/U 0 =0.99, was estimated using a 3-point

interpolation of the profile data at the edge of the boundary layer.

Value6 of shear velocity (or wall shear stress) were obtained using a

best fit log-law method similar to that proposed by Kline et. al.

(1967).

To obtain spectral data the two signals from the x-wire were analog

summed/subtracted, using a TSI Model 1015C correlator, to obtain a u and

a v component signal. Tlhse two signals were then directly passed into

the Nicolet 660A spectrum analyzer for processing. Only single point

velocity statistics were obtained.
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3 .4 Spectral Data

3.4.1 Acquisition and Processing

All of the spectral data was obtained using a Nicolet Scientific

Corporation Modk] 660A Dual Channel FFT processor. Within the analyzer,

data 'or each channel is simultaneously 3amp led by separate A/D'Ls at . 'I

rate of 2.56 times the selected frequency range. Anti-aliasing filtevs

are in-line in front of tie A/D's to prevent r'l!asing of high frequency

components in the incoming signal. Elocks of 1024 time points are

acquired and standard Fourier algorithms F.,ae used to transform the data.

The number of ensembles that are averaged together to form a final

spectrum is continuously selectable. Typically 1000 ensembles were used

for the pressure data and 500 ensembles for the velocity data. The

basic spectral functions that are computed by the analyzer are thr two

auto-spectra (one per input channel) and the complex cross-zpectrý, m

between the two channels. The analysis bandwidth for a given frequencyiI
range is found by dividing the selected frequency range by 400.

Data was typically obtained for a series of frequency ranges in

order to satisfy the need for both -arrow-band cross-spectral

information and for high frequency auto-spectrum information. Pressure

spectra were generally measured for frequency r'anges of 500 Hz, 2,000

Hz, and 20,000 Hz and the velocity spectra were measured for these same

ranges plus a 50,000 Hz range. All of the spectral data were recorded

on a Nicolet Model 160C data recordcr (floppy diok system) and selected

data were plotted on a ligital plotter.

7he spectral data stored on thie 16OC was transferred to an IBM PC

for post processi:.g. The post processing consisted of converting the

raw voltage spectra into absolute pressure (ot velocity) spectra, uei.,•g

the appropriate transducer sensitivities and amplifier gains, and then

assembling the data from the individual frequency ranges into a sin3le

frequency spectrum. This was done for both the auto- and cross-spectra

for the pressure data and for the auto-spectra for the velocity spectra.

Additional post processing was performed on the (combined) pressure

cross-spectra. At high frequencies the cross-spectra become incoherent.

The cross-spectra for each condition were reviewed and the frequency -t

which the coherence was consistently below a value of 0.05 was marked



and all cross-spectral data above that frequency was eliminated. Due to

the facilit.y noise limitations the data below 50 Hz was also eliminated.

The phase of the pressure cross-spectrum obtained with streamwise

separated transducers is interpreted as a convection velocity (equation

(2.57)). In order to directly use the phase spectrum to calculate

convection velocttie! the phase spectrum must be "unwrapped" to

eliminate the 27 ambiguities that exist in the measured phase. The

phase is obtained as the arc tangent of the imaginary part of the cross

spectrum divided by the real part. Increments of 2n ambiguity occur

after each complete rotation in the cross-spectrum phase plane and that

must be accounted for in the post processing. The phase was unwrapped

by first using the slope of the phase (dO/df) at 100 Hz to estimate the

convection velocity at this, frequency. This convection velocity was

used to calculate the expected phase angle at 100 Hz which was then

compared to the actual measured phase to determine the number of 27

increments that had to be added to the measured phase. The appropriate

number of increments were added to give the unwrapped phase at 100 Hz

from which the actual convection velocity was also calculated. The

convection velocity at 100 Hz was then used as an estimate of the

convection velocity a. the two neighboring frequency points. This was

used to calcillate an estimated phase to be compared to the measured

phase to determine the number of 271 ambiguities that occurred. These

ambiguities were added to the rreasured phase to get a final phase which

was used to get the actual convection velocity. This value of

conve<,tinr velocity was then used as the estimated value for the next

frequency point and the procedure repeated. The validity of this

procedure is borne out by the behavior of the convection velocity data

wnich smoothly increases for small values of' separation, where there are

nc 2w ambiguities, to large values of separation where there are many

increments of 2ir that must be unwrapped.
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S3.4.2 Error Analysis in Spectral Measurements

Standard formulas for statistical errors in spectral estimates can

be found in Bendat and Piersol (1980). For a relatively broad-band

spectrum, like the pressure or velocity spectrum, biag errors are

generally second order when compared to random errors. The normalized

random error for an auto-spectrum is giver as

co- 1/Ad(3-1)

where nd is the number for averages.

Similarly the normalized random error for the coherence and the phase

can be estimated to be

Y Y Vnd (3.2)

[ (3.3)

where Y2 is the coherence squared, AO is the phase uncertainty measured

in radians and the top hat indicates the estimated (measured) functions.

To use equation (3.2) or (3.3) the estimated values are substituted in

for the unknown actual values (unhatted).

For the auto-spectrum estimates the 1000 averages gives a random
XM error of 0.032. This gives a measured estimate with a 95% confidence

interval of ±6%. The errors for the coherence and phase are not

easily quantified since they are functions of the true coherence between

the two signals. As can be seen from (3.2) and (3.3) the only way to

decrease the random errors in the cross-spectrum estimators is to

increase the number of averages. 1000 averages were selected in

order to reduce the random errors that occur for the estimators.

Obviously a realistic limit exists as to how many averages can be taken

since the total processing time increases as the number of averages

increases. For the Nicolet 660A, the 1000 averages required a data

processing time of approximately 5 minutes per spectrum.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the experimental results of the measurements

made in the flow field of the backwar'd-facing tep. The objective of

these measurements was to obtain turbulence data for a non-equilibrium

boundary layer that wuuld be used in identifying sources, within the

boundary layer u± fluctuating wall pressures. By relating

characteristics of the wall pressure field to the structure of the

turbulent flow a better understanding will be obtained of how turbulence

generates unsteady surface forces.

Measurements were made of the fully de-'eloped onset boundary layer

and of the boundary layer downzti• .iam of reattachment, at 10, 16, 24, 36

and 54 step heights downstream of t~he step. Mean velocity profiles,

turbulence intensity profiles of both the u and v components of

velocity, Reynolds stress nrofiles, and frequency spectra of the u and va components were all measured at these locations. Data were obtained

using both a single and a x-wire anemometer. Typically measurements

were made at two speeds, nominally 50 and 80 ft/sec. In the discussions

that follow, data are presented for the lower speed runs. However,

various flow parameters measured for the higher speed are given in

table 4.1. Velocity spectra were obtained at a speed of nominally

82 ft/sec.

Velocity measurements are made much closer to the wall with the

single wire anemometer than with the x-wire anemometer. As such, all

mean velocity data that are presented are measured with the single wire

anemometer. In most cases when reference is made to streamwise

turbulence intensities it is for data measured wito the single wire

anemometer.

Measurements of the mean velocity profile and turbulence intensity

profile were also made for the equilibrium flow on a 3mooth flat plate

using a single wire anemometer. The equilibrium flow condition, in
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contrast to the onset boundary layer, qas obtained by shimming out the

downstream wall to be flush with the upstream wall. Data for this

condition were obtained at 50.8 and 93.3 ft/sec.

All backward-facing step measurements, except those made to check

spanwise uniformity, were made along the tunnel centerline. The step

height was set at 1/2-inch for this study. Measurements for the

equilibrium flow condition were made along a line 1-inch (spanwise)

above the test wall centerline. This allowed the use of a line of pre-

existing holes for the pressure measurements.

4.2 Onset and Equilibrium Boundary Layers

The characteristics of the boundary layer that is onset to the

backward facing step are important in establishing the flow field that

develops downstream of separation. This has been discussed in detail by

Bradshaw and Wong (1972), Eaton and Johnston (1981), and by Cheun, Toy

and Moss (1983), to cite but a few. For- this study, since we are not

interested in the details of the separation/reattachment process, no

attempt was made to modify the upstream flow so as to obtain a

prescribed boundary layer state at the step. Instead, the boundary

layer that naturally formed at the step edge was used. Similarly, the

boundary layer that was studied for the equilibrium flow condition was

the one that naturally existed. For both these flows, a fully developed

"ordinary" turbulent boundary layer was sought. Velocity measurements

were obtained for both the onset and equilibrium boundary layers to

fully document their turbulence characteristics and to provide the

boundary layer scaling parameters that are needed in interpreting the

fluctuating pressure data.

4.2.1 Mean Velocity Profiles

Velocity measurements were obtained at two upstream locations

(x/h=-12, -2) for the step study, and at what would be an x/h=12 (if the

step were present) for the equilibrium flow study. The mean velocity

profiles that were obtained for these three positions are shown in

figure 4.1 plotted using inner variable scaling. The quantity u is the

shear velocity which is determined using a best log-law fit technique.

Included in figure 4.1 are lines representing the linear-law and log-law
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dependencies that should exist for the velocity profiles near the wall.

The dimensionless constants in the log-law relationship that are used

(K-0.41 and B-4.9) are those used by Clauser (1956) which give,

S +u_2.441n(y+)+ 4.9 (4.1)

where, u+=U/u* and y÷-yu /v.

The different regions of a boundary layer are also shown in this figure.

The sublayer covers the range O<y<5, the buffer layer extends from

5<y + <40, and the log-law region extends from 40<y+ to y<0.26. These

three regions comprise the inner layer of the boundary layer. The outer

layer covers the region y/6aO.2.

The profiles in figure 4.1 collapse on the log-law line and merge

smoothly to the linear-law line nearest the wall. There is slight

scatter in the equilibrium flow profile measurements in the linear-law

region but the overall behavior is excellent. Measurements for all

three profiles extend down to the region of the viscous sub-layer

(y+<5). fhe extended data region over which there is a good fit, and

g the manner in which the data merges smoothly into the linear-law region,

all reflect the quality of the data and the fact that the boundary

layers at these locations are clasaical equilibrtum flows. At large

values of y+ the equilibrium profile has a stronger or more pronounced

wake region than the onset flows. This is consistent with the higher

Reynolds number of this flow. The momentum thickness Reynolds number

for the equilibrium flow is 33% larger than that for the boundary l~yer

at x/h=-12 (see table 4.1 for boundary layer properties).

The boundary layer properties measured for the upstream positions

and equilibrium flow are also characteristoc of a fully developed

(ordinary) turbulent boundary layer. The boundary layer at x/h=-2 is

slightly thinner than at the x/h=-12 position. This results from the

slightly favorable pressure gradient that exists immediately upstream of

the step. Pressure gradient data was obtained but is not discussed.
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4.2.2 Turbulence Intensity Profiles

Turbulence intensity profiles of the upstream and equilibrium flow

boundary layers were measured and are shown in figure 4.2. In this

figure, the root-mean-square values of fluctuating velocity are

normalized by the value of shear velocity and plotted against y+. The

measurements were made with a single wire anemometer and are

fluctuations in the streamwise velocity component.

As in the mean velocity profiles, there is good agreement among

the profiles with no distinguishable differences between the profiles

measured at x/h=-12 and -2. The overall behavior of the turbulence

intensity profiles is the same as reported in the literature.

Streamwise velocity fluctuations increase away from the wall, peak at

y +15, then slowly decr'ease until the edge of the boundary layer where

the fluctuations rapidly drop to the turbulence levels of the free-

strean, flow.

The peak value of turbulence intensity that is measured can be

limited by the 'inlte size of the hot wire used. Fluctuations in

velocity in the very near wall region are characteristically small scale

and can not be accurately resolved by a sensor that is larger than the

length scale of the fluctuations. Eckelmann (1974) used commercially

available hot-film anemometers to investigate the wall region of a fully

developed turbulent channel flow, using oil as the fluid medium. For
+

this experiment the sensor was only two y in length due to the large

sublayer that developed. Eckelmann obtained a peak u'/u value of 2.8

which occurred at y+=13. Willmarth and Sharma (1984) constructed

especially small hot wires with which turhulence intensity measurements
+

were made. These wires were on the order of 0.3y in length. A peak

u'/u value of 3 was measured at a position of y* 13.

The hot wire length for the present data is approximately 55 y+

units. The peak value of turtulence intensity that is measured is

approximatele 2.4 and it occurs at approximately y+ -1b. These values

are in good agreement with those reported Lri the literature considering

the physical size of the wires relatiie to the boundary layer viscous
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scales. It is interesting to note that the peak turbulence intensities

M oqcur in the overlap region between the inner-law and log-law regions

where viscous and turbulence shear stresses are approximately equal.

S4.2.3 Spanwise Uniformity of the Onset Boundary Layer

The spanwise uniformity of the boundary layers at x/hs-2 and at

x/h1h5 was checked by comparing mean velocity profiles measured at three

spanwise positions at each of the streamwise locations. Figure 4. 3

shows the mean velocity profiles measured at x/h--2 for the spanwise

locations z/h-O, -6, and 6. Positive z is measured up from the

centerline of the test wall. The mean velocity profiles measured at

x/h=54 for spanwise positior,s z/h-O, -6, and 5 are shown in figure 4.4.

The comparison between profiles in figure 11.3 is excellent and

shows no spanwise variations in the onset flow, at least to the extent

that spanwise variations can be identified by comparisons of mean

velocity profiles. The profiles in figure 4.4 also compare well,

exhibiting only a small amount of scatter at the measurement location

nearest the wall. Microphone mounting holes were located along the

z/h=O and z/h=6 lines at various streamwise positions. The holes, when

not used for pressure measurements, were filled with polyester body

filler (automotive body filler) and sanded smooth then covered with a

second layer of lacquer material and again sanded smooth. Along the

z/h=O line there were some 70 such filled holes upstream of the x/h=54

measurement position. Upstream of the x/h=-2, z/h=O position there were

~4 f :I led hols The z/'h=5 I 'ne was se lected for one of the spanwise

•hc('k3 since thefre wore no holes along this line and it would provide a

check on the effect th,.ese holes might have on the boundary layer

profiles. The profiles show no effect due to the filled holes.

"4.2. 4 Criteria for an Equilibrium Boundary Layer

The characteristics of the onset boundary layer play a key role in

determinirg the flow field that develops downstream of the step. For

this investigation it was desired to have d fuIlly d-vyeloped turbulent

" boundary layer fluw as th(! onset flow. Hussain (1983) reviewed initial

conditions for a flow and established seven characteristics that a flow

must have in order to be considered a fully dovelope, turbulent boundary
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layer. These seven required characteristics are; 1) a mean profile of

proper shape and a shape factor of aW';,t 1.4, 2) a mean profile with a

log-law and wake region present when plotted in log-law variables with

there being an adequate extent to the log-la'l region, and 3) a wake

strer.gth that is appropriate for the Reynolds number of the flow; 4) a

peak in the turbulence intensity profile of u'/u -2.5±10%, 5) with the

intensity profile peak being located at y+-15, and 6) a monotonic

decrease in u' to the free-stream value; and 7) a broadband continuous

u' spectrum that contains an inertial subrange.

Characteristics 1-6 have already been shown to exist in the

boundary layers upstream of the step and for the equilibrium boundary

layer. Figure 4.5 shows spectra of the velocity fluctuations measured

at x/h=-12 and for the equilibrium boundary layer. Measurements at

x/h--12 are tte u component of fluctuating velocity obtained from the

x-wire. The equilibrium spectrum was obtained with a single wire

anemometer. Measurements obtained at y/6-0.22, 0.44, and 0.66 are shown

for the boundary layer at x/h--12 and spectra obtained at y/6-0.23 and

0.46 are shown for the equilibrium flow. In this figure, the measured

frequency spectra are converted to wavenumber spectra using *(k)-w$(W)/k

and normalized by the local turbulence intensity. The frequen,!y axis is

displayed as a wavenumber axis (k=-w/U 0 ). The spectra for both boundary

layers are continuous and broadband. The spectra exhibit, in tne mid-

wavenumber range, a region that scales as k-5/ 3 . This, as will be
discussed later, is characteristic of the inertial subrange for the

turbulence energy spectrum.

Hence, in terms of the criteria or characteristics proposed by

Hussain, the bounddry layer upsitream of the step and the boundary layer

for the equilib-lum flow were fully developed (ordinary) turbulent

boundary layers. Furthermore, the flows upstream and downstream of the

step were two-dimensional, at least c-ier a 6-inch spanwise 'egion along

the test wall centerline.
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4.3 Mean Veloc~ty and Turbulence Measurements

4.3.1 Mean Velocity Profiles

Mean velocity profiles were measured with the single wire

anemometer at downstream locations x/h- 10, 16, 24, 36 and 54; all of

these positiors are downstream of reattachment (xrn6h). Only the

profiles measured at 50 ft/sec will be shown but boundary layer

parameters for all the measured profiles are given in table 4.1. The

.(. Reynolds number based on step height is 13,021 for the 50 ft/sec runs.

Figure 4.6 shows the measured profiles plotted versus distance from the

wall (U/U0 vs. y/h). Included in this figure is the profile measured

upstream at x/h--1' In figure 44.7, the profiles are plotted using

inner-law variables. In both figures the profile origins are

sequentially shifted and in figure 4.7 a log-law line for each profile

is given.

"The profiles have features that are notably different from an

equilibrium flow profile. These differences are similar to those

reported by other investigators. At the first downstream location,

x/h-10, there is a region of strongly retarded flow extending throughout

the boundary layer. Further downstream, the region of retarded flow

-_. slowly fills out. By the last measurement station, x/h-54, the profile

begins to approach an equilibrium shape. The boundary layer

.R redevelopment begins immediately after reattachment with a more

pronounced recovery for the flow nearest the wall. This recovered wall

. region grows outwa,'d from the wall in the downstream direction.

Figure 4.7 best displays the manner in which the downstream

boundary layers deviate from an equilibrium flow. These profiles have

three distinguishing features which change with downstream position.

The first feature is the wall region over which the boundary layer

follows a log-law scaling. At x/h=10 this region is very short,

extending out to a y+-120. The log-law region increases with downstrear

location and at x/h-54 extends out to approximately y4-250 which is

typical of an equil ibrium boundary layer. The second notable feature in

the profilps is the dip below the log-law lIne that mark. trn- end of the

log-law scaling. The location of the dip also moves away from the wall
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fpr positions further downstream. The last feature is the strength of

tle outer' flow or wake region. At x/h-10 there is a very marked

deviation of the profile from the log-law line in the wake region which,

for an equilibrium flow, would be indicative of flow in a strong adverse

pressure gradient. The strength of the outer flow region decreases

rapidly downstream and by x/h=54 the wake region is more typical of that

for an equilibrium flow. These features show that just downstream of

reattachment the flow is highly energized and that the flow relaxes arid

undergoes a redevelopment downstream.

The mean velocity profiles in figure 4.7 exhibit characteristics

that are similar to those of Bradshaw and Wong (1972) who obtained

measurements as far downstream as x/h=52. Bradshaw and Wong show a more

pronounced dip in the log-law region and a weaker wake region than is

found in this data. The profiles of Kim et al. (1978), although made

out to only x/h=16, are in closer agreement to those in figure 4.7 for

similar x/h locations.

The~e differences are partly a result of the difference in methods

Sused to specify values of wall shear stress. Bradshaw and Wong used a

Preston tube to obtain values of wall shear stress. The present study

used the method of Kline et al. (1967) which is a Clauser plot type of

technique in that the value of wall shear stress is selected as the

value which best fits the profile to a log-law line. The range of

measurement points that follow the log-law line depends to a certain

extent on the value of wall shear stress that is selected. By selection

of a different value of wall shear stress the strength of th2 dip can be

increased, but at the expense of the wake region. Kim et al. used a

similar "best fit" technique to obtain values of wall shear stress.

Another probable reason for tne differences in dip and wake strengths is

in the differences in initial conditions (6 0 /h). Kim et ai.. (1978) had

an initial cordition of 6,/h-1.0, which is closer to that of this

investigation (6o/h-2.0) than to Bradshaw and Wong (6, 'h-0.1). This

conolusIon is further supported by the study of Adams, Johnston and

Eaton (1984) who investigated the effect of 6,/h on downstream velocity
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profiles and showed that for an initial condition of 6,/h-1.O there is a

much stronger wake region than for initial conditions of 60 /h-0.03 or

0.04. The dip for the 60 /h-1.0 profile, however, was only slightly less

than for either the 6,/h-0.3 or 0.04 profiles.

Boundary layer parameters were calculated from the mean velocity

profiles and are given in Table 4.1. Values of skin friction

coefficient Cfm calculated using the Ludwieg-Tillman formula

(Cfm=O.246.10-'678H.Ro-'268) are tabulated for each profile. Included

are the values obtained for the equilibrium boundary layers and for the

boundary layer measured as part of the spanwise uniformity check.

The variations of the boundary layer parameters with streamwise

location are shown in figures 4.8-4.10. Both 6 and 6 decrease rapidly

between x/h=10 and x/h=16 and then slowly increase. The values of 6 at

x/h=54 are nearly twice the values at x/h=-12. The shape factor

decreases monotonically downstream and at x/h=54 has returned to the

value measured upstream. The Clauser parameter is very large at x/h=10

but rapidly decreases downstream. At reattachment Cf must be zero since

this is a point of flow impingement. Starting at zero Cf rises rapidly

until x/h=24 where the rise becomes less rapid but still pronounced.

There is no reason to expect the skin friction coefficient to return to

the upstream value. It is worth noting how well the Ludwieg-Tillman

formuala predicts the measured values of Cf, even just downstream of

xeattachment.

4.3.2 Turbulence Profiles

Profiles of the streamwise normal stresses, u'/U. rut is the RMS

value of u as defined in Chapter 2) were obteined with both the single

and x-wire anemometers. Vertical (wall-normal) normal stress profiles,

v'/Uo, and turbulence shear stress profiles, -u'v'/U2, were obtained

with the x-wlre anemometer. Profiles of u'/U, and v'/U, were also

obtained by integrating the u and v frequency spectra.

FIgure 4.11 shows a comparison of the u'/U, profiles obtained at

x/h--12 for the two anemometer setups along with a proftie obtained by

K]ebanoff (195l). The measurements reported by Klebanoff were obtained

in a 3-inch boundary layer that hac been artificially thickened by
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roughness in order to minimize transducer resolution errors. The

boundary layer at x/h=-12 was 0.9-inch thick. The single wire profile

agrees quite well with the Klebanoff profile except in the outer part of

the boundary layer where the level.3 do not decrease as rapidly as tihe

Klebanoff profile. This variation in the outer layer region of the

boundary layer may be a result of dilfferences in wake strength between

the two boundary layers or possibly due to the differences in free-

stream turbulence intensity betweeo facilities.

The profile results for the x-wire are not completely in agreement

with Klebanoff. Over almost the entire extent of the boundary layer the

x-wire measures lower values of u'/U0 . Only at the outer edge of the

boundary layer does the profile agree with the single wire profile.

This same t.rend of lower levels is evident in the v'/U0 profiles shown

in figure 4.12(a). In this figure )oth the u and v profiles are

compared to the profiles of Klebanoff. At large values of y/6 the v'

profile converges with the u' profLle and the levels, at y/6>1.5, are

approximately u'/U,-O.O03, which i,; the order of the turbulence

intensity in the free-stream. A peculiar feature of the v'/Uo profile

is the increase in level that occurs as the wall is approached while

just the opposite trend is seen in the profile of Klebanoff. Turbulence

stress profiles, -u-v'/U2, measurel at the upstream position are shown

in figure 4.12(b) compared to the profile obtained by Klebanoft. The

same trend of low values of measured turbulence levels is present. The

stress levels are presented as a quadratic term while the normal

turbiulence stresses (RMS velocitiEs) are preserted linearly so the

differences in the turbulence stress proflies are larger.

A review (presented in Appendix A) of hot wire response

Scharamter.ticas and signal interpretation was conducted in order to

det mine tne ,sojrceý: of these differences. Errors in the processing of."

tho hot wire signals, at the output cf the Linearizers, are considere(d

not to be a faaTtor since good agreement was obtaiiied between the

turbhU ance 1 evil,3 obtained with the computer d1aita r!eduction system and

V:LegratI ,ros of the velocity spectra. Errors due to ci o tr1o,
,.U
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responses of the two anemometry channels were found to be less than 2%.

a The major sources of error seem to be 1) excessive spatial averaging of

the velocity fluctuations due to the finite size of the hot wire,

particularly in the case of the x-wii'e for which there is a large

measurement volume, and 2) deviations fr'om the sum/difference

decomposition relationship that was assumed for the u and v components

of a x-wire. Correcting the measured levels for these errors is

considered to be questionable since such corrections require a priori.

knowledge of the true turbulence field. For the type of' complex flow

field that exists downstream of reattachment, this is not available.

The objective in measuring the turbulence levels was to obtain a

qualitative understanding of the features of the turbulent velocity

field in the relaxing flow regime. Consequently, it is assumed that

these features are not altered by these errors so the measured

(uncorrected) turbulence profiles are presented and discussed,

Measured profiles of u'/UJ, v'/U0, and u'v'/U2 are shown in figures

14.13-4.16. The u'/U0 profiles obtained with the single wire anemometer

are given in figure 4.13 while the data presented in figures 4.14-4.16

were obtained with the x-wire. The qualitative features between the

single wire and the x-wire profiles of u'/U 0 (figures 4.13 and 4.14,

respectively) are the same. Only the data measured at, 50 ft/sec is

presented in graphial form but a complete listing of all data is given

in Appendix B.

All of the turbulence stress profiles follow the same general

trends. The level of stress for, any given profile peaks at some

location in the profile but this peak value continually decreases in

h level in the downstre.im diroction. In addition, the location of the

peak moves away f'r, i the wall with downstream direction.

There are three distinct regions in the individual profiles. The

first il,3 the near wall region given as y/6<0.02. Measurements in this

region could only be obtained with the single wire anemometer since the

aminimum wall position that could be reached with the x-wire is

y-O.O25-incL (y+,50). ln this region the profiles exhibit a local peak

in turb,,len • stress at y÷-18 which is at the same location as the peak
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for the equilibrium flows. This peak in u'/U1 shows that at all of the

measurement locations the we' ' region has developed to the point of

establishing a buffer region .,hich is the region of maximum u'

production in an equilibrium boundary layer. However, this region is

not necessarily the region of maximum u' downstream of reattachment.

The second region of the profiles is away from the wall region where the

turbulence quantities again reach a local maximum level. This region is

bounded roughly by 0.02<y/6<0.9. In this region, for a given x/h

location, all of the stresses peak at the same y/6 location. The

location of the peak propagates away from the wall in the downstream

direction. Along with this propagation, the magnitude of the peaks

decreases. By x/h-=54 a specific peak is no longer evident but a broader

region of excessive turbulence levels can be seen eompared to the

upstream profile (x/h=-12), At x/h=16 the level of the u'/UO peak has

decreased to approximately the level of the peak in the buffer layer.

Peaks in the turbulence stress profiles shown in figure 4.16 are more

evident than those in the RMS velocity profiles since they are presented

in quadratic form. The final region of the turbulence profiles is the

outer flow region, y/6>0.9. Here, with the exception of the x/h=10

profiles, the turbulence levels collapse on y/6. At x/h=10 there is an

extensive region of low turbulence activity in the outer flow. This

region is essentially removed at x/h=16 by the rapid reduction in

boundary layer thickness that occurs.

4.3.3 Correlation Coefficient and Mixin3 Length Profiles

Turbulence stress is a measure of the vertical transport of

streamwise momentum that occurs in the flow. This is the primary

mechanism for the production and maintenance of turbulence itself.

Values of turbulence stress do not however, indicate the fraction of

total turbulence activity that is associated with this transport. The

turbulence stress correlation coefficient R1 2 =-u'v'/(u'.v'), is a

measure of this fraction. R,, may also be interpreted as a measure of

the level of coherent turbulence activity. As an example, typical

levels of R 2, in a well organized plane mixing layer can be on the order
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of 0.7 while the highest values obtained in an equiltbrium turbulent

boundary layer are only about 0.5. Clearly the plane mixing layer

contains more coherent activity than the anisotropic boundary layer.

Pi~ofiles of R,, are shown In figure 4.17. The origin for each

profile is sequentially shifted up in figure 4.17. It should be noted

that x-wire measurement errors are a minimum for this type of data

presentation since, to first order. the measurement errors, which are

present in both the RMS values and turbulence stresses, are canceled

out. The highest correlation coefficients are obta•.ned for the x/h=10

profile in a localized region of 0.11<y/6<0.22. These peak values are

higher than the coefficients for the profile at x/h--12 indicating a

slightly more organized turbulence structure within the inner region of

the boundary layer. Correlation coefficients at x/h--12 have a nearly

constant value of 0.37 to 0.4 throughout most of the boundary layer.

This corresponds to the values reported in the literature (0.44 to 0.5)

if probe interference effects are accounted for (Kassab et al. (1985)).

The profiles rf R, 2 for x/h>10 all have the same general 3hape. Below

y/6-0.3 the values of R, 2 are slightly less than for the x/h=-12

prcfile, but above this position the values are similar.

* Bradshaw and Wong (1972) point out that the higher, values of

turbulence stress, measured downstreai of reattachment, are inconsistent

with the local equilibrium formula

dU/dy (/p)" 5/(Ky), (4.2)

where K is the von Karman constant, which holds for the log-law region

"of an equilibrium boundary layer. In this formula Ky is assumed to be

Sthe turbulence mixing length (1). In order' for (4.2) to hold for them
downstream flow a mixing length larger than Ky must be used. The

dipping of the mean velocity profiles below the log-law line is a resulZ

of this large length scale. Furthermore, at reattachment the turbulence

length scale should be that of the upstream mixing layer, which has a

nearly constant value. This nearly constant mixing length sc.ale is

larger than Ky and will persist for some distance downstream. This
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places a dominant, constant value, mixing length near the wall. As

such, slightly downstream of reattachment the boundary layer turbulence

length scale will increase more rapidly with wall distance than Ky.

Values of turbulence mixing length were calculated for the profiles

downstream of reattachment using the equation
1 2 -u-7•v /(dU/ dy)2 (4.3)
m

and are shown in figure 4.18. Mean velocity gradients were estimated

from the single wire profile by
dU/dy-0.5[ (U,-U)/(Y.-y) +(U-UI )/(Y-Yl) ]

where Y2 and y, are the adjacent points above and below the location at

which the derivative is evaluated. The mixing lengths, in the region

y/6<0.2 where the log-law scaling should hold, is larger for all

downstream locations than for the values measured at x/hý-12. A portion

of this is due, as discussed earlier, to the low values of turbulence

stress that were measured particularly for the profile at x/h=-12. With

this in mind and considering the errors that are inherent in numerically

differentiating data the best that can be said about this near wall

region is that at x/h=10 the turbulence length scale increases more

rapidly that Ky.

There are three Lrend3 in the mixing length profiles that bear

noting: 1) for locations x/h>10 the mixing length increases at a rate

that is proportional to Ky out to y/6-0. 2 , which is further out in the

boundary layer than the lm=Ky range for an equilibrium boundary layer;

2) at x/h=16 and x/h=24, the mixing length peaks at y/6=0.2 (which is

slightly before the peak in the turbulence stre.rs *ýnd then decreases to

a nearly constant value (that is x/h location dependent); and 3) the

mixing length in the outer flow region increases in the downstr-imn

direction and at x/h=54 is slightly higher than the generally reported

equilibrium value (1imQ.08). The peak in Irm that is evident at x/h=16

and x/h-24, is also reported by Etheridge and Kemp (1978).

The peaking of the profiles (x/h=16 and x/h=24) ndi(atp that the

length scales in the mid region of the profiles are greater thar, those "

in the outer flow region, which suggests that there are nultiple length
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scales In the flow that are not present for an equilibrium flow. The

ou ter flow structure is the last to adjust to changes in the overall

flow structure.

14.4 Velocity Spectra

Velocity spectra were measured at various positions throughout the

boundary layer at the same streamwise locations for which velocity

profiles were measured. The objective in measuring the spectra was to

obtain information on the frequency content of the turbulent velocity

fluctuations. This information identifies the turbulence scales that

are present thus providing a better u.ader'standing of the turbulence

processes that occur in the flow. The spectral information will also be

compared to the surface pressure spectra in order to identify possible

wall pressure source regions within the boundary layer. One-dimensional

time spectra of the u and v components of fluctuating velocity were

1.61 measured by passing the summed and subtracted x-wire signals into a two

channel narrow-band spectrum analyzer. The summing/subtraction process

was performed with an analog correlator. Details of the analysis

procedures are given in Chapter 3.

4.4.1 Presentation Format for Spectral Data

The velocity spectra are shown in figures 4.19-4.22 and figures

4.23-4.27. Figures (a) are the spectra for the u (streamwise) component

and figures (b) the v (vertical.) component. Each of the figures 4.19-

4.22 present spectra obtained at a fixed x/h. In each figure, spectra

obtained at y-0.03, 0.1, 0.4, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5-inch are shown (except

where noted). These same spectra are replotted in figures 4.23-4.27

where each figure shows spectra obtained at the same wall distance as a

function of x/h. The first set of spectra show the variations in the

turbulence spectrum across the boundary layer at fixed streamwise

locations while the second s3t of figures show the streamwise evolution

of the spectra measured at fixed locations from the wall. Both

perspectives of the spectral information provide interesting insight

into the turbulence structure of the flow field.
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The spectra are presented as a dimensionless spectral function

i(w), defined as,
W(-) 10.1og[[ t( )/u'2 (4.4)

where i=ui=(u,v),

and are plotted against (logarithmic) frequency (f=w/27r). Definitions

for O(w) are given in Chapter 3.

The specific presentation format that was selected for the velocity

spectra is quite arbitrary. A number of different formats were compared

and the form given above was selected as being most illustrative. This

format normalizes the spectrum by the total mean-square fluctuation

level (u'2) and presents it as a first-moment spectral density (wO(w)).

Perry and Abell (1975) used this spectral function as a matter of

convenience since they obtained spectra using constant-percentage

bandwidth filters (instead of using an FFT procedure that provides a

constant bandwidth spectrum as in this study). Bradshaw (1971)

suggested that data presentation in this format might be advantageous

since it displays the relative contribution each frequency range makes

to the overall mean-square value since w4P(w)d(logw)=•w()dw. Samuel and

Joubert (1974), as well as Bullock et al. (1978), presented velocity

spectra in this format to emphasize the differences between measurements

at different wall locations. Strickland and Simpson (1975) state that

the peak in the first-moment spectral density of the streamwise velocity

fluctuations occur due to a statistically periodic turbulence phenomena

which they argue is the "bursting" phenomena that occurs near the wall.

Presenting the spectral data in the form of this spectral function

was considered most illustrative for two reasons; it reduces the

amplitude range of each spectrum, and it emphasizes the variations in

spectral shape that occur in the region where contribution to the mean-

square value are largest. Use of this spectral function is purely a

matter of convenience and is not a suggestion of the scaling dependence

for velocity spectra.

Each of the velocity spectra that will be presented is a composite

of four individually obtained spectra (500 Hz, 2 kHz, 20 kHz, ind 50 kHz

range analysis spectra) assembled into i single spectrum. It is also
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assumed that frequency spectra, $1 (W,y), can be transformed to

equivalent one-dimensional wavenumber spectra, 41 (k,,y), by using

Taylor's hypothesis, k,=w/UcP which gives
0 1 (kl,y)=UcI)u (W,y) (4,5)

where the convections velocity, Uc, is taken to be the local mean

velocity at U(y). All spectra were measured at a refer,.nce velocity of

approximately 82 ft/sec. In order to see clearly each individual

spectrum there is a 5 dB shift down in origin between spectra starting

with the second spectrum in each figure.

,4.4.2 Velocity Spectra for Equilibrium Flow

The closest wall position that x-wire measurements could be made at

was 0.025-inch (y+-45). This places the closest measurement at the edge

of the buffer region and within the log-law region but still too far

from the wall to measure the peak turbulence stress levels that occur at

y+18 (see figure 4.13). The furthest distance from the wall at which

spectra are presented is y=1.5-inch (y+-1600 to 2700) which is in the

wake region of the elocity profile. In general, positions 0.1SyS0.4-

inch are consiaetced to be in the log-law region while positions

ya0.8-inch are in the wake region. In all the spectral data to be

presented, the very high frequency portions of the velocity spectra are

limited by hot wire size effects. These limitations occur above the

frequency region of primary interest in this study. Included in many of

the figures is a line with a k-5/3 slope. This line represents the

t slope that (Pw,y) would follow if it scaled as k

Figures 4.19(a) and 4.19(b) show the velocity spectra (u and v)

obtained at x/h--12, which is for an equilibrium turbulernt boundary
layer. Near the wall, at , 0.025-inch (y+=40), • •W) exhibits two weak

peaks, one at approximately 100 Hz and the other at 800 Hz. At

y-0.1-inch (y*-180) the $u(w) is nearly flat over the 100-1000 Hz range

indcainga -1 (o -1
dindicating a - (or kI) dependence to the turbulenee spectrum. ýv(W.),

at all y positions, is more band-limited than $ (w) and the maximumu
values of ýv(w) occur at higher frequencies indicating v is composed of

smaller scale flictuations than is u.
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The frequency characteristics of the velocity spectra arc

interpreted as indication that specific turbulence phenomena are present

or occurring in the equilibrium flow. Before any descripticn of tI,e

velocity spectra in the downstream region is given, a discussion of the

types of frequency dependence that occur for turbulence spectra ts in

order. This will be helpful in identifying regions of the flow field

where expected scaling occurs.

The double peak in iu(w) near the wall is also reported by others;

fcr example, the double peak is in the data of Perry and Abell (1975)

and in the data of Bullock et al. (1978). Bullock et al. (1978) argue

that the dual peaks are not du3 simply to two mixing processes that are

present in the boundary layer with variations in the spectrum resulting

from variations in the magnitude of each contributor at a given y

position. Instead, they suggest an interpretation Uased on a stochastic

wave model of turbulence that follows the analysis of Murrison and

Kronauer (1969).

A more "classical" view of the turbulence process that is used to

describe spectral characteristics of turbulence is termed the "energy

cascade" process. It is based on a spectral treatment of turbulence as

opposed to one based on wave-mechanics. The description of high

Reynolds number turbulence in terms of an energy cascade has turbulence

energy being generated at low wavenumbers where the spatial scales are

of the order of the systems that are generating the turbulence (plate

length, step height, etc.). This energy is transferred (cascaded), by

inertial forces, to higher wavenumbers where the turbulence energy is

dissipated by viscous forces. At high enough Reynolds numbers, the

separation between the low and high wavenumber regions will he large and

the high wavenumber region will be isotý'opic and independent of the

character of the production process which can be highly anisotropic.

For flows of this type, there exists a region of w:ivenumbers whe-e

the large-scale (low wavenumber) spectrum overlaps the high wavenumber

isotropic (Kolmogorov) spectrum producing an inertial subrange of

wavenumbers. The inertial subrange is a spectral equivalent of t[he log-

law region in a btundary layer where there is an overlap between the
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viscous dominated near-wall region and the outer flow region which

scaleq on flow length scales. The inertial subrange of wavenumber's is

not directly affected by either the turbulence production mech-nlsms or

the dissipation mechanisms. This energy transfer process, from

wavenumber to wavenumber, is termed the "cascade process" and is

discusned in detail in Tennekes and Lumley (1972), Batchelor (1967), and

Hinze (1975).

"If the appropriate conditions that are necessary for the existence
of an inertial subrange are met (Tennekes and Lumley (1972)) then the

three-dimensional wavenumber spectrum of the turbulence, in the inertial

range of wavenumbers should scale as k-513. Tennekes and Lumley (1972)

show that in the inertial subrange the one-dimensional Eulerlan time

spectrum should scale as W . That is, Taylor's hypothesis can be

used with the measured (one-dimensional) turbulence frequency spectrum

to establish the wavenumber dependence of the energy spectrum.

In order for an inertial subrange to exist, the turbulence Reynolds

number must be high. Tchen (1954) showed that for boundary layer flows,

away from the wall, in the log-law region of the mean velocity profile,

the classical k 5 / 3 scaling could be observed in the inertial wavenumber

* range. However, very near the wall'in the buffer region, whore the mean

velocity gradient is large, the spectrum in the inertial wavenumber

range reflects the influence of the production process, namely the mean

velocity gradient (dU/dy), and that the spectrum in this range scales asSk- 1. It is interesting to noto that Bullock et al. (1978) also

obtained a k-1 dependence to their near wall data (200<y+<500) which

they attributed as being due to the predominance of the lower frequency

peak (u wave) that was present in the spectral data. Nevertheless, the

frequency of the velocity spectra can be used to gain insight to the

turbulence structure of the flow field.
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4.4.3 Velocity Spectra at Downstrenm Locations

The first location downstream of reattachment for which velocity

spectra were obtained is x/h-10. The spectral functions measured there

are shown in figures 4.20(a) and 4.20(b). This position Is

approximately four step heights downstream of reattachment. For thf

measurement nearest the wall, y-0.03-inch, 4u(w,y) exhibits only a

single peak centered at approximately 300 Hz in contrast to the

equilibrium flow (x/h--12). For the measurement at y=0.1-inch (y+=150)

and y-0.4-inch (y+-600) u(w,y) shows an inertial wavenumber range

(k-5/ 3 scaling) which extends over nearly a full decade. The peak in

the 0u(wy) remains at approximately the same frequency with increasing

wall distance. $v(w,y) for the position y=0.03-inch is nearly identical

to that at x/h=-12. Away from the wall $v(wy) flattens out displaying

a broad region of equal contribution to v'. At y-0.8-inch the peak of

* v((%,y) is at a lower frequency than for locations nearer the wall and a

low frequency bulge has developed (approximately 320 Hz).

The spectral functions ebtained at x/h=24 are shown in figures

4.21(a) and 4.21(b). Nearest the wall (y-0.03-inch) $u (w,y) is

flattening out and just beginning to show signs of' the development of

the higher frequency bump that is present in the x/h=10 near-wall

spectrum. At greater distanc.es from the wall u (w,y) exhibits a well

defined inertial range of wavenumbers characteristic of a high

turbulence Reynolds number flow. The inertial range begins at the peak

of $u(w,y) and extends out to higher frequencies.

At x/h-•5i, the furthest downstream location at which velocity

information was obtained, the u spectra at the wall have almost

cor-,letely recovered to an equilibrium condition as shown in figure

4.22(a). Even the spectrum at. y-0.2-Inch is starting to develop an

equilibrium shape. The 3pectra of the outer flow clearly show a k-5/3

region. The v spectrum at y=0.2-inch is now showing a low frequency

bulge. Tnhs bulge builds in strength further out from the wall. These

spectra show a band of turbulence energy that shifts with increasing y
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from a high frequency to a lower frequency. At y-0.8-inch this lower

frequency bulge is the peak in ýv(w,y) and is thus the major contributor

to the v fluctuations.

Having shown the variations in spectral content that occur across

the boundary layer the variations in spectral content as a function of

streamwise location, at the same wall distance, will be shown. This

allows the streamwise evolution of the turbulence spectrum that occurs

at a given wall distance to be seen more clearly. These are shown in

figures 4.23 through 4.27.

Downstream of reattachment the recovery of a double peak character

in the near-wall measurements of 0u is very evident. This is shown in

"figure 4.23(a). In addition, the development of an inertial region

where the spectra iu scale as k-5/3 can be seen quite clearly. For

example, at y=O.4-inch, the inertial region is first obtained at x/h=10

and is present to the last measurement location (see figure 4.25(a)).

At y-O.8-inch this region does not begin to be present until x/h=24 but

extends downstream to x/h-54 (see figure 4.26(a)). v(w,y) measured

nearest the wall maintains the same spectal shape for all streamwise

locations. The v spectra further away from the wall show the same

general trend of being broader in frequency content downstream of

reattachment.

S4.4.4 Length Scales

% The purpose in examining the spectral features of the velocity

fluctuations Is to obtain a measure of the spatial scales that are

present in the turbulence field. This amounts to a description of the

distribution of eddy sizes that make up the fluctuations. The

* transformation between fluctuations in time (frequency) and eddy size is

made using Taylor's hypothesis. With this approach, the frequency

spectra that have been presented can also be viewed as wavenumber

spectrum or an eddy sile spectrum of the eddies that are convected past

the measurement. location. The same transformation can be used to obtain

various turbulence length scales from the frequency spectrum

measurements.
8



The integral length scale of' turbulence, L,, is defined as the

integral of the broadband spatial correlation function over all

separation distances,

L f R (r)dr (4.6)

where, Ri(r) is the correlation function.

This length scale is interpreted to be a measure of the "typical" eddy

size of the energy-containing eddies that compose the turbulence field

(Bradshaw (1971)). Relation (4.6) can be expressed in terms of the

frequency spectrum as,

discussions). The overall val(d.ty of expression (4.7), in light of the

actual definition (4.6), can be questioned since the use of a Taylor's

hypothesis implies that the temporal and spatial scales are simply

equated by a single convection velocity and that this convection

velocity is not frequency dependent and does not account for dispersive

effects of the flow field. Additional problems in using (4.7) arise in

obtaining the value of the spectrum in the limit of zero frequency.

Regardless, relation (4.7) does define an integral scale of the

turbulence field which Is on the order of the length scale of the

energy-containing tddies. Values of L, and L2 , the streamwise and

vertical length scales respectively, were computed from the 01(w,y)

spectra by using a 10 point (f<12.5 Hz) least square fit extrapolation

to obtain the value of the spectrum at zero frequency. These values are

shown in figures 4.28(a) and 4.28(b) normalized by boundary layer

displacement thickness and plotted against the wall distance in units of

displacement thickness.

The streaMw1se ieth of the energy coritaining eddies is always

less than the boundary layer thickness (6=85*) but greater than 6*.

Li increases away from the wall and is larger than L2 . Downstream of
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reattachment LI/6* continually increases in the streamwise direction but

is always less than the values for the upstream equilibrium flow. The
* *

vertical length scale is a maximum at about 26 to 36*. The fact that

4L 2 is always smaller than LI is additional evidence that the v speotra

is more dominpted by higher frequency components than is the u spectra.

Downstream of reattachment the peak in the L2 profiles moves away from

the wall with downstream position. At x/h-54, L2 /6* is approximately

the same as the upstream (equilibrium) values except near the wall. The

presence of the wall seems to be limiting the vertical size of the

energy-containing eddies. However, at the closest wall positions L2 is

*'w greater that the wall distance (L2 /6 >y/6 ).

Since there is an integral length scale representative of the size
W of the energy-containing eddies, there is also a length scale that

provides a measure of the smallest eddy sizes that are present in the

turbulence. This scale is termed the Taylor microscale and was

originally equated to a dissipation length scale of the turbulence.M Tennekes and Lumley (1972) point out that this length scale does not

actually represent the scale at which turbulence is dissipated since it

-N• is derived using a velocity scale that is not relevant to the

dissipative eddies. This length scale does, however, provide a measure

P of the smaller scale eddies that are present. The microscale, XO can

be obtained from the frequency spectrum as,

1 f W2(w) dw (4.8)

where UcoU(y) (see Hinze (1975) and Blake (1984)).

Values of Al were calculated from the spectra using equation (4.8)

and were found to be essentially a constant for each of the two

microscales (u and v microscales). This Indicates that the smallest

length scales that were measured were not controlled by a viscous limit

in the flow but by the finite size of the not wire. The highest

frequency portions of the velocity spectra are thus in error due to

spatial averaging effects. If the microscale is accepted as being the

* smallest scale that was measured then it can be used to estimate the
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high frequency limit of the velocity data. With this the u spectra are

not valid above approximately 8,000 Hz and the v spectra are in error

above approximately 12,000 Hz. (These limits do not affect the

interpretations of the data since the phenomena that is of interest and

discussed occurs below these frequencies.) The values of the

microscales are smaller than the integral length scales showing that the
small scale limit, imposed by the size of the hot wire, does not bias

the measurement of the energy-containing eddies.

4-5 Discussion of the Structure of the Flow

4.5.1 Physical Features of the Step Flow

The objective of this study is to experimentally investigate the
wall pressure field beneath a non-equilibrium turbulent boundary layer

and identify turbulence structures in the flow that contribute to ttre

source term of the wall pressure field. Fully developed turbulent

boundary layer flow over a backward-facing step was selected as the flow

geometry to provide the non-equilibrium or perturbed boundary layer. At

reattachment the flow ij highly energized and this energized state

persists far downstream. This energized flow undergoes extensive

relaxation and redevelopment as it moves downstream. It is this

relaxation region that is of primary interest in this investigation.

Details of the separation and reattachment process, in the vicinity

of the step, are not specifically addressed in this investigation.

However, certain details of this process must be known in order to

understand the characteristics of the non-equilibrium (pertur.ed)

"boundary layen that is to be studied.

Extensive research has been conducted on flow over backward-facing

steps to better understand the details of the t irbulent flow. Most
notable are the studies conducted at Stanford University (Kim, Eaton,

Pronchick, Westphal, ana Adams in the references) and those conduct-d

under P. Eradshaw at Imperial College, Lcndon. From these atudies a

"fairly consistent description can be given of the development of the

flow fie]d and this will briefly be described.
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The boundary layer that exists at the top of the step separates as

it passes over the edge forming a free-shear layer. At separation the

state of the onset bounuary layer (laminar/turbulent) and the thickness

of' the boundary layer, relative to the step height, are important

initial conditions that can influence the development of the free-shear

layer (Bradshaw and Wong (1972), Chandrusda and Bradshaw (1981), and

Eaton and Johnston (1981b)).

The free-shear layer grows through entrainment as it convects

downstream. Similarities are made between the free-shear layer that

forms and that of a plane mixing layer. The degree of similarity

depends strongly on the initial conditions at separation. One important

difference between this free-shear layer and a plane mixing layer is

that the fluid that is entrained beneath the free-shear layer in not

quiescent, as it is for a plane mixing layer, but is recirculating flow
from the reattachment point. This recirculated flow increases the

turbulence levels in the free-shear layer. Initially, turbulence

stresses in the free-shear region are highest along the dividing

streamline of the flow. As the shear layer grows and starts to feel the

presence of the downstream wall the dividing streamline rapidly curves

, towards the wall. The line of maximum turbulence stresses, however,

move towards the wall more slowly, thus deviating from the dividing

streamline.

The location at which the free-shear layer "reattaches" is unstable

due to unsteadiness in the flow. This causes the reattachment pcint to

fluctuate in the streamwise direction. This produces a "region" of

reattachment, instead of a point, which is approximately two step

heights wide.

Ac reattachment, the inner region of the velocity profile has some

of the characteristics of an attached, newly forming boundary layer,

while the outer region of the boundary layer has the characteristics of

the outer region of the upstream flow. A major new feature of the inner

layer of the velocity profile is a region of high turbulence activity

produced by the attached free-shear layer.
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There are rapid changes in the turbulence structure of the flow

f-eld at reattachment. Vortical motions in the approaching free-shear

layer are rotated and distorted as the reattachment region is

approached. This distortion results in a rapid redistribution of

turbulence energy (Etheridge and Kemp (1978)). The large scale Oddies

in the free-shear layer, which produce much of the turbulent shear

stress, are brought near the wall where the turbulence motion is

confined. These eddies are torn in two near reattaehment as the flow

splits into an upstream moving flow and a downstream moving flow. This

results in a rapid reduction in turbulence activity and reduction in

turbulence length scale. Immediately downstream of reattachment the

flow is a greatly distorted form of the upstream free-shear layer. Due

to these effects, the turbulence mixing length near the wall increases

faster than Ky near the wall as shown In figure 4.18.

Downstream of reattachment, this region of high turbulence slowly

decays and propagates away from the wall. it requires many step heights

of downstream redevelopment before the disturbance decays and the non-

equilibrium boundary layer returns to an ordinary boundary layer

condition. Figure 4.29 is a diagram of the flow over a oackwar'd-facing

step illustrating some of these details.

These features are present in the velocity data of the current

investigation. Few of the previous backward-facing step studies have

addressed the details of the flow far downstream of r'ettachment. T! e

furthest downstream location at which velb city information was obtained

in this study is x/h-54. At this location, the flow still has not

relaxed to an ordinary state. It is estimated that a downstream

distance of over 100 step heights is needed before an equilibrium flow

conditions will occur.

It will be argued in this discussion that the non-equilibrium

condition of the flow field is a result of the placement of a region of

highly turbulent flow, namely the free-shear layer, near the wall and

that uhis region grows away from the wall in a manner that is, In many

ways, analogous to the growth of an iP ýrnal or disturbance layer after
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a step change In surface roughness. Full boundary layer recovery will

not occur until this layer has fully propagated through the existing

boundary layer.

S4.5.2 Propagation of the Disturbance Layer

As stated earlier, the boundary layer redevelopment downstream of

reattachment has characteristics that are similar to the redevelopment

of a turbulent boundary layer after a step change in surface roughness.

In the near wall regior both flows have a "disturbance layer" with

turbulence stress levels that are markedly different from those for the

flow away from the wall. This wall region of high stress propagates

outward as the flow convects downstream. Boundary layer redevelopment

will not be complete until the internal layer has propagated all the way

through the original boundary layer.

"The response of turbulent boundary layers to changes in surface

roughness have been studied by: 1) Antonia and Luxton (1971 a,b), for a

change from smooth-to-rough; 2) Antonia and Luxton (1972), for a rough-

to-smooth change; 3) Andreopoulos and Wood (1982), for a nearly

Simpulsive change in surface roughness. For configurations 1) and 3) the

step change increases the turbulence stress at the wall, while for

configuration 2) the turbulence wall stress is reduced after the step

change. In configuration 3), with an impulse change in roughness

p obtained by a short region of wall roughness, the region of increased

wall stress occurs over a short strerlmwise distance. For this

configuration, the downstream flow contains two disturbance or internal

layers, one developing from the smooth-to-rough change and the other

from the rough-to-smooth change. This flow has characteristics that are

rather unique from either of the one way surface roughness changes of

configurations 1) and 2).

-A I The turbulence characteristics downstream of reattachment are most

similar to those lor configuration 2), a rough-to-smooth step change in

surface roughness. Both flows initially have a highly stressed boundary

layer that redevelops downstream over a smooth wall. However, there are

certain characteristics of configuration 3), the impulsive change in

roughness, that are similar to the backward-facing step flow. The flow
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for an impulsive change also has development of a highly stressed ayer

but, in this case the highly stressed flow is not as well developed as

the rough-to-smooth change since it only develops over a short

streamwise distance.

Obviously the strength of the perturbation that is introduced to a

turbulent boundary layer by the placement of a mixing layer near the

wall is much stronger than that caused by a change in surface roughness

(excluding the case of very large roughness which then is similar to

flow over steps). Furthermore, for flow over a backward-facing step the

region of maximum stress does not begin at the wall but at a position

close to the wall (at x/h-10 the wall position of maximum uy'v is

y/h=0.5). The outer flow region at reattachment is also different from

that of an equilibrium boundary layer.

In the following discussion, the characteristics of turbulence

profiles measured downstream of reattachment will be compared to those

obtained for both the rough-to-smooth and impulsive changes in surface

roughness.

The turbulence profiles shown in figures 4 .1 3 - 4 .16 exhibit a region

of excess turbulence activity that moves away from wall in the

downstream direction. Decay of the turbulence activity accompanies the

outward propagation. This region of high turbulence stresses is the

remnants of the attached free-shear layer. At x/h=10 the region is

fairly narrow and is located at y/h-0.5. As it propagates away from the

wall it broadens and decays. By x/h=54 a specific peak is not obvious

but the center of the excess stress region is at approximately y/h=1.4.

The turbulence profiles show an actual propagation of the high

stess layer across the boundary layer, as oppo's3ed to there being

increased stress levels throughout the boundary layer whi.ch decay in

level from the wall outward. At x/h=l'O the turbulence levels in the

outer part of the boundary layer are lower than they are further

downstream supporting the statement that the disturbance layer

propagates away f-,om the wail as it convwcts downstream.
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These characteristics are similar to those obtained by Andreopoulos

and Wood (1982) for an impulsive change in surface roughness (figure 8

in the reference). For both flows, a region of excess stress propagates

across the boundary layer. Andreopoulos and Wood termed this phenomena

a "stress bore", borrowing a term applied to a similar phenomena that

occurs following an impulse of convex surface curvature. Another

interesting similarity is the variation of the turbulence stress

correlation coefficient. The coefficients are remarkably constant (at

R,,-0.4) increasing only slightly away from the wall as do the

coefficients in this investigation (figure 4.17). The decay rates of

the region of excess turbulence stress in the impulsive change

investigation will be shown later to be similar to those of the current

investigation.

In the study of Antonia and Luxton (1972), a rough-to-smooth step

change in surface roughness, the region of excess turbulence stress is

not as dramatic as for an impulsive change in surface roughness.

However, many of the features of the boundary layer development

downstream of the surface change compare favoraDly to those downstream

,U of reattachment. Antonia and Luxton also pointed out the similarities

that exist between a rough-to-smooth flow and flow over a surface fence

between. They attributed the similarities to the fact that both flows

experience a decreased rate of strain after the perturbation.

U The mean velocity profiles downstream of the step change in surface

roughness (Antonla and Luxton (1972)) follow the same development

* .pattern as the profiles of figure 4.7; initially the extent of the wall

region that scales on a log-law behavior is very limited and the outer

flow has a strong wake-like character. Downstream the log-law region

grows and at the most downstream position (x=46-inch), the log-law

region extends over about one decade. Antonia and Luxton found that for

this type of flow the additive constant In the log-law relationship is

not a constant but varies from a value of approximately 15, immediately

aft of the step change, to a value of n.9, at thE, last measurement

station, which is still larger than the universal value of 4.9. (This

I eaves in quec tirnn the valuea of wal1 shear streass that are oh tained
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assuming a unlvtrsal type of log-law relationship near the wall). At

their last measurement position (x/6-16) the flow was still far from

being self,-preserving. The values of skin friction coefficient,

although reduced below the rough wall value, continually increased

downstream. The boundary layer shape factor decreased with downstream

position. These are the same trends found in the current investigation

(f igures 4.8-4.10).

Antonia and Luxton (1972) found that the mean velocity profiles,
when plotted in the form of U/U, versus y11 2, followed a half-power line

near the wall and then followed another half-power line, but of IN

different slope, further out in the boundary layer. Although they state

that there does not seem to be any physical basis for' plotting the

profiles in these coordinates they used plots of this form to locate the

edge of the disturbance layer that grows out from the step change in

surface roughness (this plotting technique Is actualiy borrowed from

their earlier work on smooth-to-rough step changes, Antonia and Luxton

(1971b), where it does have technical merit). They define the outer

edge of the disturbance layer as the position where the two half-power

lines intersect. Using this technique they established that the

disturbance layer grew at the rate of 6 d=1O.3 .x0*43 (inches).

This plotting technique was applied to the profiles downstream of'

reattachment as shown in figure 4.3O. There are two regions in eac&

profile that scales as y '2. 6 d is taken as the point of intersection

,f the lines drawn through the y112 regions, 1he values of 6( obtained

in this manner are plotted, in figure 4.31l against a dimensionless

streamwise distance downstream of reattachment, X=(x-xr )/h. By plotting

agalnst X, one assumes that the internal layer begins at reattaehment.

,icludtdd in figure 4. V are the loejtirai:n of the peaks in the turbulence

shear Stress profiles. The values of 6 d follow a 6,/h-O.22. "X4 7 line

quite we 1 1. Yhe locations or p,-ak turboulence shear stress -ilso fol low %1

this line but are located iligltly -jbuvv the the edge of the internal

la ye r.
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The X0" 7 growth rate is very similar to the rate of x "4' for the

rough-to-smooth step change obtained by Antonia and Luxton (1972).

"Antonia and Luxton (1971a) also obtained an internal growth rate of x

after an upstanding smooth-to-rough step change tn surface ro.ghness.

However, when the top of the roughness elements were shifted down to

being flush with the upstream smooth wall a growth rate of x0.8 was

obtained (Antonia and Luxton (1971b)).

It is interesting to look at where in the velocity profiles the

disturbance layer is located. The locations of the disturbance layer

are marked with an "x" in each profile of figure 4.6 and are flagged in

each profile of figure 4.7. The edge of the disturbance layer generally

corresponds to a position prior to the start of the wake region. The

region that dips below the log-law line is withtn the disturbance layer.

Similar comparisons with the mixing length plots show that 6 d

corresponds to the location where lm becomes constant. Since 6d is

below the peak stress position, the large mixing lengths that are

measured for y/6<0.2 are due more to a reduced dU/dy than to high levels

of shear stress since the shear stress has yet to peak at this y

position.

The location of 6 d does not correlate with any specific trend in

the plots of streamwise integral length scale (L,). The lucation of 6 d,

however, is generally close to the location of the peak in the vertical

"length scale (L 2 ). Upstream of x/h-24 6d is just below the L2 maximum

and downstream of x/h-24 it is just above the maximum.

Using the disturbance layer growth rate given in figure 4.31 an

estimation can be made of the downstream distance that is needed for the

flow to return to a fully equilibrium state. Assuming that the boundary

layer thickness remains constant at the x/h-54 value (approximately 1.5-

inch) further downstream, then it will take approximately 250h before

6d/6-1. This is a rough estimation which surely exceeds the range of

applicability of the 6 d data fit bus does demonstrate the order of

magnitude that is needed for full recovery of the boundary layer.
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An estimation of the decay rat.e of the turbu~eiice stresses was

obtained by plotting the tmiaximurm stress levels as a f.nction of

streamwise position. All of the stress levels (Q) were normalized by

the value of stress (Qref) at x/h-10 and plotted against X/X, (X,-X at

x/h-10, where X* (x-xr)/h) as shown in f igure 4.32. This allows a

direct comparison of the decay rate of all stresses. The PMS velocity

profiles downstream of x/h-24 were too broad to ascertain the location

of their peak, so the peak was always taken as the y value where the

turbulence shear stress peaked. Values of 77, u' 2 and v' 2 from the x-

wire and values :)f u' 2 from the single wire are all included in the

plot. Also included are peak values taken from the turbulence stress

profiles of Andreopoulos and Wood (1982) for the flow downstream of the

impulse change in surface roughness. The peak values in that

investigation followed the growth of the internal layer associated with

the rough-to-smooth change. Data froa, that study are normalized in the

manner described above using as a reference the first shear stress

profile for which there is a discernible peak. All of the data follow a

X-112 decay rate quite well. This, interestingly, is also the decay

rate for a plane wake. The spreading rate for a plane wake X1/2, is

also close to the propagation rate measured for the disturbance layer.

4.5.3 Spectral Data

The spectral data provide additional information on the structure

of turbulence in the relaxing flow. Features of the u spectra are

different from those for the v spectra. The u spectrH have

characteristics that reflect the passage of a region of highly turbulent

flow across the boundary layer. These features are not explicitly seen

in the v spectra but Instead spectral variations associated with a shift

of turbulence energy, with increasing wall distance, from high frequency

to low is seen in the v spectra.

There are two distinct features in the u (w,y) plots that warrant

attention. The results in the region near the wall (for example figure

4.23(a), y=0.O3-inch) show a double peak in the spectra which is only
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found at specific streamwise locations; and a spectral region where

tu(w,y) scales as w-51 3 . This second region is identifiable at most

downstream locations away from the wall.

Consistent with the earlier discussion the spectra measured at

x/h--12 (figure 4.19(a)) show a double peak near the wall which shifts

to a w- slope region slightly further out from the wall. Far from the

wall, there is a spectral region that scales as u-5/3. Near the wall,

y in the buffer layer, the kinetic energy production term, u'v'.dU/dy, is

large due to the large dU/dy term. This precludes establishing an

inertial range of wavenumbers in which the turbulence spectrum scales as

JA k Tchen ( 1 9 5 4 ) has shown that In this region the spectrum of

turbulence should scale as k- (-I).

It is apparent in the data that downstream of reattachment the

spectra contain extended regions of k-5/ 3 scaling that are associated

with the high stress layer. Figure 4.23(a) (spectra at y.O.03-inch)

shows that iu(wy) at x/h-1O has a limited region that scales as w-5/3

but further downstream the spectra flatten out and by x/h=36 have

returned to a spectral shape similar to tha'U, measured upstream. Of the

spectra in this figure the disturbance layer is nearest the wall for the

x/h=10 spectrum (6d-O.23-inch). This result shows that The turbulence

Reynolds number of the disturbance layer is high enough to produce an

inertial wavenumber range even near the wall. Hence, the vertical

distance over which the high stress layer has an influence extends to

* near the wall (see figure 4.16). However, by x/h=16, the naturally

growing sublayer has developed enough for the dU/dy term to again be

dominant near the wall, preventing a k 5 / 3 scaling.

As shown above, the near wall region returns to an equilibrium

condition fairly rapidly. This is evident in both the profiles and

velocity spectra. Rapid recovery is a result of two effects. First,

turbulence length scales in the wall region are typically small while at

V the same time the turbulence production rate is lat-ge which makes the

adjustment time in the wall region very shcrt. -eccnd'y, the

disturbance layer moves away from the wall taking the source of highly
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turbulent activity with it. If the high stress region were not to

propagate away from tha wall the recovery time for the wall region would

be longer.

Figure 4.24(a) show the spectra at y-O.1-inch for various

downstream locations. In these data, the upstream spectrum scales as

-1-Ii near the peak of vu(w,y), which is the frequency region that

contributes the greatest percent of the mean-square fluctuation. For

the downstream locations x/h-10 through x/h-24, there is a spectral

region that scales as k-5/3. This region, which is representative of an

inertial range of wavenumbers, starts immediately after' the peak in the

spectral function. Further downstream this spectral region scales

closer to k-4/3. The same trends are seen for the y=O.4-inch spectra

(figure 11.25(a)) except that the region of k-5/ 3 scaling is stirongly

evident further downstream. The disturbance layer is located at about

y-O.4-inch at x/h=24. Again, the broad range of x/h locations for which

there is a spectral region of k scaling is indicative of the spatial

extent of the high stress layer.

At y-O.8-inch (figure 4.26(a)) the regions of strong k-5/ 3 nave

moved even further downstream such that both the x/h=10 and x/h=16

spectra scale at a rate less than k-5/3. This also results in an

apparent shift of energy content to lower frequency. The edge of the

disturbance layer is below this y location for all x/h but still

influences the spectra for x/h>214.

By y=1.5-inch (figure 11.27(a)) the spectra at all x/h locations

show a reduction in spectral bandwidth. This y location is less that 6

at x/h=10, approximately equal to 6 at x/h=54 and greater than 6 for all

other locations. However, 6 is defined as the 0.99U, location which is

still within the intermittent outer flow region. The broader shape of

the spectra at x/h=10 and 54 is due to strong intermittent flow that

c-ýcurs at this location in the boundary layer. No inferences can be

made about the influence of the high stress layer from these spectra.

The spectral shapes at y=1.5-inch are similar to those obtained by

Cherry et al. (1984) in the outer flow region of a boundary layer
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downstream of a separated/reattached flow. Interestingly the peak in

their furthest downstream spectrum occurs at approximately the same w/U0

as the peaks In iu(w,y) shown in figure 4.27(a).

The discussion of the v spectra centers on the variations that

occur in three frequency regions: a high frequency region, (f>1000 Hz);

a mid-frequency region, (100•fVI000 Hz); and a low frequency region,

(f<100 Hz). In contrast to the u fluctuations, the v fluctuations have

a spectrum that is shifted to higher frequencies with increasing

downstream distance. The spectral levels of the v fluctuations are

never larger' than the u levels but the downstream spectral content of

the v fluctuations is richer in higher frequency components. This

occurs at the expense of reduced spectral levels at low frequency. The

v spectra depend more on wall location than on the presence of the high

stress layer in the flow.

'N'J At a fixed stre;,mwi3P location, in moving from the wall out, the

spectral content of the v fluctuation-•3 slowly shifts from the high

frequency region to the mid-frequency region while the levels in the low

frequency region initially increase and then decrease. This behavior is

demonstrated in figure 4.21(b) (x/h-24). A composite plot of all y

location spectra would show a predominate band of turbulence energy that

slowly sweeps from high frequency to lower frequency as wall distance is

increased. However, at y=1.5-inch, which is generally beyond the edge

of the boundary layer (6), the v spectra have the same band-limited

character as the u spectra and peak at the same frequency, of

approximately 200 Hz (depending on x/h location, see figure 4.27(b)).

At the closest wall position (y=0.03-inch, figure 4.23(b)) each of

the spectra at the downstream x/h location are similar in shape except

that the high frequency region decreases in level slightly with

increasing x/h. At y=0.I-tnch (figure 4.24(b)) the x/h=-12 spectrum wa.•

the highest spectrum in the high frequency region. The spectrum at

x/h-10 is the lowest in the high frequency region and at all further

downstream locations the spectra are equal in level but beiow that of

the upstream spectrum. In the mid-frequency region the spectrum at
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x/h-10 is highest and this level decreases with increasing x/h. This 1s

consistent with the rapid recovery of the wall region that is seen in

the u spectra.

The streamwise variations in the v spectra at y-0.4 and 0.8-inch

(figures 4.25(b) and 4.26(b)) are similar. The high frequency region

for the downstream spectra are about equal and below that for the

upstream spectrum. The downstream mid-frequency regions are higher than

for the upstream spectrum. The low frequency part of the spectra slowly

increase with downstream location.

The most distinguishing feature of the v spectra is the shift

toward lower frequency with increased wall distance. No specific

correlation with the high stress layer could be found that would explain

this trend. The low frequency bulge that characterizes this shift is

not seen in the upstream spectra and is thus assumed to be associated

with flow over the step. The shift to lower frequency away from the

wall is consistent with the view that large scale disturbances are

present in the flow, due to the separation and reattachment process, and

that the vertical size of these disturbances is limited by the presence

of the wall. Basically, the vertical extent of a given disturbance can

not be greater than the distance it is from the wall. As you move

further from the wall the disturbances that are present can be larger.

These larger disturbances are measured as lower frequency fluctuations.

This contention is partly supported by the pl,•ts of vertical

integral length scale that also increased away from the wall. The lack

of correlation with the location of the region of high stress is

probably due to the wall disLance limitations being a stronger criteria

than the physical location of the disturbance source in the flow for

the v fluctuations.

It should be pointed out that the spectra are normalized by the

mean-square of the fluctuations so that in dimensional units the

velocity spectrum at the location of the high stress layer will have

maximum levels. In this regard, all of the spectra reflect the presence

of the high stress region. What has been discussed is the variations in

spectral content that occur with wall distance and streamwise location.
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J4.5.4I Summary

In summary, the reattachment process places a highly turbulent,

highly energized region of flow near the wall. This region initially

has characteristics that are remnants of the original mixing layer.

Downstream this region propagates away from the wall. As it propagates

it also decays in level. Recovery of the boundary layer to an

equilibrium condition will not occur until the layer has fully

propagated across the boundary layer. Recovery of an equilibrium

condition occurs fairly rapidly near the wall where the memory period of

turbulence is short due to the high levels of turbulence production and

small turbulence scales. The outer region of the flow r'ecovers much

"more slowly.

As shown by the u spectra the high stress layer is a region in the

flow where the turbulence Reynolds number is locally high. u spectra

measured in the vicinity of the high stress layer show a broad spectral

region that scales as k-5/3 characteristic of a high turbulence

Reynolds number flow. The v spectra on the other hand do not show this

region. Instead the v spectra show a shift in energy content from high

to mid-frequency with wall distance.

4-
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR WALL PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the measurements made of the wali pressure

fl.uctuations downstream of the reattachment point for flow over a

backward-facing step. The purpose of these measurements is twofold.

First, fluctuating wall pressures are a source of surface excitation

that can lead to vibration and noise problems. A detailed knowledge of

the spatial and temporal characteristics of the wall pressure field is

needed to calculate surface response levels. This type of information

is currently not available for a perturbed/relaxing flow field. Second,

the oelationship between the turbulence activity in the houndary layer

and the fluctuations in surface pressure that are induced by this

activity is not well understood. A question that arises is what in the

").P4 flow field are the sources of pressure fluctuations. By investigating

the wall pressures beneath a perturbed/relaxing boundary layer, which

j • ;,as unique and highly identifiable regions of turbulence activity, a

better understanding of the organized structure within the ooundary

layer can be obtained.

Single point frequency spectra and two-point cross-spectral density

measurements were made of the wall pressure field downstream of

reattachment using flush-mounted pinhole pressure transducers. Data ror

both streamwise (longitudinal) and transverse (lateral) separations were

obtained at x/h=10, 16, 24, 36, 54 and 72 as described in Chapter 3.

Streamwise separations ranged from (approximately) 1/4-inch to 24-inch,

4 and the transverse separations ranged from typically I/4-inch to 3-inch.

The streamwise extent of data obtained at x/h-54 and 72 was limited by

the lengtn of the tunnel test section. Data were obtained at two free-

stream velocities, nominally 50 and 90 ft/sec. Velocity parameters at

x/h-72 were taken to be approximately equal to those at x/h=54 since

velocity data could not be obtained at x/h-72.

In addition to the non-equilibrium flow pressure measurements,

cross-spectral measurements were also made of the pressure field for the

(no step) equilibrium floi. These measurements were made with the
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upstream transducer located 6-.inches downstream of the location where

the step normally would be located for, the backward-facing step study.

The equilibrium measurements were madp along a line 1-inch above the

test wall centerline in order to make use of pre-existing holes.

The cross-spectrum analysis procedures provided single-point

frequency spectra for both transducers as well as the phase and

magnitude of the cro3s-spectrum. For discussion purposes the magnitude

of the cross-spectrum is expressed in terms of the coherence function

and the phase is expressed as a convection velocity (for the streamwise

measurements). Root-mean-square (RMS) values of the wall pressure
fluctuations were obtained from integrations of the frequency spectra.
The details of the procedures used to calculate the various spectral

functions are given in Chapter 3.

The pressure data that were obtained are presented and discussed in

three parts. First, a discussion of the RMS pressure measurements

obtained for both the equilibrium and non-equilibrium flows is given.

Secondly, a presentation and discussion of the equilibrium flow data is

given, and finally the non-equilibrium data are presented and discussed.

5.2 Root-Mean-Square of Pressure Fluctuations

5.2.1 RMS Pressure Fluctuations

Root-mean-square values of the fluctuating wall pressures were

obtained by numerically integrating the measured frequency spectra. By

integrating the spectra from 50 Hz to 20,000 Hz it was possible to

accurately eliminate the low frequency facility noise from the RMS

values.

The values of RMS pressure that were obtained are shown in figure

5.1 normalized by dynamic head q. The value obtained for the

equilibrium flow is shown as a line so comparisons can be made at all

x/h locations. Data obtained in an earlier experiment, Farabee and

Casarella (1984), are also shown for comparison. These additional data

were obtained for flow over a 1/2-inch backward-facing step (6,/h-1.0)

mounted on a flat-plate fixture in a wind tunnel. These data are

included for comparison to the current results as well as to show the

variations in RMS pressure that are measured upstream of reattachment.
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The two sets agree favorably well, particularly considering that they

are measurements from two completely different facilities with different

experimental configurations.

As discussed by Farabee and Casarella (1 9 8 4 ) the RMS pressure

levels are largest near reattachment and slowly decay in level

downstream. Large values of' RMS pressure at the location of flow

reattachment are typical of many different types of reattaching flows as

shown by Mabey (1972). The important features of figure 5.1, with

regard to the current investigation, is the streamwise inhomogeneous

nature of the wall pressures and the rather slow recovery rate of the

RMS pressure to an equilibrium value, Even as far' downstream ao

x/h=72, the RMS pressure is still larger than the equilibrium value.

Table 5.1 provides tabulated values of RMS pressures; the RMS data

are given normalized by dynamic head and normalized by wall shear

stress. Also tabulated in this table are values of the transducer

diameter expressed in terms of viscous wall units (d+=du*/v) ,rd the

diameter normalized by displacement thickness.

j 5.2.2 Resolution Errors in Pressure Measurement

To resolve the small scale, high frequency, components of the wall

pressure fluctuations a "point size" transducer is needed. A transducer

with a finite size will spatially average pressure components that are

on the order of, or smaller than, the size of the transducer. This is

the same problem discussed in the error analysis for the hot wire

measurements. Pinhole microphones were used as a pressure transducer

since they have a very small sensing area but still have a high

sensitivity. Bull and Thomas (1976) questioned the validity of using

pinhole transducers since disturbances can be generated by flow over the

hole that exists in the boundary. It was suggested that the higher

levels of RMS pressure that are reported using pinhole transducers are

not due to better resolution of the small scale structuies in the

pressure field but are due to increased pressures generated by fiow-hole

disturbances.

Bull and Thomas (1976) compared RMS values of wall pressure

f fluctuations obtained with pinhole microphones and non-pinhole

transducers and concluded that the higher values of RMS pressure
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measured by the pinhole transducer were artificial, resulting from, most

probably, disturbances created by flow over the hole in the boundary.

Schewe (1983) measured wall pressure fluctuations with an especially

small, non-pinhole, transducer and compared these results to those

obtained by other investigators who also used non-pinhole transducers.

Schewe did not include any pinhole measurements in his comparison due to

the belief that pinhole measurements are In error. However,

measurements obtained In this experiment with pinhole transducers agree

quite well with the measurements of Schewe.

Figure 5 ahows measured values of RMS pressure, normalized by

dynamic head, plotted versus transducer diameter expressed in viscous

wall units. This plot format is the same as that used by Schewe (1984)

and by Bull and Thomas (1976). Included in figure 5.2 are their

measurements. The current pinhole measurements agree quite well with

the results of Schewe but the results of Bull and Thomas can be seen to

be too low. The reason for these discrepancies is not known.

The details of the small scale structure of the wall pressure field

are still not well understood. However, measurements with pinhole

transducers do not appear to be in error as suggested by Bull and

Thomas. Furthermore, the frequency region that is of interest in this

study is below that effectual by the type of transducer that is used.

5.3 Spectral Features of Wall Pressure Fluctuations for

Equilibrium Flow

In this section spectral statistics for the equilibrium (no-step)

boundary layer wall pressure fluctuations are presented. The purpose of

obtaining these data was to provide pressure field statistics for a

"classical" equilibrium flow boundary layer. These statistics will be

used as a data base to which the statistics measured for the non-

equilibrium flow will be compared.

5.3.1 Frequercy Spectra

The single-point frequency spectra of the wall pressure

fluctuations beneath the equilibrium flow boundary layer were measured

at 51 and 93 ft/sec. Figure 5.3 shows the frequency spectra presented

in dimensional form for these two speeds. Each spectrum is a composite
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3 formed by assembling three individual spectra, each covering a different

analysis range (500, 2000 and 20,000 Hz). Pressure spectra were

3• obtained at many streamwise positions as part of the cross-spectral

measurements for the equilibrium flow. The two spectra in figure 5.3

are representative of all the spectra that were measured. Over the

streamwise range that was covered the spectra for the equilibrium flow

were found to be spatially homogeneous. The low frequency end of the

spectra are limited to 50 Hz by facility noise. The upper frequency

range of the data is limited to 20,000 Hz by the Helmholtz resonance

response of the pinhole microphone system (pertinent to the higher speed

data). The very high frequency end of the 51 ft/sec spectrum was

electrically contaminated and is not shown. The non-dimensionalized

frequency spectra compare favorably with those reported in the

literature.

Wall pressure fluctuations are produced by the turbulent velocity

fluctuations that can occur throughout the boundary layer. By comparing

the time and length scales that collapse the measured pressure spectra

to the scales for a turbulent boundary layer, it is possible to identify

specific regions In the boundary layer where pressure fluctuations are

generated. As su. ,, identification of global source regions can be made

from the single-point frequency spectra. Additional information about

the regions of the boundary layer that are primary sources of pressure

fluctuations is obtained from the cross-spectral data as will be

discussed later.

Figures 5.4-5.6 show the pressure spectra non-dimensionalized on

three sets of boundary layer variables. Although detailed conclusions

on the scaling dependence of the pressure fluctuations cannot be made

from only two data curves, it is possible to identify specific

scaling trends. Figure 5.4 shows the pressure spectra non-

dimensionalized on the outer flow variables U, and 6* in the form

VS. (5.1)
S~q26" 5*

This scales the pressure fluctuations on dynamic head and uses a time

scale, 6*/Uo0 associated with the flow in the outer part of the boundary
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layer. In figure 5.5 the spectra are made non-dimensional using

combined inner-outer flow variables T. (or Tw), U0 and 6 in the form

vs. (5.2)

. * Uo

Again a time scale associated with the outer flow is used but now the

magnitude of the pressures are normalized by the wall shear stress. The

final set of non-dimensionalizing variables uses only the inner

variables, to and u , which gives, as shown in figure 5.6,

0 CW)U*2 W V
_p____ vs. (5.3)

where v is the fluid kinematic viscosity. Inner variable scaling scales

the magnitude of the pressure fluctuations on the wall shear stress and

uses a time scale v/u. 2 , that is associated with turbulence activity in

the inner layer of the boundary layer.

The low frequency components of the wall pressure field adequately

scale on the outer flow variables (figure 5.4). This form of pressure

scaling is common in the literature, primarily because the outer flow

variaoles are relatively easy to obtain for a given experimental

arrangement. However, the low frequency data collapses best using the

combined Inner-outer variable scaling as shown in figure 5.5. This

shows the importance of the wall shear stress in establishing the

magnitude of the low frequency pressure fluctuations. Outer variable

scaling is related to combined inner-outer variable scaling by the

factor C• (T-=Cfq). Neither outer variable nor combined inner-outer

variable scaling holds for the high frequency portions of the pressure

spectra.

Figure 5.6 shows that the high frequency pressure fluctuations

scale exclusively on inner variables. The important term in the inner

variable scaling that provides for a collapse of the two spectra is the

time scale V/u 2 . This scale is characteristic of time scales in the

inner layer of the boundary layer. The magnitude of the high frequency

pressure fluctuatior3 ai'e determined by the magnitude of the wall shear
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stress, as were the low frequency fluctuations. The time scale of the

3 high frequency pressure fluctuations is, however, much shorter than that

for the low frequency fluctuations.

t These variations in the scaling of the wall pressure spectra leads

to the conjecture that the spectral sources of tlie wall pressure

fluctuations are located in different regions of the boundary layer with

the wall shear stress determining the overall level of pressure

fluctuation for all regions. In summary, one concludes that there are

two different time scales present in the pressure fluctuations and that

these time scales are a result of pressure source terms being located in

both the inner and the outer regions of the boundary layer.

The low frequency pressure fluctuations (A6 /Uo<2.0) scale on an

outer flow time scale 6*/U,, showing that the source of these

fluctuations is in the outer portion of the boundary layer. The high

frequency fluctuations (wv/u 2>0.4 or w6 /U,> 4.0) scale on a viscous

time scale v/u associated with turbulence activity in the inner layer

of the boundary layer. This places the sources of high frequency

pressure fluctuations near the wall. The above time scales could also

be reinterpreted as a combination of a length and a velocity scale. The

boundary layer displacement thickness 6 and external flow velocity U,

form the outer flow time scale 6*/U 0 ; the viscous length scale v/u* and

**si -ar velocity u* form the inner variable time scale v/ut .

5.3.2 Cross-Spectral Measurements

Measurements of the two-point bpace-time statistics of the wall

pressure field were obtained to provide a description of the spatial and

convective characteristics of the pressure fluctuations. These results

will be used to further examine the conclusions deduced from the single

point spectra data. In particular, measurements of the pressure cross-

spectral density can be interpreted to gain more insight into the eddy

structure of the pressure fluctuations that compose the wall pressure

field.
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The cross-spectral properties of the wall pressure field are

assumed to be separable into streamwise and transverse terms as

suggEsted by Corcos (1962). The two-dimensional cross-spectrum,

p (w,t), is thus given as

where, 0p(w,F,) is the streamwise spectrum, 4pm (wrn) is the transverse

spectrum and t-(ý,n) is the two-dimensional separation vector between

measurement positions.

The relationship of the cross-spectrum to other statistical

quantities is given in Chapter 3. The magnitude of the cross-spectrum

is expressed in normalized form as the coherence function r(w,E) (which

is proportional to pressure spectrum as opposed to the square of the

pressure spectrum). For streamwJse separations the phase of the cross-

spectrum is expressed as a convection velocity Uc(wI)/U,. The phase

between transversely separated transducers is essentially zero and is

not shown.

The cross-spectrum and single-point spectra were measured

simultaneously. Measurements for 24 different streamwise separations

were made ranging from a separation of I/4-inch to 18-inch.

Measurements for 12 transverse separations were made ranging from l/4-

inch to 3-inch. Data were obtained at 51 and 93 ft/sec. Data analysis

was terminated after a r(w)<.05 was reached. When more than one

frequency range was used, the spectral data from the different analysis

ranges was assembled into a single spectrum (see Chapter 3).

In the presentations that follow only a select set of the

separation data will be presented. The data that are not included are

consistent with the data that are presented.

The measurements of wall pressure cross-spectral aensity, obtained

with streamwise separations, are presented in figures 5.7-5.10 while

measurements made with transverse separations are shown in figures 5.11

and 5.12. All these data are shown as continuous curves, for fixed

separation distance, and are calculated directly from the measured

coherence and phase spectra. For small separations each cross-spectral
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curve consists of as many as 250 frequency points and for large

separations each curve consists of as many as 50 points.

In the presentations that follow, first, the measurements of the5 streamwise coherence will be presented and discussed, and following that

the measurements of the streamwise convection velocity will be given and

discussed. Lastly, the trans-verse coherence measurements will be

examined.

5.3.3 Streamwise Coherence

The coherence spectra measured for varicus streanwise separations

are shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8 for 51 and 93 ft/sec, respectively.

Values of r(w,E) are plotted against the phase of the cross-spectrum

0(w,C). For streamwise separations the cross-spectrum phase can be

expressed as O(wC)=-wý/Uc(w,ý) which has certain physical meaning.

With this the phase can be interpreted as a non-dimensional wavenumber,

of the form E(w,E)=KEj, :ince ki-w/Uc. Hence, when the coherence is

plotted in the above form it may be viewed as a measure of the decay of

the dominant pressure producing eddies9 as observed in a frame of

reference moving with the eddies.

Two specific trends are seen in the coherence plots for the

equilibrium flow. The first, and most obvious, is the collapse of the

high frequency portion of each plot onto a single universal curve for

all separation distances. The second trend is the loss of the coherence

that occurs at low frequency resulting in the low frequency region of

each coherence curve falling below this universal curve. It will be

shown later that the Strouhal number at which f(w,C) deviates from the

universal curve is nearly constant. Note that below this cutoff

Strouhal number there is a greater loss of coherence for the larger

separation distances.

The wC/Uc(w,,) similarity that is shown by the collapse of the high

frequency portions of the coherence plots to a universal curve has

important physical significance. This is best illustrated by replacing

wc/Uc(w,ý) with k,ý. This demonstrates that the various wavenumber

components of the pressure field all lose the same amount of coherence

in traveling a distance equal to their wavelength. Hence, all pressure
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eddies in this region are similar when scaled by their wavelength and

decay at the same rate.

Landahl (1967) calculated cross-spectral statistics for wall

pressure fluctuations by modeling the turbulent shear flow as a wave-

guide and solving (using a non-homogeneous Orr-Sormnerfeld equation) for

the least damped modes of propagation. This analysis showed a

similarity scaling behavior for the calculated coherence and his results

compared favorably with the experimental results of Willmarth and

Wooldridge (1962). Landahl suggested that in the log-law region of the

boundary layer the only appropriate length scale for scaling turbulence

eddies is the size of the eddy itself. This conclusion is in agreement

with the interpretation that the log-law layer, is a region where there

is no specific length scale and as such the scale for a given eddy is

the eddy sizc itself which leads to the similarity scaling

(W/Uc(w,,)=kE).

Bull (1967) assumed that the wall pressure field coherence

function, in the region of similarity scaling, followed the form of an

exponential decay, given as

r(w,C)=exp[-C, JWE/Uc(m,•)I], (5.4)

Bull used C,-0.1 as the decay constant that best fit the streamwise

coherence data. Assuming this approximation is valid, decay constants

of 0.145 and 0.125 were obtained for the data in figures 5.7 and 5.8,

respectively. Equation (5.4), using these decay constants, is shown for

comparison in the appropriate figure. The loss of coherence in the

similarity scaling region can be seen to follow an exponential decay law

fairly well. Values of C, ranging from 0.1 to 0.19 are reported in the

literature with the value of 0.11 being most common. Brooks and Hodgson

(1981) report values of C, that decrease slightly with increasing free-

stream velocity as do the values of C, for the current study.

The form of equation (5.4) shows that F(w,F) is a measure of the

memory of the wall pressure field as it convects downstream. The

turbulence structures in the flow field that generate the wall pressure

fluctuations are continually distorted by the dispersive action of the

mean flow gradient a&3 they convect downstream. This results in a loss
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of coherence to both the turbulence structure and wall pressure field as

they are convected downstream. A measure of the streamwise distance

3over which a pressure eddy remains coherent can be obtained from

equation (5.4). Using C1 =0.125 in equation (5.4) it is found that a

turbulent pressure eddy will decay to 1/10 its value in having traveled

the distance of approximately three of its wavelengths. Inteirestingly,

Blake (1984) po its out that the values of C, obtained from the

streamwise cross-spectrum measurements are very similar in value to

those measured for the cross-spectrum of velocity fluctuation, in the

log-law region of a turbulent boundary layer.

The lack of similarity scaling (deviation from equation (5.4)) that

occurs at low frequency for all coherence plots is also seen in the

measurements reported by others, for example, Bull (1967), Brooks and

Hodgson (1981), and Narayan and Plunkett (1985). However, the data of

Blake (1970) does not show this breakdown in similarity scaling at low

frequency. Additionally, the coherence data of Bull (1967) do not

exhibit a peak at low frequencies as do the current measurements, but

instead asymptotically approach a constant value of coherence with

- decreasing frequency. The presence of a peak in the coherence

measurements is seen in the data of the others and is also predicted by

the pressure field modeling of Chase (1983). The lack of similarity

scaling that occurs at low frequency is actually a physical requirement

of' the wall pressure field as described below.

Assuming that equation (5.4) holds for all values of the similarity
"variable (all ý and all w) then F(w,ý) will go to unhty as the

similarity variable wý/Uc(w, ) + 0. However, figure3 5.7 and 5.8 show

that r(w,ý) doe3 not go to unity for small values of' wý/Ucw).Ti
~~~~~~~~~~~~~c tht ••• o s nt g o u iy frsa l v le f U(w, C). This

dirsci'epancy points out an interesting feature of the wall pressure field

which requires that some re-interpretation of the measured cross-

spectral data be made. This re-interpretation becomes crucial in

understanding the non-equilibrium flow results.

To understand this discrepancy consider the twc methods by which

the wý/Uc(w,r) + 0 limit can be obtained. w /Uc(w, C) + 0 can be

obtained either by tak ing w ÷0 with a fixed value of E , or by tý 0
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with a fixed frequency. r(wE) + 1 as • * 0 is a required result since

for ý-O the cross-spectrum becomes the single-point auto-3pectrunm which

has a unity value of coherence for all frequencies. On the other hand,

if r(w,o) were to appro!oh unity as w + 0, it would imply that the low

frequency components of the pressure field are correlated over very long

streamwise distances. This would require that the pressure source terms

located in the boundary layer convect over large distanoes without being

distorted by the mean -relocity gradients of the flow. This violates

physical reality and in fact does not occur. Instead, as the frequency

approaches a zero value, ever for finite separations, the coherence

begins to decay.

In this study the cross-spectral measurements were obtained by

holding E fixed and sweeping w. Thus, a breakdown in similarity scaling

at low freque3ncy occurs as Is physically required. This shows the

effects of the inhomogeneity of the boundary layer. Results for the low

frequency (low wavenumber) region will now be discussed.

Bull (1967) suggests that the wall pressure field is comprised of

two groups of wavenumber components, one group that is of high

wavenunmber which lose coherence with wIU/cJ(w,ý) similarity scaling, and

a lower wavenumber group that loee coherenr~e independently of

wa'ienumber. Bull set the division between the two wavenumber groups as

being where the coherence curves start deviating from a similarity

scaling and found that this deviation occurs at roughly the same value

of W6 /Uc(W,ý) for edch curve. This is consistent with a wavenumber

independence behavior to the lower wavenumber, group since wx /U (WX)

can 31so be written as k,6 assuming a Taylor's hypothesis holds. The

low frequency coherence data obtained in the current investigation show

a different behavior. Below the cutoff Strouhal numbcr the coherence

rapidly decreases with decreasing frequency. For these measurements the

low frequency pressures are not wavenumber independent, as found by

Bull.

The coherence data in figure 5.8 is replottec in figure 5.13 as a

function of w6 /U,(w,ý) (=k , 6 ) which shows that the non-simi'arity

scaling pressures peak amd lose coherence at approximately the same

value of w 6 /U,(W,ý). The peaks in the coherence curves shift mildly E
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from a value of' w6 /U,(w,)-0.35 at E/6 -1.5 to approximeately 0.17 at

S/'6-100. Bull obtained a value of w?*/Uc(iA)-0.35 as point of

demarcation between the two scaling groups using the value at which non-5.imilar scaling begins. Although based on sligttly different

definitions, the cutoff Strouhal number obtainei from figure 5.13 and

that reported by Bull are quite similar. It seems that the size of the

large acale pressure sources are limited by the boundary layer to

k16 -0.17. This corresponds to a streamwise wavelength of A-306

Similar results are also found for the lower speed data. Before

proceeding it is noted that if a Uc(N,)-0.7 is assumed then the peak in
c*

the coherence curves are found to occur at a value of w6 /U,-0.25.

As a check on the argument that r(w,ý) approaches unity as E4 0 for

fixed w, the 93 ft/sec coherence data were crcss-plotted to obtain

plots of r(• 0,,). These plots of coherence are shown in figure 5.14 for

selected va'-,es of frequency f,-wo/21r. Specific data points are rmiarkecd

with a symbol and a straight line connects each data point. The

W6•/Uc(w.,)-0 3 .35 peaks in the coherence plots correspond to fo-250 Hz.

The square symbol is used for the coherence data with f, below 250 Hz

and the 'x' for data above 250 hz. Included in the figure is the line
I' Ifor, an exp, uential decay law (equatton (5.4)) using C,=0.125 as obtained

from figure 5.8. The high frequency curves (f,>400 Hz) show a slight

trend of a decreasing level of coherence with increasing frequency in

the mid-region of the curves (,oF,/Uc(w,, )•7.O). This trend can be seen

by comparing the 400 Hz cturve to the 1500 Hz curve, both of which are

indicated in the figure.

Clearly r(w,,) approaches unit, as wo/Uc(w0,,) approaches zero,

"for fixed frequency, as ts required. However, the 100 and 200 Hz curves

"do not follow the general similarity trend, consistent with these data

being in the wavenumber cutoff region. Although the curves for

f,>250 Hz all follow a similarity type behavior, the exponential decay

constant (C,) that best fits each curve increases slightly with

increasing frequency. This shows that equation (5.4) is, at best, only

a fair approximation for the pressure coherence in the similarity

reg ton.
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5.3ý. 4 Streamwise CUnvection Velocity

Before disuussing the convection velocity data, a brief point about

the computation of convection velocities is in order. As discussed in

Chapter 2, the cross-spectra of the wail pressure field can be

interpreted In terms of a wave-like behavior of the pressure

fluctuations. The phase of the cross-spectrum iz directly related to

the convective velocity of the pressure fluctuat:ion, given as

(5.5)

If Uc(wE) i. assumed to be locallv constant, that is Uc(W,')-Uc(Wo,1)

over a small range of w, then the slope of the phase can also be

interpreted as a convection velocity,

U , (5.6)

Both relationships are (sometimes) used to calculate convection

velocities. The advantage of using equation (5.6) is that do(w•,,) can

be evaluated over a sufficiently wide dw range as to obtain smoothly
varying values of Uc(b) However, this pre-supposes that Uc(03,C) is

constant over that range. Since this may not be the case, particularly

for the non-equilibrium flow, equation (5.5) was used to calculate
Uc(w,0) from the cross-spectral data.

The scatter that is present in the ccnvection velocity data in

figures 5.9 and 5.10 is a result of variations in the measured values of

cross-spectrum phase. Errors in measured phase increase inversely with

the level of .oherence as given bý equation (3.3).

Blake (1970) addressed the differences between group and phase

velocity for wall pressure measurements. He showed that crorss-spectrum

measurements, if measured in a sufficiently small frequency bandwidth

(Aw/w), provide a measure of the phase velocity of the frequency

compon3nts of the pressure field. If, however, measurements are made
with a wide frequency filter, then the phase measurements are related to
the group velocity of the pressure fleld. Blake attributed filter

bandwidth effects as the reason for the differences between his low

frequency convecticn velocity results and those reported by Bull. The

current measurements were made with a 2.4 Hz bandwidth for the data up

to 500 Hz, a 9.7 Hz bandwidth for the data up to 2,000 Hz, and a 97 Hz

bandwidth for the data up to 20,000 Hz (equivalent noise bandwidth).
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Data were obtained in the three different analysis ranges in order t-

satisfy the small bandwidth requirer.;ernt for all frequencies of interest.

The term convection velocity and phase velocity will be used

interchangeably.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the values of pressure field phase

velocity measured at 51 and 93 ft/sec, respectively, for streamwise

separations ranging from C/6%1.5 to C/6 '100. Phase velocity, is

presented as a function of the Strouhal number w6 /Uo. With increasing

C/6 * the measured phase velocities increase for all values of w6*/U 0 .

The overall trends are the same for both speeds. Discussions will

center on the 93 ft/eec results (figure 5.10).

The variations in Uc(w,,)/U, with 6 */U<, are in qualitative

agreement with the results of Blake (1970). The phase velocity

initially increases with increasing frequency, reaches a maximum value
at approximately w6 /U,=0.3, and then (for the smaller separations)

decreases approaching an asynptotic value at high frequency. For/*=

separations greater than C/6 33 a peak in convection velocity is no

longer soen. The rapid decrease in phase velocity at low frequency is

present in the data of Blake but is not present in the data of Bull.

The data of Blake are too sparse to draw firm compari3ons with the

present data, but it appears as if the tr'ernd of increasing phase speed

with increasing C/6* is present ii hi.s data.

The peak value of convection velocJty tbal is measured for

virtually all separations occurs at approximately a fixed value of

w6 /U0 =0.3. A suggested line is placed through the peak values of

convection velocity in figure 3.10. Jsing an average convectior)

velocity of Uc. 0 .77U. places the line of maximum convection velocity at

W6 /U,.C0.L4 or k,6 -0.4, which 1.s at. essentially tne same location as the

peak In the coherence data. Hence, the wavenumbe.' of the pressure

eddics that have maximum phase vel.ocity is clo3e tn the wavenunber at

which maximum coherence Is raeaiured (flgLre 5.13). The peak phase

'velocitv occurs within the waveiumber cutoff region of pressure

flucLuations but ocý;ure near the start o2 that region.
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The validity of a Taylor's hypothesis for wall pressure

fluctuatious can be evaluated f'rom the phase velocity data. For a

Taylor's hypothesis to hold there must. be a unique convection velocity

that relates the wavenumber of a fluctuation to the frequency that it

produces k,-w/Uc(w). An assumption of this type has been freely assumed

throughout the earlier discussions. Figure 5.10, for example, shows

that this condition is not met exactly since for a fixed frequency the

convection velocity varies with E/6. The pressure field is thus

characterized as Deing dispersive; fluctuations of nomJnally the same

length scale convect at different velocities. This is Milustrated in

the work of Wills (1970) in which cross-spectral measurements were

spatially transformed to give contour plots of (p(k,,).

Interpretation of pressure fieLd data is greatly simplified by

assuming the validity of a Taylor's hypothesis. Wills found that at

constant frequency the range of measured phase velocities were normally

distributed with a standard deviation of 14% of the average value. The

errors that arise when a Taylor's hypothesis is used are thus small.

5.3.5 Transverse Coherence and Phase

Cross-spectrum measurements were obtained at 51 and 93 ft/sec for

twelve transverse spacings. No convection in the transverse direction

was measured (®(Q,•)•0). Plots of the transverse coherence versus the

similarity variable wr/Uc(rr) were made where Uc(11) was taken as the

value of maximum convection velocity obtained for the streamwise

convection measurements with a streamwise spacing equal to the

transverse spacing (Uc(r,)=Ucmax(wC==n)). This selection of a con-tection

velocity 12 quite arbitrary but provides a slightly better collapse on

similarity variables than is obtained using the freestream velocity as

the velocity scaie. These data ar•; shown in figures 5.11 and 5.12 for

51 and 93 ft/sec, respectively. Included in each figure is a suggested

exponential fit of the form

r(w,n)=exp[--C2 1W /UC(n)I 1 (5.7)

where C2,=09 fur U',hi data sets.
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The general shape of the transverse coherence plots are similar to

3 those reported by Bull (1967). As found for the streamwise coherence,

at low frequency the curves deviate from a similarity scaling. This was

not seen in the data of Blake (1970). Again one difference I-,tween the

current measurements and those of Buli is the peak ... • tl,. coherence

measurements that is not seen in Bull's data. The maximum values of

transverse coherence follow the same u6 /U, trend as the streamwise

measurements.

The wall pressures are coherent over a shorter transverse distance

than streamwiee distance, as is indicated by the larger exponential

decay constant for the transverse data. Equation (5.7) shows that

pressure eddies decay to 1/10 their value in a transverse distance of

approximately 0.4 of the streamwise wavelength (2rUc/w). The value of

transverse decay constant obtained by Bull (1967) ir 0.715. Blake

(1970) does not specify a decay constant but ,jhows that his transverse

data agrees favorably with that of Bull. The reascn for the larger

decay constant in the current measurements is not known. However, the

value of C, for both Bull and Blake was also smaller than that for the

current measurements.

5.3.6 Discussion

As discussed earlier, one objective in measuring wall pressure

fluctuations is to obtain a better understanding of what turbulence

activity within the flow field produces surface pressure fluctuations.

Simply stated, where in the flow are the source terms of the wall

pressure fluctuations. The spectral measurements just presented

provide a partial answer. Understanding the source terms for an

equilibrium flow will help in interpreting the wall pressure

measurements for the non-equilibrium flow.

The fluctuating wall pressures, as shown in Chapter 2, are a

weighted integral of the velocity fluctuabions that occur throughout the

boundary layer. As such, a unique one-to-one correspondence between the

wall pressure fluctuations and the velocity fluctuations at a specific

location in the boundary layer does not exist. Instead, the best that

can be said ij that specific wall pressures are produced by turbulence

activity in a particular "region" of the boundary layer.
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Attempts at identifying pressure source regions assume that the

length and velocity scales of the velocity field, where the pressure

sources are located, match those of the pressure field. This amounts to

primarily specifying that pressure sources are located at a position in

the boundary layer y, where Uc(w)=U(y). Additionally, the assignment of

a turbulent structure in the boundary layer as a source of pressure

fluctuations must be consistent with all of the measured spectral

features of the wall pressure field.

The most notable features of the wall pressure field that were

obtained from the cross-spectral measurements are now restated: (1) the

single-point frequency spectrum scaled on combined inner-outer variables

at low frequency (w6'/Uo<2.4) and on inner variables at high frequency

(v/u K'>0.4); (2) the streamw1se coherence consisted of two wavenumber

groups, a higher wavenumber group that scaled on the similarity variable

Wý/Uc(pf), and a lower (cutoff) wavenumber group with a peak coherence

at &6*/Uc(W,0)=0.35; (3) plots of convection velocity Ujw,F,)/U0 versus

w6 /U, increased at low values of w6 /Uo, reached a peak value at

w6 /U•.O.35, and then decreased at higher values of w6 /U0 approaching

as asymptotic value of Uc(wC)/U-00. 6 5. An additional feature to the

convection velocity plots is the continual increase in convection

velocity, at all frequencies, with increasing separation distance.

Collectively, these features tend to identify more clearly the locations

of the source terms. Each of these features will be further explored

relative to their contribution to the pressure field.

Sources of Low Frquency Pressure Fluctuations k

Figure 5.5 shows the frequency spectra scaled on combined inner-

outer variables. The spectra peak at a value of w6 /U,-0.3. Below this

peak the spectra liave a nearly constant slope proportional to w/ 2 . The

extent of the w/2 region is limited by the low frequency limit (50 Hz)

imposed by facility noise. Over the spectral region of 0.3<w6 /UO2.4

the spectra follow a constant slope of -0.4 and similarly scale on

combined inner-outer variables, Because of the low frequencies (hence

large scales) that exist for * /UOO.3 it is expected that the sources

of these fluctuations are located in the outer region of the boundary
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layer. This is supported by the convection velocity measurements. Peak

convection velocities occur at about the frequency at which the spectra

peak. Values of Uo(w,E)/U 0 range from 0.72 to 0.85 at w6 "/Uo-0 .3.

Hence, assuming U(y)-Uc(w) this places the source of these pressure

fluctuations at 350<y+<1000 or 0.2<y/6<0.5, which is in the outer region

of the boundary layer thus explaining the success of the combined inner-

outer variable scaling. This region produces the highest pressure

levels. w6*/U,-0.3 is also the center Strouhal number for tne

wavenumber cutoff group of fluctuations that rapidly decay with

decreasing frequency. The length scale for this Strouhal number is* .
roughly k,6 -0.3 (or A-186 ).

The peak values of Uc(w,ý)/Uo appear to be directly associated with

the maximum values of coherence. As U (cw,)/U, increases with
C*

increasing E, the peak in r(w,ý) shifts to lower values of w6 IU,

(figure 5.13). In turn, the inferred streamwise length scale for the

pressure field also increases with increasing ý. A range of' streamwise

length scales from A-186" to 306* are thus present in the outer region

of the boundary layer.

Below w6 /Uo0.3, the convective phase velocity decreases rapidly

indicating source positions nearer the wall. However, the length scales

associated with these pressure fluctuations are increasing. This is

demorstrated in figure 5.15 where kI6* (k,=w/Uc(w,ý)) is plotted against

W6*/U, for each of the separations for the 93 ft/sec data. Note that

k , 6 continually decreases with decreasing w6 /U0 . The fact that the

apparent source location moves closer to the wall as the scale of the

fluctuation increases is contradictory to the general hypothesis that

only small scale fluctuations exist near the wall. However, the

analytical study of Panton and Linebarger (1974) supports this

observation. They showed that the major contribution to the (one-

dimensional) wavenumber spectrum of the wall pressure field at lower

wavenumbers comes from the outer portion of the boundary layer.

However, at the lowest wavenumbers the contribution from the outer

region decreases and the major contribution comes from the log-law

region of the boundary layer.
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It appears as though the sources of the very large scale pressu e

fluctuations are physically limited in size by the boundary layer. When AM

pressure source terms exceed the linit of the boundary layer cutoff the

sources undergo excessively large levels of distortion. This distortion

greatly reduces the coherence of the source resulting in lowered values

of r(w,ý). This distortion could result in the effective center, of the

source being located nearer the wall thus giving decreased values of

convection velocity. Both of these results are consistent with the

trends in the low frequency data.

Before preceding a few additional comments about figure 5.15 are in

order. Figure 5.15 is a form of a dispersion spectrum for the pressure

field. The figure is a direct plot of the cross-spectrum phase that was

measured (and unwrapped) for each separation. The slope of the curves

gives the pressure field group velocity U defined as,

Ug =d/dk,, (5.8)

(Ug/Uod(wt */Uo)/d(k,6) *)).

The validity of using Taylor's hypothesis is best demonstrated by this 3
figure. Although k,6 *is a slowly varying function of w6 /U,, the spread

in values of w6* /U, at fixed values of k,6* is sufficiently small that a

single value could be used without iniuch error. Hence, a Taylor's

hypothesis is generally acceptable for the wall pressure field (at least

for the wavenumbers and frequencies that are the uiajor contributors to

the pressure spectrum).

Sources of Mid- and High Frequency Pres9iure Fluctuations

Above w6 /U, O.3, the wall pressure spectra (figure 5.5) follow a
-0J* C.

constant slope of w " out to A6 /U0 =2. I. Additionally, over this .

Strouhal. number range the convective phase vel.c-ity (figures 5.9 and

5.10) asym;ptotically decreases to a value that is separation distance

dependent and the pressure fi, ]d coherence (fi•.ures 5.7 and 5.8) follows

a similarity scaling behavior. Rlefore proceeding, it should be noted

that valid cross-spectrum data could only be obtained out to w6 /Uo,2.4,

with the smallest spacings, due to the loss of coherence that occurs for

larger separations. This is illustrated by considering the following.
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Take iG(,,)>0.i as being the limit for valid cross-spectral

3 maasurements. This coherence limit occurs at approximately

W /U (wF.)-20 which can be expressed in terms of a w6*/U 0 limit as

•6",'U IUc ( w, •) ] * [ Uc ( •)o* [

Assuming a value of UWU)i/U,-0.7 gives the coherence limit as

W6*/U0.146" /. As 4/6 increases the highest value of w6 /U. at which

valid cross-spectra can be obtained decrease:s. Thus, the Stroui,,l

number, range of 0.3Sw6*/U 0 S2.4 covers the range of mea.9urement• f..r

which valid cross-spectral d.dLa could be obtained.

Values of convective phase velocity for this mid-frequency region

vary from about Uc(w#,)/Uo=0.8, for the largest separaýtions, to

U o(w,ý)/Uo=0.62 for the smallest separattons, which locates the pres•ure

3ources in the boundary layer between y+=150 anI y'=7?5 (y/6-0.0 7 to

"y/6=0.36 ). This places the sources in the lower portion of the outer

flow region or in the log-law region of the inner layer. Support ig

this conclusion is the fact that over this frequency region the

coherence follows a similarity scaling which is also indication that the

pressure source terms are located in the log-law region of the boundary

layer.

Bradshaw (1967) argues that the spectrum of pressure fluctuations

generated by sources in the universal (log-law) region should scale as

k- The universal region is a region of overlap between pressure-

* that scale on combined inner-outer variables and pressures that scale on

inner variables. Panton and Linebarger (1974) discussed this issue and

showed that the pressure spectrum in the overlap region must scale as

k,- 1 . The form of the argument that is followed to show this scaling is

a spectral equivalent of the arguments that are used to show a

logarithmic scaling must hold for the mean velocity profile in the

overlap region. Bradshaw points out that a frequency spectrum may

exhibit a slightly weal -r frequency scaling since Uc(w) decreases with

increasing to and suggests an w-5/6 as an expected scaling rate.

Considering the above discussion, the -0.4 scaling shown in

figure 5.5 is considered to be indicative of a spectrum due to sources

in the log-law region. Blake (1970) reports an-0.75 dependence to his
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smooth wall pressure spectrum over a range of w6*/Uo from 0.4 to 8.0.

Schewe (1983), who used extremely small pressure transducer (non-pinhole

type) obtained data that do not sh6w a spectral region that scales as

W. Most reported pressure spectra data do not show a definite region

of -1 scaling.

Above w6/Uo-2.4, the combined inner-outer variable scaling no

longer holds. At higher frequencies the pressure spectrum scales on

inner variables as shown in figure 5.6. Cross-spectral data could not

be obtained in this frequency range. It is assumed, with the support of

analytical models (Blake (1984)), that the pressure sources for these

frequencies are in the inner layer. Measurements in this frequency

range are subject to large errors due to transducer size effects. Blake

(1984) suggests that the spectrum in this region should scale as W 5 . A

rough fit through the high frequency portion of the spectra in

figure 5.6 gives a scaling of w-6.

5.4 Spectral Features of Wall Pressure Fluctuations for

Non-Equilibrium Flow

5.4.1 Frequency Sectra j
Single-point frequency spectra of the wall pressure fluctuations

were obtained for an extenive number of streamwise positions. For each

cross-spectrum that was measured single-point spectra were obtained for

both transducers. For sake of clarity only spectra obtained at the

upstream position of each cluster will be presented.

Figure 5.16 shows p (x/h,u) obtained at 90 ft/sec at each cluster

positior. The inhomogeneity of the wall pressure field is evident from

this data. Not only is there a wide range of levels measured for any

particular spectral component but the overall spectral shapes change

with streamwise location. Included in this fl.gure is the equilibrium

flow spectrum. Similar results are also obtained for the 50 ft/sec

spectr,).

The features of tOe non-equilibrium spectra that differ from the

equilibrium spectrum are the excess low frequency content and the

depressed high freque.ncy content. As shown by Farabee and Casarella

(1985), tbe low freque.ncy region is max mum at the point. of flow
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reattachment. Downstream of reattachment the low frequency region

slowly reduces in magnitude as the flow undergoes relaxation and3 redevelopment. Even as far downstream as x/h-72 there is still an

excess content to the low frequency fluctuations. Near reattachment the

high frequency end of the pressure spectra are initially lower than the

equilibrium flow spectrum. In the downstream direction the high

frequency fluctuations increase in level and by x/h=72 are of the same

level as the equilibrium spectrum (note that the equilibrium spectrum

should be shifted down by 0.5 dB to adjust for the speed difference,

I.e., assuming Cp(bp)-U3 at low frequencies). Variations of the low

frequency components with streamwise position are associated with the

relaxation of the disturbance layer within the boundary layer while the

high frequency variations are associated with the boundary layer

redevelopment near the wall.

Identification of pressure source regions within the boundary layer

K can be made by evaluating the scaling dependence of the pressure

spectra. Two issues arise; the scaling variables that collapse the

iU spectra for the two speeds, at a fixed streamwise location, and, more

importantly, the scaling variables that collapse the spectra measured at

all streamwise locations. The former scaling variables do not provide

much insight into the dependence of the pressure field on the non-

homogeneous aspects of the flow field. However, the latter scaling

variables provide valuable information as to what regions in the

perturbed flow contain the wa) 1 pressure source terms.

For equilibrium flows the low frequency region was found to scale

on combined inner-outer variables (t 0 and Uo/6 ). Spectra cbtained at

each x/h location at 90 ft/sec are shown in figure 5.17 non-

V dimensionalized using the combined inner-outer variables. The scaling

parameters for the x/h=72 spectrum were assumed to be the same as

measured at x/h=54 since flow field data were not obtained at x/h--72.

Included in this figure is the equilibrium flow spectrum. Figure 5.18

shows the spectra obtained at x/h=10 and 72, for both 50 and 90 ft/sec,

also plotted against the combined inner-outer variables. Combined

inner-outer variable scaling accounts for speed effects but are not the

variables on which the non-equilibrium pressures scale. With these
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variables there is still a 12 dB spread in the non-dimensionalized

spectra. Obviously, the pressure source terms for the low frequency

portion of the spectrum do not scale on T0, U, and 6* for the perturbed
flow.

Spectral analysis of wall pressure fluctuations downstream of

various type of surface mounted irregularities have been reported by

others; for example by Greshilov, Evtuchenko and Lyamshev (1967), by

Fricke and Stevenson (1968), by Fricke (1971), and by Elswick (1972).

Fricke (1971) non-dimensionalized wall ptessure spectra, measured

downstream of a surface fence, on outer rariables using the step height

as the length scale (p (w)U,/q 2 h vs. twh/U,). The 90 ft/sec data were

non-dimensionlized using these variables and are shown in figure 5.19.

There is still about a 9 dB spread in spectral levels for the peak in

the low frequency region. However, this form of frequency scaling

aligns the peaks to nearly the same Strouhal number wh/Uo• 0 .5. The peak

Strouhal number obtained by Fricke (1971) is wh/Uo• 0 .3 for the

measurements downstream of reattachment. Greshilov et al. (1969), U
obtained a peak Strouhal number of approximately 0.7 for a ramp-iike

surface projection. In earlier work ('Karabee and Casarella (1984)) the

peak Strouhal number was found '.o ,•ecrease upstream of reattachment in

much the same way the peak Strouhal number measured by Fricke (1971)

decreased upstream of reattachment.

Failure of the above scaling variables to collapse the low

frequency portion of the wall pressure spectra in not unexpected. The

wall pressure spectra are markedly inhomogeneous and as such, scaling

parameters that account for this feature are needed. The outer scaling

of Fricke only accounts for variations in local free-stream velocity U,.

The combined inner--outer variables account for To, U0 and 6 but a

comparison of figures 4.8 and 4.10 to figure 5.1 shows that the

variations in PRMS/q are greater than those of r, ('T--Cfq), U,3 and ,

hence, collapse on inner-outer variables will, not be obtained. In

Chapter 4 the inhomogeneity in the flow field was shown to be associated
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with the presence of the disturbance layer. It thus seems logical to

non-dimensionalize the pressure spectra on variables pertinent to the

disturbance layer.

A pressure and time scale are needed in non-dimensionalizing the

magnitude of the pressure fluctuations. The pressure scale will be

taken as the maximum value of the turbulence Reynolds stress, -pu--v',

that is measured in the disturbance layer. Instead of a specific time

scale a ratio of length to velocity scales will be used. The length

4 scale will be taken as the distance, 6d, that the disturbance layer is

away from the wall and the velocity scale will be taken as the mean

velocity at this location (U(6d)). For non-dimensionlization of the

frequency the dimensionless group wh/Uo will. be used since it has

already been shown to collapse the location of the low frequency peak.

The pressure spectra non-dimensionlized on disturbance layer variables

is given as
S•" pp(w'x/h)U(6d) •

v vS. (5.9)
(p 'v') 

2 
6 U0

The success of this non-dimensionlizatlon of the inhomogeneous

pressure field i.s demonstrated in figut 5.20. The total spread in peak

"spectral level, at low frequency, is less than 1.5 dB. This scaling can

only be considered to hold up to wh/U,-1.5. Deviations from this

sealing occur first for the furthest downstream spectra but holo to

higher values of wh/U , closer to rcettachment. The selection of pu'v'

a3as 'he scaling pressure term, as opposed to say pu'12 or pv' 2 , is

irm n2terial in that all of the turbulence terms decay at the same rate

Swi.h downstream position as shown by figure 4.q2- In light of the

discuSsions in Chapter 2, pv' 2 would perhaps be a morE; appropriate

choice. Clearly the disturbance layer is the source of the excess low

frequency energy in the pressure spectra. The propagation of the

disturbance layer across the boundary layer as it convects downstream

produces the inhomoger ity in the wa1i pressure fie ld. The presaure

spectra will not return to an equilibrium condition until the

disturbance layer is totally dissipated and this has been shown to

require a downstream distance of' well over lO0h.
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slightly above the non-dimensional spectra. An increase in u* of only

8% for the equilibrium spectrum would bring it in line with the single

curve formed by the perturbed flow spectra. Consiaering the error

bounds on the measurements of u and the strong influence of transducer

"spatial averaging effects in this region, the scaling of high frequency

components on inner var!ables is quite successful.

514.2 Streamwise Coherence

Measuremente of the streamwise coherence of the wall pre,:sure field

were made for a range of separations at each cluster position as

J described earlier. Figures 5.22-5.24 show the coherence measurements

obtained at 90 ft/sec for streamwise locations x/h=10, 24 and 54,

respectively. Each curve in these figures is obtained with a fixed

value of' sepration. Muas',rei,,•.nts obtained at 50 ft/sec show the same

behav ior. At. x/h=54 (figure 5.214) the largest separation that rould be

obtained was ý-10-inch.

Features of the strearnwise coherence for the non-equilibrium flow

are quite different from those for the equilibrium flow, as shown by

comparing figures 5.22-5.24 to figures 5.7-5.8. The first feature to

note is the overall high values of coherence that are mieasured. At

"x/h=110 (figure 5.22), with C/6%:0.96 (the smallest streamwise

separation), the highest level of coherence that is measured is 0.96

while for the equilibrium flow the highest level is 0.88. Additionally,

at any given value of wF,/U.(w,ý) the maxinim value of r(w,,;) that is

* meaured for the non-equi I ibrium flow is larger than the va .lie measured

. for the ioquilibriuni. The second feature is the complete lack of' a high

frequency si.milarity soaling which occurs for the equilibrium flow, The

iast feature is the extended range of values of wIUo(w,F,) for which

*/ , r(w,i.) measurements were obtained which occurs due to the higher values

,of measured coherence. Mea;surements for the equilibrium flow could only

, be obtained out to an wI/U (wj,F) 20 before 1'(w,Fý) decayed below 0.05

while for the non-equillbrium flow coherence measurements out to

,",/U (u,,Fý)>40 were obtained for several eluster poit, ions.

Comparisons between figures 5.)?? to 5.214 show that the streamwise

*, • ccoherence is non-hcnmjgeneous. The value of N(w,r) that is obtai ned at a

Sfixed value of WE/U( (w,r,) depends on the streamwi oe poiition x/h. Trhis
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is illustrated in figure 5.25. In this figure r(w,o) for each x/h

position is represented by an envelope obtained by tne upper bound of

the composite of the coherence curves (such as figure 5.22). Included

in figuwe 5.25 is the curve obtained for the similarity scaling region

of the equilibrium flow data. The coherence envelopes for all of the

non-equilibrium measurements are above that for the equilibrium flow.

In going downstream from x/h-10 to x/h=!6 the envelope increases

slightLy but then remains nearly constant at x/h-16, 24 and 36. Further

downstream the envelope decreases and at x/h=72 is rapidly approaching

the envelope for- the equilibrium measurements.

The non-homogeneity has been shown to be producoed . the

disturbance layer in the flow field. Near reattachment, at x/h-10, the

disturbance layer is still readjusting to the distortions encountered at

reattachment. Hence, the coherence of the pressure field induced by

this layer is slightly reduced. Over tne range of x/h=1!0 to 36 the

pressure source terms3 in the disturbance layer convect downstream

without much distortion. Although the disturbance layer was shown

(figure 4.32) to decay at a rate -X-1/2, a reduction in coherence will

not occur unless this decay is accompanied by a distortion. The

reduction in pressure field coherence for measurements beyond x/h=36 can

be attributed to either distortion in the disturbance layer or to

propagation rof the disturbance layer to an outer boundary layer position

where it is a less eIffectiVe source of wall pressure fluctuations.

As discussed for the coherence data of the equilibrium flow,

similarity variable scaling implies length scales which are independent

of the flow field scales. The lack of similarity scaling that is seen

for the non-homogeneous pressure field indicates the presence of

specific ±er:gth scales. The excess low f-equency pressures seen in the

frequency spectra is another indication of a constant length scale

disturbance in the flow.

If the pressure field scales on similarity variables then plots of

r(w,F) versuts Wý/Uc(wF,) will be the same for vari.ations in either w or

C•. This is not the ,ase. Displaying data witui fixed %, (display format

for, figures 5.22-5.24) is more direct sinop cata is obtained as a
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function of ,o with fixed E. However, it Is more illustrative to plot

coherence measurements at a function of ý for, fixed values of w,. This

directly shows the spatial variations of the coherence data at a fixed

frequency. Also, such plots are the spatial correlation function of the

wall pressure obtained at a fixed frequency.

Coherence data plotted as 10.log,0 [r(x/h,w0 ,ý)] versus WOE/Uc(WoV

are shown In figures 5.26-5.29 for frequencies fo-wo/2vT 200, 300, 500

and 1000 Hz, respectively. These frequencies were selected to span the

frequency range over which the wall pressures scaled on disturbance

layer variables. Each curve is for a lifferent value of , 'h. The

logarithmic coherence format was selected to allow a direct indication

of the exponential decay rate (equation 5.4) for each curve.

Figure 5.26 shows r(x/h,o 0,) for the frequency of maximum pressure

fluctuation (200 Hz). At all x/h locations the decay of r(x/h,w0,,)

with E is essentially the same. This indicates that the source of the

200 Hz pressure fluctuations is an organized disturbance that convects

downstream. The decay rate of the non-equilibrium flow is much less

that the equilibrium flow. Figure 5.26 stox.s that the 200 Hz component

decays to 1/10 its original value over a distance of approximately 7.3

of its streamwise wavelengths, while the equilibrium data decays in a

distance of approximately 3 wavelengths.

These unique features to the coherence measurements require some

discussion. Both Townsend (1976) and Tennekes and Lumley (1972) discuss

the physical interpretation of correlation and spectral functions for

turbulence. The "broadness" of a correlation function is iiversely

related to the width :of the Fourier transformed function. So, a slowly

decaying cross-spectrum (coherence) implies a narrow wavenumber

spectrum, and vice versa. Hence, the wavenumber spectrum of the non-

equilibrium pressure field should be narrower that the spectrum for the

equilibrium pressures. This is consistent with the non-equilibrium

pressure field being produced by an organized eddy structure resulting
from the earlier free-shear layer. However, Townsend points out that

the spectral width of a wavenumber-frequency spectrum is attributable to

two effects; the real decay of turbulent eddies, as just discussed, and

the variability of Lhe convection velocity of the pressure field (as a
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function of, say, wavennm.er). So that, although the coherence furst'.n

for thR non--equilibrium pressure field decays 41owly, implying a narrow

wavenunbýýr content, It may te broaaened if the various frv-auency

components have a wiue range of phase speeds.

Coherence measurements for the 390 Hz component (figure 5.27) show

more rariation with streanmwise locaýion than does the 200 Htz compc;.Ient.

The overEli decay rate increases in the downstream dir,-ction. Th7'a

indicates that the field ýs broadening as it convects dowwst ýearr. At

300 Hz the decay rate is still iess than that for the eqoil1uium field.

At a freqilency of' 500 Hz (figure 5.28) all decay rates are app:0o,.!mately

the same. The non-equilibrium pressure fleld is evoP' trig at tlie same

rate as the equilibrium. This lp in spite of the fact that the pressure

spectra levels are higher at 500 Hz (for all x/h) th-an the equillib'ion,

spectrum.

At 1,CVO Hz (figure 5.2), an intec'esting feature has emeogeU.

Pressure fluctuations at the x/h=10 location decay faster than at any

other location inclurding the equilibrium case. Except for x/h=10 the

dccay rates are the same. This indicates that even thougr. the pressure

spectra levels at 1,000 Hz are highest at x/n=10 (figure 5.16) the

sources of the pressure fluctuations are quite broad. Only limited sets

(limited in range of P that could be measured) of data could be obtained

at higher fr,.:4uencies but the trends just described seem to nontinue at

higner frequenuies.

The Low fr-quency cutofF, imposed by the boundary layer size, is

-lso evident in the non-equil1ibriurm coherence data. Figure 5.30 shows

the low frequency por'vions of '(w,ý) plotted against ;6 iU. for the

90 ft/sec data caet measured at x/!hý4. This figure is representatile of

the measurements at each of the ;:/h locations. The roll--off in

:oherernee is more pronounced for the non-equilibrium Dres'ý.ure field than

for th,. equiiibrium as seen by compar ing figure 5.30 to figure 5.9. In

figure 5.30 the peak St,,ouha] number shifts from w6 /U[=0.15 for
* • *=

•/6 =1.2 to a W6 iU4-=0.2 for a F/6 15. The peaks in the coherence

spectra occurs at appr(.ximately the saoe Strouhal number as the peak in

the pressure spectrum Kfigure 5.17). Whether the coherence would Peak
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without the non-:3quilibrium effects beirg present is not known but the

strongth of the peak is surely aided by the non.-equilibrium character of

the flow field. The equilibrium coherence values peaked over the

Strouhal number range of 0.17 to 0.1 for [,/6 100 to &/6*-1.5,

9 respective'l.

5.4.3 Conw, ctiot. Vel oci',Z

Values of corvective phase velocity of the non-equilibrium pressure

field were calculatad from the phase of the cross-spectra measured at

the six cluster positions. Figures 5.31-5.33 show the phase velocities

measured furn various separations (F./6*) at locations x/h-10, 24 and 54,

respectively. Tho global trends in the data are similar to each other

and to the trends in the equilibrium data. At low frequency the phase

velocity increases with frequency, maximizes at some value of w6 /U 0,

and then decreases, reaching some asymptotic value that depends on the

value _f separation. Values of convection velocity, at a fixed

frequency, increase with increasing separation distance. Although the

convection data are globally similar there are important differences in

tha data obtained at each x/h locations.

At x/h=10 (figure 5.31) the convective phase velocities are lower

than what are obtained further downstream or what are obtained for the

. equiliinrium flow. Furthermore, at this position there is a wide

variation in Uc(:,i)/Uo with separation (ý/6*) and only the smallest

C,/6 measurements show a local peak value of U,(1,0)/U, with w6 /U,.

Further dcwnstream, at x/h=24 (figure 5.32), the convective phase

velocities are higher, and show a very pronounced local peak for most

separations. At :•/h-54 (figure 5.33) the measured phase velocities have

increased even more an' -.ilso rhow an even further pronounced local peak.

These variations with x/h illustrate the degree of inhomogeneity of the

perturbed wall pressure •i.ell.

Figurcs 5.S4(Lr') show .he convective phase data plotted for fixed

frequencies f,.-200, 300 and 500 Hz, respectively. In each figure data

obtained at eich x/h location, as well as for the equilibrium flow, are

shown plotted against separation distance E/6 . This figure shows the

variation in convective velocity that occurs as a function of separation

distance and streamwise position for a fixed frequency. The variations
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in convection velocity measured with different separations for tho

perturbed flow result from two effects; variations arising from length

scale filtering due to spacing between measurement points, and

variations due to changes in the location of the disturbance layer in

the boundary layer with streamwise position.

By interpreting the convective phase velocity measurements as

specifying the location of the pressure sources in the boundary layer,

the following description of the flow field, as a source of wall

pressure fluctuations, can be given. Near reattachment (x/h-10,

figure 5.31) pressure source terms, at a given frequency, are

distributed over' a wide range of the boundary layer. For example, at

x/h=10 (iigure 5.34(a)), with f,=200 Hz,, the convection velocity varies

from approximately 0.55 (smallest E/6*) to 0,79 (largest C/6'), This

implies that the 200 Hz pressure sourcea are distributed from a y+=180

(y/6 *0.5) to y+-700 (y/6 *2,2). The source for the small separation

measurement is within the buffer layer while the source at y+-700 is in

the outer layer (for an equilibrium boundary layer). Further downstream

the dominant pressure sources move away from the wall. Accompanied with

this migration from the wall is the redevelopment of a viscous sublayer

in the boundary layer. This reestablishes the high wavenumber, inner

layer, pressure sources that are typical for an equilibrium flow. Far

downstream the pressure sources are located further out in the boundary

layer than where they would be found for an equilibrium flow. This

feature is illustrated in figures 5.34(a-b) by comparing the values of

Uc(wt)/Uo (for the same C/6* value) measured at each x/h position to

the equilibrium value. The f 0 =200 sources have reached the equivalent

equilibrium boundary layer position by x/h-16 (for small I/6*) and the

f,=300 reaches the equilibrium position by x/h=24.

All of these features are consistent with the disturbance layer

being the source of the lower frequency pressure fluctuations. The

disturbance layer is near the wall at reattachment and propagates away

from the wall as it convects oownstream.
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Figures 5.35(a) and (b) show a plot of k1 6 versus wd*/U0 generated

3 frbm the convection velocity data obtained at x/h-10 and 24,

respectively. These figures are similar to that for the equilibrium

flow (figure 5.15). The purpose of figures 5.35 is to show that the

length scale of the pressure producing eddies continually increases with

decreasing frequency even though the convective phase speeds may

decrease. These figures also demonstrate the wavenumber breadth that

exists at a given frequency. At x/h-10 (figure 5.35 (a)) there is a

wider range of wavenumbers (i.e. wider range of values of Uc/Uo) than at

x/h=24. A Taylor's hypothesis for the perturbed flow wall pressures is

0generally not valid due to this wide range of measured convection

velocities for a fixed frequency. Plots in the form of figures 5.35

obtained for the data at x/h-54 are not shown but are nearly identical

- to the plots in figures 5.35rb) (x/h=24).

55.4.4 Transverse Coherence

Measurements of the transverse coherence of the non-equilibrium

pressure field obtained at x/h=10, 24 and 54 are shown in figures 5.36-

5.38, respectively. As for the equilibrium flow, no convection in the

transverse direction was measured (nominally zero phase for transverse

cross-spectrum measurements). An average velocity Ucb=O. 7 U0 is used to

form the similarity variable wTI/Ucb used in plotting the transverse

coherence data.

Transverse coherence measurements exhibit the same lack of

similarity variable scaling seen in the streamwise measurements. This

non-similar scaling is not a result of using a fixed value of Ucb. The

overall transverse coherence levels are higher than measured for the

equilibrium flow.

Figures 5.39-5.41 show plots of transverse coherence as a function

of transverse spacing for frequencies f,=200, 300 and 500 Hz,

respectively. Data at all x/h locations and for the equilibrium flow

o •are included. Figure 5.39 shows that generally, at 200 Hz, the

transverse coherence at x/h-10 is lower than at other downstream

positions but is still larger than the equilibrium condition. The 300

Hz component of transverse coherence (figure 5.40) approa2hes the
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equilibrium transverse coherence levels further downstream. At 500 Hz

the coherence levels are all about equal to the equilibrium levels.

There is nothing specifically unique about the transverse coherence

measurements that is not also seen in the streamwise coherence data.

5.4.5 Summary

As stated earlier the objective of obtaining spectral data of the

non-equilibrium pressure field is twofold; first, since non-equilibrium

flows are commonly encountered in practical flow situations a knowledge

of the wall pressure fluctuations that are induced is needed in order to

be able to predict structural response; second, by studying the details

of both the turbulence flow field and the fluctuating wall pressures a

better understanding of the process by which turbulent velocity

fluctuations produce unsteady wall pressures will be obtained. Detailed
discussions of the latter objective are deferred to the next Chapter

which discusses further the relationships between velocity fluctuations

and pressure fluctuations.

The most striking characteristic of the perturbed flow wall

pressure field is that it is non-homogeneous. This is demonstrated most

clearly in figure 5.6. Overall pressure levels are highest near

reattachment and decrease in the streamwise directLon. The pressure

spectra have a band, centered at wh/Uo. 0 .5, of excess energy.

The source of the pressure field inhomogeneity was identified to be

the disturbance layer that propagates through the boundary layer. The

disturbance layer introduces a fixed length scale which alters the

cross-spectral properties of the wall pressure field. The coherence of

the wall pressure field is similarly non-homogeneous and is higher than

what is found for an equilibrium flow. Additionally, there is no

frequency region in which the coherence follows a similarity scaling. 9

The convective phase velocities are also non-homogeneous and show

characteristics that can be related to the location of the disturbance

layer in the boundary layer.
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Table 5.1 - Values of RMS Pressure

x/h U0 (ft/Sec) p/q P/to du*/v d/6*

10 90 0.0020 9.63 47.6 0.120
10 50 0.0185 8.53 26.8 0.116
16 90 0.0141 4.38 56.0 0.164
16 50 0.0137 4.72 31.0 0.143
"224 90 0.0116 3.83 57.0 0.150
24 50 0.0115 3.63 32.4 O.4i43
36 90 0.0106 3.50 57.0 0.147
36 50 0.0106 3.25 32.9 0.145
54 90 0.0098 2.99 59.5 0.152
54 50 0.0100 2.90 33.8 0.139
72 90 0.0099 3.00 59.5 0.152
72 50 0.0098 2.85 33.,8 0.139
Eq. Flow 93 0.0092 3.20 58.2 0.185
Eq. Flow 51 0.0092 2.83 33.3 0.177

(d=0.032-inch)

71~
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CHAPTER 6

VELOCITY-PRESSURE RELATIONSHIPS

6-i Introduction

One of the primary objectives of this research was to identify the

regions of a boundary layer that are major contributors to wall pressure

fluctuations. In Chapter 5 the velocity statistics presented in

Chapter 4 were used to establish wall pressure scaling laws. This led

to the identification of probable wall pressure source regions in the

flow. These results, however, did not explicitly relate the turbulence

data with the source terms for the wall pressure field.

In this Chapter the subject of wall pressure source region

identification is re-addressed from two perspectives. First, the

analytical developments of Chapter 2 will be used with the velocity

statistics from Chapter 4 to identify regions in the boundary layer that

are major contributors to wall pressure fluctuations. These results

will be compared to the measured wall pressure statistics. Secondly,

the relationship between the wall pressure field and boundary layer

burst events, that are known to be the primary mechanism of Reynolds

stress production, will be briefly reviewed.

6-2 Analytical Source Terms

In Chapter 2 a theoretical expression (equation (2.49)) for the

wavenumber-frequency spectrum of wall pressure fluctuations was obtained

and an interpretation of the various terms in the equation was given.

The objective in this section is to further simplify this relationship,

by making suitable analytical approximations, in order to obtain an

expression that can be evaluated using the experimentally obtained

results. Although strongly dependent on the assumed simplifying

approximations, this final expression will be helpful in identifying

wall pressure source regions in the boundary layer, particularly for the

perturbed flow.
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The starting point for this discussion is equation (2.49) which is

rewritten here as equation (6.1),

ip = 4p2(k I/K)2j e-K(y+y') aU dU (6.1)
ff dy dy'

0
xR2(y;y-y') "v(ý,w,y) dy dy'.

To obtain an equation for the pressure frequency spectrum ($p(,i)) (6.1)
p

is integrated over k, and k, (-=k,,k,) in the manner given by

equation (2.51). This gives

p() 44 P 2 JJ(k d d/Ky)2 e-K(yYyRl 2 d!JRd(y;y-y') (6.2)

-00 0

X (P (,w,y) dy dy' dk, dk 3 .v

The unknown term in (6.2) is the vertical velocity cross-spectrum which,

by equation (2.48), is written as a product of the vertical cross-

correlation R2 (y;y-y'), and the planar wavenumber-frequency spectrum

Pv (ýw,y) of the vertica3 velocity iluctuations.

Obtaining approximations for these two terms is the key aspect of

all wall pressure field modeling efforts (see list of cited references -

at end of section 2.2). Attempts at approximating these terms for the

non-equilibrium flow are further complicated by the complete lack of i

knowledge of the cross-spectral properties of the velocity field for a

perturbed flow. However, since all that is sought is an expression that

retains the rudimentary features of the wall pressure source terms, then

simplifying approximations simil ar to tho:se made for equilibrium flows

will be used.

The approximations that are made to reduce (6.2) to an usable form

are similar to those made by Blake (1971) in the analysis of wall

pressure spectra from rough wall flows. The velocity wavenumber-

frequency spectrum in (6.2) is assumed to have a separable form

4 (k, V2) D,(k (6.3)

where 1ý,(k,) and 43 (k,) are independent wavenumber spectra describing

the variations in the streamwise and transverse directions,

respectively. Do(w-Uck,) is the moving axis spectrum which describes

the frequency variations that occur in a reference frame moving with th,ý
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flow at the convective speed Uc. For, frozen turbulence 0, is a delta

function. The mean-square velocity fluctuation is factored out of the

spectral functions and kept as a separate term. Blake (1964) suggests

that the cross-correlation function be approximated by a weighted delta
S~function,

R2 (y;y-y') = A(y)6(y-y') 
(6.4)

where the weighting factor A(y), remains as yet undefined but is assumed

to be related to measured velocity statistics. By introducing (6.3) and

(6.4) into (6.2) and assuming nearly frozen turbulence, allowing 0, to

be written as a delta function, then the integrations over' k, and y' can

be made to obtain
00 00

Dp(w) =. 4 P (k o/K)2f e-2Ky V, 2  (dU/dyA)2 A(y) (6.5)

-00 0

b-o x 1 *1,(W/Uc)0,(k,) dy dk 3S-Gc

where k0=w/Uc, k=V7ý;ok-, and (O/Uc)0(1i/Uc)=(; (W)= 1v(w)/v'2 where N(mw)
is the frequency spectrum of the vertical velocity fluctuations scaled

on its mean-square value. The only unknown term in (6.5) is the

transverse wavenumber spectrum (P,. Blake (1971) assumed that ý,(k 3 ) has

the somewhat general form of
_L3 _k' 2A2 /

-ý = e 3 
( 6 .6 )

where AX is a turbulence scale factor that is a function of wall

position A3 =A3 (y). By introducing (6.6) into (6.5), the final integral

becomes
00 0

(w) 4p2f (ko/K)2  1e2yv2(dU/dy)
2 A(y) (6.7)p, -f f Uc

-00 0~~ c'

X (D1(b/U) • e 3 dy dk3 .

Once the k, integration in (6.7) is perfo med, the remaining integrand

is the wall pressure source distribution function.
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Consider the k3 integration in (6.7) separately by writing

0p(w) - 4p' V,2 (dU/dy) 2 A OV(w/UC) I(w/Uc,y) dy (6.8)

0
where,

I(W/Uc'y) = 2 f k+k e2 2 e dk 3 . (6.9)

A solution to (6.9) can be obtained by evaluating the integral in

separate high and low frequency regions (frequency is only a parameter

in (6.9)). Low frequ3acy is denoted by wX3 /Uc<l and high frequency by

WA3 /Uc>1. For both regions the dominant contribution comes from low

(k 3 ) wavenumber components (k,/k,<1). In thp high frequency region,

with the assumption that k3 <k,, the integral for i(u/Uey) is dominated

by the second exponential term giving

X -2koY e-k2X2 A/ 2koy
IH(o/Uc'Y) "• e 3 3 dk 3 = e-Y. (6.10)

In the low frequency region the integral Is again dominated by terms for

which 1<3 <k, and the integral can be approximated as

00

A3 k k 11A 3 V -2ky
IL(w/Ucly) 2/'3 e k2 k•y 2 dk 3  - e 0  (6.11)Jv-T ko+k3 2

-00

With (6.10) and (6.1 1) equation (6.8) can be written as
00

w SL ( N(ui) e-2wy/Uc dy, (6.12)where p( f ST SL,H •v

0

ST(Y) = V,2 (dU/dy) 2 , (6.13a)

ISL = CL A k3 I/Uc (for wX 3 /Uc < 1), (6.13b)

SH = CH A (for wX,/UJe > 1), (6.13••)

and C, and CH are col lected constants. In order to further cva uit,

(6.12) estimates of A and X3 must be established. The assumption by

Blake (V1)84) that A(y)-y will be used in evaluating (6.12). Since X, is

a turbulence scale factor it will be taken to be equial to the integral
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length scale (L 2 ) obtained from the vertical velocity spectra. With
r

these, equation (6.12) can be used as a description of the distribution

of wall pressure source terms within the boundary layer,

Before any quantitative evaluations of (6.12) are made it is

interesting to review the qualitative features of the terms in the

equation. The ST(Y) term is the primary source term for wall pressure

fluctuations. Its functional form is a consequence of assuming that the

mean shear-turbulence interaction term is the only source term in the

original formulations. The form of the second term (SL,H), depends on

the frequency region of interest. At low frequency it contains an w/Uc

term that essentially comes from the streamwise derivative of the v

component in the original source term. SL also contains both the

vertical correlation term and the transverse turbulence length scale

(X,). For high frequencies only the vertical correlation term is

present. The third term is the vertical velocity spectrum normalized by

its mean-square value. This simply expresses the frequency distribution

of the velocity fluctuations in the original source term. The last term

M is the exponential attenuation function. The effect of this term is the

same as the exponential term discussed in Chapter 2. The contribution

that a given velocity fluctuation makes to the wall pressure decreases

exponentially with increasing frequency or wall distance. This term

3 imposes the requirement that high frequency pressure fluctuations be

generated by velocity terms near the wall.

Equation (6.12) will now be used to evaluate the distribution of

wall pressure source terms within the boundary layer. One of ,.he

objectives in studying a perturbed flow was to investigate the wall

"pressures produced by a flow with an altered wall pressure source

distribution. Hence, of particular interest is a comparison of the

source terms for the equilibrium flow to those for the perturbed flow.

In Chapter 5 it was shown that the major effect of the perturbed flow

was to increase the low frequency levels of the wall pressure field.

The low frequency levels still remain above the equilibrium levels as

far downstream as the last measurement station (x/h-72). Or the other

hand, the high frequency components of wall pressure were initially

elevated (at x/h-10) but by x.h=16 had returned to an ,,iilibrium
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(unperturbed) level. These observations suggest that in evaluating the

distribution of wall pressure sources for the perturbed flow attention

should be placed on the low frequency region of (6.12).

The low frequency form of (6.12) can be written in more convenient

form as

0 ( W) = C (dU!dy) 2 A(y) 3 (y)- 2 dy. (6.i(w)--. Uc '2

where (W) 1-'- L v "2--] = •v ( w, y).

which is the form of dimensionless velocity spectrum used in Chapter 4.

Again A(y)-y and X3 (y) is taken to be the turbulence integral length

scale for vertical velocity fluctuations. The plots of $V(w,y), given

in Chapter 4, show that, at least to first order, $v(w,y) can be taken

to be a universal function of w and can be removed from the integral.

To further simplify matters it can be assumed that for the frequencies

of' interest the exponential term is nearly unity (over the variable

_range of interest). With these approximations (6.14) can be written as

(p(W) = CL Sv(w) v'2(dU/dy)' L,(y) y/Uc dy. (6.15)

if ic is taken to be the local mean velocity (U(y)) then the terms

within the integral are [requency indeperdent and describe the wall

pressure sourer distribution In the boundary layer. For, discussion

purposes the integrard of (6.15) witl be termed S(y).

Equation (6.15) is now in a form that allows the source

d i:t~ribution of low frequency wall pressures for the perturbed and

equilibrium flow to be compared. Figure 6.1 is a plot of 10-log1 1 (:;(y))
,

versus y/6 for each of the streamwise positions for which veloeity

•tatistics were measured. The source term distributions for the

perturbed flow are clearly different from that for the eq uillbri u ri 1 1,w.

For the perturbed flow the distr ibution of source terms ari, mar'Kedly

affected by the di:iturbancie layer in the boundary layer'.
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The distribution for the equilibrium flow has its maximum value

very near the wall and the levels rapidly decrease further aw. y from the

wall. This is consistent with the velocity statistics for an

equilibrium flow; peak levels of turbulence occur at a y+-18 and in the

log-law region the gradient of the mean velocity is proportional to y-.

As has been discussed previously the flow characteristics at x/h=10

are unique compared to positions further downstream. This is also

evident in the source term distribution. At x/h=1O, S(y) has a very

pronounced peak showing the presence of a highly dominant source term at

y/6 -1. Additionally there is no indication of an increase in the

source term level closer to the wall as there is for all other

measurement positions. The y/6 location of the peak in S(y)

corresponds to the location of the disturbance layer.

The source term distributions measured for x/h>10 all follow a

trend that is consistent with the trends in the turbulence intensity

profiles. There is a near wall peak in S(y) which rapidly decreases

away from the near wall. Further out in the boundary layer, S(y) shows

a broad and more pronounced second peak that is a direct result of the

highly turbulent disturbance layer in the flow. This primary peak in

S(y) decreases in level and moves further away 'om the wall in the

downstream direction.

3 A number of qualitative aspects of the source term distributions

sh]own in figure 6.1 should be noted. Although the second peak in S(y)

is generally lower in level that the near wall peak, the disturbance

layer is still the primary source of (low frequency) wall pressures

_77 since the wall pressure is an integration of S(y) over the extent of the

boundary layer. Except for the distributions at x/h-t0, all of the

distributions for the perturbed flow are higher in level than the

distribution for the equilibrium flow at comparable y/6 Nihs shows

that flow disturbances that exist in the outer layer persist far

downstream and can markedly influence the level of low frequency wall

pressure fluctuations.

Since S(y) is most strongly characterized by the v'2 and (dlJ/dy)2

terms, it is interesting to determine which term has more influence in

d ictating the shape of' the S(y) curvese. Profiles of v"' are proovided in
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Chapter 4. Figure 6.2 shows plots of 20*loglo(dU/dy), versus y/6

obtained from the mean velocity profiles by the numerical

differentiation technique describe in Chapter 4. Included in figure 6.2

Is a line representing the value of dU/dy obtained assuming a log-law

profile (dU/dy-u*/Ky). The mean gradient of the equilibrium flow agrees

well with the gradient for a log-law profile lending confidence in the

accuracy of the numerical differentiation technique. At y/6 <1 dU/dy

for the perturbed flow are parallel to, but below, dU/dy for the

equilibrium flow. This trend was also present in the mixing length

plots (figure 4.18). Generally, dU/dy for the perturbed flow are

smaller than that for the equilibrium flow. Hence, the primary term in
.• t•'(y) i-n v'

A number of simplifying approximations were made which allowed

(6.15) to be written in its relatively simple form. At the outset it

Was. 1ssumed that the flow was homogeneous in planes parallel to the

wal 1. This is clearly not the case for a perturbed flow. The

consequence of having a flow inhomogeneity is to provide a mechanism for

wavenumber conversion which does not occur in a homogeneous flow.

Attempts to account for an inhomogeneity term in the original

Pqt formul ization would simply further, mask the role that velocity

fluctuations play in generating wall pressures. Certain assumptions

were, made about the form of the vertical velocity cross-spectrum.

-pecit'iealy, it was assurnud that the vertical cross-correlation of the

;V rti al velocity comporient increased linearly with wal distance. This

assumption can lead to an underestimation of the contributions that come

from the di1sturbance layer where the flow has a high degree of organized

struc ture. The last as.s3umption, leading to (6.15), is that the

,-xp)nentIal term in (6.14) Is nearly unity in the low frequency region.

At a frequency of 200 liz, which correspords roughly to the peaak in the

4 r'turhed flow wal I pr essure spectra, the exponential terrm is on thŽ,

.r(I'r' of e0. at. y 'I 1 a"nd de'reaises exponent, Ial ly with irarei-sirng

waI I distarnee. Included in figure 6.1 Is a line represeri fting thisý d1ie(iy

J,
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term (using w6*/ J/UO.2 and Uc/U,.O.7). Even accounting for this decay

term the disturbance layer is still a major contributor to the wall

pressure field.

In summary, it wa-, found in Chapter 5 that the low frequency wall

pressure spectra for the perturbed flow scaled on the disturbance layer

variable3. This dependence is also predicted using an idealized

analytical model for the velocity-wall pressure relationship. This

comparison has helped provide validity to the use of (6.12) as a

qualitative measure of the wall pressure source term locations in a

boundary layer flow. From examination of (6.12) it can be seen that the

primary pressure source term is v, 2 (dU/dy)2 and that the contribution a

given term makes to the wall pressure field decreases exponentially with

Increasing frequency or wall distance. Hence, consistent with the

observed scaling laws from Chapter 5, the sources of high frequency wall

pressure fluctuations must be located near the wall while low frequency

sources can be found further out in the boundary layer.

The frequency distribution cf the wall pressure source terms scales

differently between high and low frequencies. At low frequency the

dependence is a function of the product of the exponential decay term

and with the first spectral moment of the vertical velocity frequency

spectrum. For high frequencies the wall pressure source term

distribution Is given by the product of the exponential decay term with

the vertical velocity spectrum. Hence, the frequency spectrum of the

vertical velocity determines the spectral content of the wall pressures.

'The final point is that the contribution a source term makes to the wall

pre'ssure is directly proportional to the vertical correlation distance

of the source.

b.3 Burst Event Process

Since the realization, some 15 years ago, that the turbulence

activity in the inner layer of a turbulent boundary layer is

characterized, in part, by the presence of randomly' occurring coherent

"events," there has been extensive effort expended on trying to

understa,'d the specific role this activity plays in the turbulence

process. Thc importance of this prooess in tihe ma +ntenance of

turbulence is iluastrated by the measurements of Lu and Wi Ilmarth (1973)

','•I 8l 7
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who showed that nearly 80% of the turbulence Reynolds stress is a direct

consequence of coherent mctions. Unfortunately, to date the

understanding of this process is still not clear. Review articles by

Willmarth (1975) and Cantwell (1981) provide detailed accounts of what

is currently known about these processes. For the purposes of this

discussion no delineation will be made between the various phases or

stages (streaks, sweeps, ejections, bursts, etc.) of a coherent motion,

but all aspects will be globally referrod to as a burst event.

With the importance of burst events to the turbulence production

process being well accepted it follows to consider the role the y play in

the production of wall pressures. The studies of Burton (1974) and

Thomas and Bull (1983) addressed specifically this question. Although

Burton's study was inconclusive, the study ef Thomas and Bull clearly

show characteristic wall pressure fluctuation patterns which are N

associated with burst events.

Emmerling et a!. 11973) found that the occurrence rate of zones of

high-amplitude pressure fluctuations agreed well with the bursting

frequencies predicted using either inner variable or outer variable

scaling. The predicted values were not too dissimilar and they got

slightly better agreement with the frequency predicted using the inner

variable scaling. This shows a possible relationship between the burst

event rate in the boundary layer and the large scale pressures at the

wall. Similarly, if burst events are a primary source of wall pressure

fluctuations, then the wall pressure spectrum may exhibit some feature

that is characteristic of the bursting frequency.

To examine this issue the results of Blackwelder and

Haritonidls (1983) are used to estimate the bursting frequency wb. They

found that the bursting frequency scaled on inner variables (given as 7-•
,

wv/u '-0.022) and was nearly constant over a wide range of Reynolds

numbers that span the Reynolds number range of the flow for the current

investigation. A comparison of this bursting frequency to the

- frequencies for the wall pressure spectra in figure 5.6 show that Wb

(fb- 2 7 5 Hz) is surprisingly close to the frequency at which the wall

pressure spectrum is a maximum bi (fm.350 Hz). However, the wall
MI
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pressures in this frequency range were found to scale on the outer flow

time scale 6 /Uo (figure 5.5). Thus, although wm 13 in general

agreement with tk the scaling behavior for the two differs. It is

interesting to compare wmi obtained in figure 5.5 as w6 */U,-0.3, to the

periodicity of the large-scale structure in the outer flow.

. Hinze (1975) roughly estimates that turbulent bulges, characteristic of

the outer flow structure, pass by a wall position with a recurrence

frequency given by A6 /U 0.0.25. This value is also very close to the

frequency of peak spectral level but, more importantly, also scales on

outer flow variables. Furthermore, the convection velocity data shows

that the source of the wall pressure fluctuations at w6"/U,- 0 .3 come

from the outer layer of the boundary layer. The conclusion is that

although the bursting frequency is quite close to the frequency at which

the wall pressure spectrum is a maximum, the two are not necessarily

related. Instead, the frequency of peak pressures is more likely a

consequence of the passage frequency of the large-scale structures in

the outer flow.

However, it has been suggested that there may be an interdependence

between the large-scale structure in the outer layer and the burst

events near the wall which accounts for the similarity between the

bursting frequency and the outer flow passage frequency. If this is

* true then the above scaling argument may no longer hold and it is

possible that the spectral peak and the bursting frequency are related.

:8
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary of Accomplishments

The overall objective of this research was to investigate the

process by which turbulent boundary layers produce wall pressure

fluctuations. The experimental approach consisted of measuring both

single-point velocity statistics throughout the boundary layer and the

cross-spectral statistics of the wall pressure field for both a fully

developed equilibrium boundary layer and for a non-equilibrium turbulent

boundary layer that was perturbed by passing over a backward-facing

step. This perturbation to the flow introduced a highly energized

disturbance layer close to the wall which was a primary contributor to

low frequency wall pressure fluctuations. The disturbance layer

propagated away from the wall and decayed in turbulence level as it

convected downstream. 1his disturbance provided a flow in which the

primary wall pressure source term was located at various regions of the

boundary layer. By comparing the wall pressure statistics, measured at

various downstream locations, to the properties of the disturbance layer

it was possible to learn more about the role velocity fluctuations play

in the production of wall pressures.

In addition to interpreting the wall pressure measurements to

determine locations in the boundary layer for the probable wall pressure

source terms, the statistical properties of the velocity field that were

'I., measured were used in an idealized analytical model for the wall

pressure frequency spectrum to further confirm that the disturbance

layer was the primary source of wall pressure fluctuations.

The data base that was obtained during this study is quite

extensive. Velocity mea3urements consisted of mean velocity profiles,

profiles of u', v,' u'v', and velocity spectra of the u and v components

of velocity. These data were obtained both upstream of the backward-

facing step and at various downstream positions extending as far

downstream as x/h=54. The wall pressure measurements were obtained In

great detail. A very complete set of cross-spectral density

measurements were obtained for the equilibrium flow and at various
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positions downstream of the step. The farthest downstream position at

which wall pressure measurements were made was x/h-72. Cross-spectrum

measurements were obtained for streamwise and transverse separations

(separate streamwise and transverse separations were used) ranging from

a minimum separation of 1/4-inch to a maximum separation of 24-inch for

the streamwise measurements and a maximum of 3-inch for the transverse

measurements. All data are available on floppy disks in IBM PC format.

7.2 Maýr Conclusions

A summary of the major' conclusions obtained from the interpretation

and analysis of the experimental data follows:

Structure of the Flow

I. The separation and reattachment process places a region of

nlghly turbulent flow near the wall; this region is termed the

disturbance layer and is the remnants of the original mixing layer that

was formed while a separated flow. The disturbance layer propagates

away from the wall and decays in turbulence level as it convects

downstream in a manner similar to the spreading and decay of a plane

wake. At x/h=10 the disturbance layer is located at a y/h-0.5 and at

x/h=54 is located at y/h-1.4.

2. Near reattachment (xr/h-6) the entire boundary layer is highly

disturbed as characterized by the mean profiles at x/h-10. Within a

short downstream distance (x/h=16) the near wall region of the attached

boundary layer, extending out to the start of the log-law region, has

recovered. Recovery of the outer flow region is, however, much slower. ,

Full recovery will not occur until the disturbance layer has propagated

all the way across the boundary layer. It is estimated that full

recovery will not occur until an x/h-250.
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3. Spectra of the u component of velocity show the presence of the

disturbance layer in thD flow. u spectra measured in the vicinity of

the disturbance layer display an extended region of k-5/ 3 scaling

indicative of a high Reynolds number flow. The vertical range within

the boundary layer over which the k-5/ 3 is observed is large. The

r32qon for the extended k-5/3 region is suggested to be a result of two

effects; the first is an increase in the local turbulence Reynolds

number due to the highly turbulent flow in the disturbance layer and the

second is due to a shift to lower frequency (wavenumber) of the energy

containing eddies which increases the extent of the inertial subrange of

wavenumbers.

i4. The spectra of the v component of velocity do not explicitly

"b •show the presence of the disturbance layer. Instead they are more

characterized by variations in their spectral content that is a function

of wall distance.

Features of the Wall Pressure Fluctuations

5. Levels of fluctuating wall pressure are very high near

reattachment. The frequency spectra show that these high levels are

associated with excess low frequency content. The levels decrease in

the downstream direction, but even at x/h=72 the wall pressure spectrum

has still not recovered to an equilibrium character.

6. The high frequency wall pressures were found to scale on inner

flow variables (T,, and u 2/v) ard this region was found to recover to an

equilibrium condition quite rapidly. This places the source of high

frequency wall pressure near the wall in the inner layer of the boundary

A layer.

7. The low frequency wall pre:3sures showed dramatic variations in

level with downstream position. However; they were found to scale on

disturbance layer variables (u'v-, U(6d), 6 d, h). Even at x/h=72, the

low frequency portion of the wall pressure spectrum is higher than the

equilibrium spectrum. Overall, the source of low frequency wall

pressures is in the outer flow region.
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8. The cross-spectral properties of the wall pressure field for

the perturbed flow are quite different than those for an equilibrium

ftlow. For the perturbed flow, the wall pressures remain coherent over

much greater distances. This completely eliminates the similarity

scaling that normally exists for the coherence. The convective phase

velocities of the various frequency components are determined by the

location of the disturbance layer in the flow.

9. For both the equilibrium and perturbed flows, it was fcund that

the boundary layer acts to suppress pressure components below

w6*/U,-0.3. Below this cutoff frequency both the coherence and

convection velocity decrease rapidly. This cutoff frequency is also the

location at which the wall pressure frequency spectrum is a maximum.

10. An idealized analytical model for the wall pressure frequency

spectrum, which is a function of the measured velocity statistics,

confirmed that the primary source for the low frequency wall pressures

was the disturbance layer.

11. The occurrence rate (bursting frequency) for burst-events is

quite close to the frequency at which the wall pressure 9pectrum is a

maximum. However, the bursting frequency has been reported to, scale on

inner variables while the wall pressures clearly scale on the outer flow

time scale at this low frequency. This essentially precludes the

frequency of peak spectral level from being a direct result of the

burst-event frequency in the flow.

7.3 Concluding Remarks

This investigation has provided interesting new insight into the

process by which wal] pressure fluctuations are produced by turbulent

boundary layers. This information is of benefit not only to those

interested in estimating the response of a surface to wall pressure

excitation but also to the 'turbulence -!ommunity as a whole in that the

relationship between velocity fluctuations in the flow and wall pressure

fluctuations is better understood. For many flow situations it is

possible to monitor the wall pressure fluctuations, which is a non-

intrusive measurement, to obtain an estimate of the turbulence activity

and its organized structure in the f ow field.
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The data base that has been obtained for flow over a backward-

facing step greatly extends that which Is currently available by

providing velocity data far downstream of the step where the flow is

approaching a relaxation to the equilibrium state.

Information on the spectral properties of the wall pressure field

for an equilibrium flow has been provided ard these data extend the

current knowledge. The very marked change in cross-spectral properties

of the wall pressure field, below the boundary layer, cutoff frequency

(W6 /U.-O.3), has been demonstrated in detail. The cross-spectal data

are of particularly high quality and extend over a very wide range of

separation distances.

It has been shown that a flow disturbance can greatly alter not

only the velocity statistics in the flow but also the resulting wall

pressure fluctuations. Such a disturbance can persist far downstream

before the flow completely relaxes back to an equilibrium state.

Specific care must be taken to examine the upstream history of a

turbulent boundary layer if either turbulent velocity or wall pressure

calculations are to be made.

The final remark for thiS study is an overall summary; it has been

"shown that It is possible to obtain a good estimate of the location of

"wall pressure source terms in the flow, iii spite of the fact that the

wall pressures are an Integrated effect of the velocity fluctuations

throughout the boundary layer. This is particularly true for a

perturbed flow but is still also valid for an equilibrium flow. This
%• enhances the understanding of the interaction between velocity and

pressure fluctuations.
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APPENDIX A

HOT WIRE ERHOR ANALYSIS

Correct interpretation of hot wire data requires a detailed

knowledge of' the response characteristics of the anemometry system to

both the mean and fluctuating components of the flow field. The general

approach is to perform a mean flow calibration and then assume that the

calibration is also valid for the fluctuating velocity measurements.

However, it is difficult to obtain unambiguous measurements of a given

velocity component due to the quadratic response behavior of a hot wire.

This requires a priori knowledge of the velocity field in order to

correctly decompose the measurements. Added to these problems are the

difficulties of trying to measure a spatial field with finite

transducers. These issues have been widely discussed in the literature

and only a limited discussion will be presented. First, a brief

discussion will be given of the errors that arise due to finite ,'

transducer size limitations. Following that will be a more detailed

discussion of the directional response of a hot wire. Finally, there

will be a discussion of the possible sources of error for the

measurements in this invesuigation.

Resolution Errors

The physical size of a measuring transducer is an important

parameter that must be accounted for in interpreting fluctuating

measurements. This is important for hot wire measurements not only in

terms of satial biasing by the sensitive portion of the wire but also

in terms oi the aerc'dynamic interference that the wire creates by its

presence in the flow field. This second point was specifical ly

addressed by Kassab et al. (1985) for anemometers that are similar to

those used in this investigation.

Kassab et al. (1985) 2ompared values of turbuience stresses

measured with an in-line and two right-angled x-wire sensors for a

turbulent boundary layer flow. The right-angle sensors that were

studied are geometrically identical to the x-wire sensors used in the

current Investigatiorn. They found that. valm;es of v'/Uo and u'/U0 viere

5-10% lower for the right-angle probes than for the in-line probe.
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Similarly, they found that the value of shear stress coefficient,

R1 2 -u'v'/u'v', measured with the in-line probe was the same as is

reported in the literature, however, the values of R,, obtained with the

right-angle probe were 20% lower. They attributed these errors to

aerodynamic interference resulting from flow over the probe support

assembly. For the right-angle sensors the probe support is normal to

the wall and in close proximity to the wires. It is interesting to note

that values of v'/U, measured with the right-angle sensors rapidly

increase near the wall while those measured with the in-line sensor

follow the same behavior as the data by Klebanoff. This is the same

trend seen in the v'/Uo data for the current investigation.

Further resolution problems occur when the size of the transducer

is of the same order as the spatial scales of the fluctuations. Since

the hot wire output is actually an integration of the effects that occur

over the sensitive portion of the sensing element it will not accurately

resolve spatial variations that are smaller than the wire dimensions. A

single wire anemometer, aligned parallel to the wall, integrates the u

Ucomponent over a spanwise length of the wire. An x-wire anemometer,

aligned to measure u and v components, integrates velocity fluctuations

over a wire length distance in a direction normal to the wall. Velocity

gradients are largest in this direction. The physical dimensions of a

x-wire also limit the minimum distance to the wall at which measurements

can be made. In order to minimize these errors a very small x-wire is

needed or, alternately, measurements in a thick boundary layer must be

made. Examples of these two approaches are give by the studies of

Willmarth and Sharma (1984), who used small x-wires, and by Eckelmann

( 1 9 7 4 ) who made M surements in a thick boundary layer.

A part of the errors in the x-wire measurements are due to the

effects discussed above. Klebanoff used a 3-incn thick boundary layer

to obtain the often referenced turbulence data. Even the work of Kassab

et al. (1985), which showed the existence of resolution errors, was

made in an approximately 2-inch thick boundary layer. The onset

boundary layer for the current investigation is 1-inch thick and at

x/n-10, where the boundary layer was thickest, It was only 2-inch thick
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(with fine scale structure that was more characteristic of a smaller

boundary layer). The x-wire anemometer' that was used had active sensor

lengths of 0.05-inch. Based on the onset boundary layer this

corresponds to wires that are 50 wall units long (lu */v), or about. one

half of a mixing length in dimension for the measurements further out in

the boundary layer. While these problems explain the behavior at small

wall distances and possible explain errors at higher frequencies (small

scales), there are additional errors that must be considered before a

complete error estimate can be made.

Response Equations

The analysis that is presented follows that given by Jorgensen

(1971) which was later used by Yavughurt (1984) in establishing a

guide to hot wire uncertainty analysis.

The effective cooling velocity of a hot wire element can be

expressed as

U2=U + K + K 2(.Ue .Iw 2 w;

where the velocity terms Uw, Vw, and Ww are the velocity components

expressed in the wire coordinates, shown in figure A.1. K, and K2 are

the sensitivities of the wire to flow in the Vw and Ww directions,

respectively, and depend on wire geometry. Note the quadratic

relationship between the effective cooling velocity and any of the

individual velocity components.

Equation (A.1) is more useful when expressed in terms of velocities -.

in a laboratory coordinate system. Using U, V, and W as the laboratory

velocities equation (A.1 ) can be written as,

U2 = A.U 2 + B.V 2 + C.W2 + D.U.V + E-V.W + F.U.W, (A.2)e
where,

A = COS 2 (4) + K2-SIN2(G) (A.3)

B = (SIN 2 (4) + K .COS 2 (ý)).COS 2 (e) + K2"SIN 2 (6)

C = (SIN (2) + K2.COS2 ( 2)).SIN 2 (6) + K2'SIN2 (e)

D = (1-K2)-SIN 2 (q)-COS(6)

E = (SIN 2 (ý) + K2 .COS 2 (p) -K )-SIN(, O)

F = (1-K2)-SIN2 (q).SIN(E).
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The angles * and 0 are the azimuthal and polar angles, respectively, in3 spherical coordinates with tfle wire axis prescribing the polar axis.

With the assumptions,

U U0 + U'

V "V

W -w

and Ue U em+ U

equation (A.2) can be expanded to give

Uem A-U 0  + 0(2) (A.4)

u' - A"' 5 .u' + (.5"D'A' 5 ).v' + (.5"F-A-' 5 ).w'+ [D' 5 ].[(u'.v')" 5  +

(.5DF/A)'5 (v'+ [F][(u'w') 5 + 0(3) (A.5)

where 0(2) and 0(3) denote terms of order 2 and 3, respectively. These

neglected higher order terms constitute an error that is generally small

enough to be dropped.

Single wire measurements are made with the wire placed horizontal

to the wall, aligned normal to the flow. This orientation gives 0=0

and €=0, for which equations (A.3) give A-i, B=K , C-K2, and D=E-F-0.

With these values equations (A.5) become

and Uem = U0 + 0(2) (A.6)

ue' = u' + 0(2)

which shows that the error terms for a horizontal wire are quite low.

Yavuzhurt (1984) calculated the errors in the Uem and ui by estimating

the 0(2) terms in equations (A.6) using the data from Klebanoff and

found that the total errors were less than

1-1.5% (assuming K,=0.2 and K 2 -1.02).

For x-wire measurements two wires are placed at A=-45 0 , and

A2 -,-90o . This gives for the two wires

A = B = (1+K2)/2 (A.7)

C =

= ± (1-KI)

E -F = 0.

Thus for either wire

Ue = A' 5 .U, + 0(2) (A.8)
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and for each wire

U ' - A'5.u' + [.5.D.A'5].v' + 0(2)
u ' - A 5 .u' - [...']v 0(2)e 2

where terms of 0(3) and above are neglected.

Estimates of the u and v components of velocity are obtained by summlng

the subtracting, respectively, the two wire signals. This gives,

Lis= Ue + Ue - 2"A'5"Uo (A.9)

u u ' + u ' - 2.A°5.U'
es  e, e2

and u eu - ue = LD/A'5].v,
ed el e 2

therefore, = /U +0(2) (A.1 0)
/0  es s

v' /13, =[(2.A/D).u']/Us + 0(2)
ed

and u'v' /U2 [2-A/D].[u'u]/U2  0(3).0 eud sS d

"Equations (A.10) are normally used in obtaining u', v', and u'v' data

from cross wire anemometers. For example, a simple analog sum of the

two signals with them first in phase and then with them out of phase

will give the ill and v' components as given by equations (A.10).

Deviations From Cosine Cooling

Measurements of u'/Uo have an error term that is simply the error

in the measurement of the sum of the two signals while the errors for

measurements of v'/U 0 and u'v'/Uo have a similar error with along with a

term due to the factor 2A/D. For crossed wire anemometers

2A/D = [1 + Ký] / [1 - K7]. (A.11) 4
The value of tangential sensitivity K,, of a hot wire element is

primarily a function of the length-to-diameter ratio of the wire and the

angle of the flow relative to the wire. Jorgensen (1971) measured K,

for different types of wires over a range of inflow angles. For the IN

wire that most closely matches the one used in the current investigation

the value of KI for an angle of 450 is K1 =0.3. This is close to the

value reported by others as well. With this value the correction factor X

in equation (A.11) Is

2A/D - 1.2

which means that the measurements of v'/U0 and u'v'/UC uncorrected for,
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tangential nooling are 20% too low. Champagne and Sleicher (1967)

performed a more detailed analysis of this and derived a slightlyU •different equatJon for the v'/Uo term their results give the same

approximate val'.e for the error term.

3 Additional Errors

The abcve errors arise due to deviation from the cosine law for

vooling whlcn is assumed for the wire response function. Additional

errors occur due to the effect of the w component of velocity,

contributions from higher order terms that were neglected in the

derivations of the wire transfer functions (equations (A.8)), and from

rectification of the hot wire signal that occurs when the signal crosses

zero (which is not a problem for single horizontal wires so long as

u'<Uo, but is a problem with slanted or x-wires). These errors increase

dramatically with the turbulence intensity of the flow. Again, however,

the u'/Uo measurement is least effected by these errors. Tutu and

Chevray (1975) estimated the magnitude of the errors that occur from

ti-ese effects and found that they are not large at low turbulence

intensities but become quite large at high levels of turbulence

intensity. They quote that errors of 28% in measured correlation (u-v')

can occur when the turbulence intensity is 35%, and these errors are

above those due to deviations from the cosine law for cooling. The

errors due to the w component and higher, order terms are similar to

those calculated by Yavuzkurt (1984).

Sources of Errors in Current Measurements

A 'The errors described above could account for the lower levels of

v'/Uo and ulv'/Uo that are measured but do not account for the lower

u'/U0 levels. The errors in u' that result fromthe x-wire data

reduction program were checked by synthesizing x-wire signals using a

random (white) noise generator to simulate velocity fluctuations and a

dc voltage source for the mean flow. A signal, representing one of

the x-wire elements was formed by summing the random and dc voltages,

and the other signal was formed by inverting the random noise before

suMming with the dc voltage. This provided signals representing a

flow field .ith V=O and u'v'=u'.v' (correlation coefficient of 1). The
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dc voltage was set to a level typical of the output of the linearlzer

when the wire was in the outer flow region and the ratio of R.M.S. to

do voltage was set to approximately 0.01 to simulate a low turbulence

intensity flow (-1% turbulence intensity). This provided a check of the

complete analysis system starting at the A/D's. The computed values of

u'/U,, v'/U,, and u'v'/U0 were in error by less than 2%.

As a further check, the frequency spectra of the u' and v'

components were integrated to obtain mean-square values. These values

were compared to the values computed by the analysis program. The u'

and v' signals that were used for the spectral analysis were formeu by

an analog sum and subtraction of the x-wire signals (output of

linearizers) using a TSI Model 1015C correlator. This system is

completely independent of the computer system. The agreement between

these two methods of measurement is good. Figure A.2 shows a comparison

of turbulence intensity profiles (u'/U 0 and v'/U,) obtained at x/h=10

using both methods. This figure is representative of the results

obtained at all locations. The errors that exist in the turbulence

measurements must be attributable to a cause unrelated to the

computational methods used.

A DISA Model 55P63 x-wire was used for the two component turbulence

stress measurements. Cold resistances of 3.70 and 3.38 ohms were

measured for wires A and B, respectively. The x-wire was aligned to the

flow so that wire A faced upstream at an angle of 45 degrees to the wall

and wire B downstream at an angle of 45 degrees. With this orientation

a positive V component means flow away from the wall. The wires were

operated at an 80% overheat ratio using DISA Model 55M10 bridges.

Linearization was obtained using DISA Model 55D10 linearizers. The

wires were linearized by positioning the x-wire in the potential flow

region of the tunnel, aligned so that that each wire was at a 45 degree

angle with the mean flow. The bridge voltages that were measured over a

range of flow speeds from 82 ft/sec (typical u/U,=1.0) to 25 ft/sec

(u/U 0 =0.3) were found to differ by less than 0.3%.

The calculated exponenL for both wires was 2.05. This exponent was

used as an initial linearization exponent in each linearizer and then

adjusted slightly to obtain a 2:1 linearizer voltage ratio for a 2:1
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velocity ratio. A comparison of the performance of the two linearizers

3 was made by injecting known voltages into each linearizer simultaneously

and then comparing output voltages. Voltages typical of the bridge

voltages were used. The linearizers output amplifiers were adjusted to

give the same output voltage at an input voltage equivalent to u/Uo-1.0.

The linearizer output voltages differed by less than 1% at an input

voltage level equivalent to u/Uo=0.5 and differed by less than 3% at

u/Uo 0.3.

These comparisons and checks indicate that the differences between

the u'/U0 measured with the x-wire and the single wire anemometers are

primarily due to resolution errors associated with the finite size of

the x-wire anemometer. Other unknown errors in misalignment could also

possibly be present such as an undetected angle variation of the hot

wire with the mean flow as the hot wire was traversed to the wall and

-- •back out.
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U APPENDIX B

TABULATED PROFILE DATA

Single Wire

&

X-Wire

I
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